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Executive Summary
About SWAPNO
Strengthening Women’s Ability for Productive New Opportunities (SWAPNO) is a transfer-based
poverty graduation project aimed towards rural ultra-poor women who are divorced, widowed,
abandoned or left with disabled husbands. SWAPNO offers sizable benefits compared with many other
conventional social protection projects. During the 15-months duration of SWAPNO project,
beneficiaries get several kinds of benefits. They work from 8am to 2pm for 24 days per month and they
have 150 BDT daily wage income. The actual per day wage is 200 BDT where 50 BDT is the
compulsory savings which they can return after completion of the project. After completion of the
project, beneficiaries get back the compulsory savings as an aggregate amount which is around 18,500
BDT. Altogether, each SWAPNO beneficiary has a transfer of BDT 72,000 over a cycle of 15 months.
Along with the wage employment and compulsory savings schemes, SWAPNO project also enables
their beneficiaries to participate in the Rotating Savings and Credit Association (ROSCA).
Objectives of the Study
The main objective of the present study is to assess the impact of the project SWAPNO 3 rd cycle on
beneficiaries’ wellbeing, including income, expenditure and asset accumulation through rigorous
methods of project evaluation. The other likely effects of the project on employment, health status,
nutrition, food security, education, aspiration (subjective well-being), women’s empowerment and
COVID-19 coping strategies are also captured. We focus on the beneficiaries of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle
(2020-21) who just completed 2020-21 cycle for measuring the effects of the project. The baseline study
of SWAPNO 3rd cycle (2020-21) beneficiary was conducted in February, 2020 on 884 households,
including 442 project and 442 control households. We conducted the end-line survey in December 2021
on the same set of households. Due to attrition, however, we finally got 447 beneficiary households and
437 control households.
As per UNDP standard evaluation criteria, this evaluation focused on four major key lines of inquiry:
1. Relevance: The extent to which the objective, purpose, and outcomes of the intervention are
consistent with the needs and interests of the people and the country's needs.
2. Effectiveness: Extent to which the outcomes of the development intervention have been achieved.
3. Efficiency: Extent to which resources/inputs (funds, time, human resources, etc.) have been turned
into results.
4. Sustainability: Probability of the benefits of the intervention continuing in the long term
(refer overview of the findings of Relevance, Effectiveness, Efficiency, Sustainability and Gender
Equality in section 8.1)
Methodology of the Study
We have 2 kinds of cohorts in both baseline and end line—the control group and beneficiary group,
yielding four groups of households to work with- baseline control, baseline treatment, end line control,
and end line treatment. Accordingly, the methodology of the proposed study has two main components:
(a) comparing the change in the welfare status of the project beneficiaries over time with that of nonbeneficiaries that were surveyed in the baseline by utilizing the framework of panel data and deploying
the quasi-experimental methods such as the so-called difference-in-difference (DID) technique; (b)
comparing the current welfare status of the project beneficiaries with that of the former beneficiaries
7

within the set of “matched households” (to reduce selection bias) by deploying the so-called Propensity
Score Methods (PSM).
Main Results of the Study
Five main conclusions emerge from our study. First, in respect of all major indicators of economic wellbeing, the SWAPNO beneficiaries graduating from the current cycle of 2020-21 outperformed the
control group households. We focused on income per capita, consumption expenditure per capita and
non-land assets per capita as three key economic indicators determining long-term income growth and
economic well-being. This conclusion is upheld by all methods: simple OLS exploring the observed
current differences in welfare, Propensity Score Matching (PSM) and the Difference-in-Difference
(DID) methods.
The evaluation study observed that SWAPNO beneficiary have on average 131.13% higher yearly per
capita income than the control counterparts. The difference in respect of per capita consumption
expenditure is understandably less (because of the heightened emphasis on savings in beneficiary
households) but still considerable. According to the Propensity Score Matching (PSM) methods,
SWAPNO beneficiaries have, on average, 42.24% higher per capita consumption expenditure than the
control group. The most striking difference is observed in terms of capital accumulation. The SWAPNO
beneficiary group has 1.4 times higher non-land assets than that observed for the control group. The
Difference-in-Difference (DID) in income, spending and asset between SWAPNO beneficiary and
control households shows that on an average, current recipient households had BDT 610 more per capita
monthly income, BDT 614 more per capita monthly expenditure, and BDT 8070 more per capita value
of assets than control households. Control households, on the other hand, fared marginally better in two
of the three variables during the baseline survey period.
The benefits from the SWAPNO project are not just noticeable in terms of major economic indicators
but also reflected in terms of dietary diversity and “subjective measures” of well-being. Among the
beneficiary households, 53% percent have median or above bear dietary diversity, which is around 31%
for the control households indicating significantly higher dietary diversity for SWAPNO beneficiary
households. Around 20% of the beneficiary households reported about food surplus while only 4.82%
of the control households mentioned that they had surplus food in their house. They also tend to be
more ambitious marked with higher aspiration for themselves (20.22% as against 6.03%) and for their
children (45.70% vs. 31.87%). We observed that, the prevalence of underweight children is
comparatively lower SWAPNO beneficiary group (2.23% as against 5.15%) than the children from
control households. The same trends emerge in case of stunted children (3.57% vs. 7.38%). We have to
keep in mind the malnutrition status in terms of stunting, wasting and underweight was found extremely
lower than national estimation according to Bangladesh Demographic and Health Survey (BDHS). This
may happen due to the lower sample size of this study which is not country representative. Therefore,
it is not comparable to nationwide childhood malnutrition status. It will require a much bigger sample
to generate representative estimates for child under-nutrition. However, the issue of adult
anthropometry needs to be paid more attention in SWAPNO projects, as no clear-cut advantage is
discernible in beneficiary vs. control household comparison.
The evaluation study documented that women having decision making power in terms of new earn
rising activity (91.05% vs. 75.69%) and women’s participation in meetings and committees (60% vs.
21%) are significantly higher for SWAPNO beneficiary households than that of the control households.
In summary, women from the beneficiary households have more physical mobility and greater decision
making power than the control households. The project also had a significant impact on its beneficiary
during the COVID pandemic era. We observed the SWAPNO beneficiary households faced less crisis
8

than those of the control households (19% vs. 29%) during COVID-19 pandemic. We observed that
almost 77% of the control groups reported they had eaten less food than their need while it was only
45% for the SWAPNO beneficiary which indicates that SWAPNO intervention tackled the food
security issues in some manner.
Policy Implications of the Study
Several policy implications are noteworthy. First, there are issues of project delivery that needs to be
re-visited. For instance, a recurring observation emerging from the FGDs is the factor of institutional
delays on disbursing wage income—due to bureaucratic hassles—which often increase beneficiary
indebtedness and even result in incurring higher costs of food and non-food household expenditure
items. However, this issue merits greater examination. If the concern is true, then one way-out could be
to arrange interim financing from the partner NGOs or any other third source of institutional finance to
make wage funds readily available. A counter-argument is that partner NGOs may be constrained by
financial resources. In view of this, it is important to ensure that all cash transfer commitments to the
recipients must be institutionally available at the outset. Second, there are issues relating to “secondchance” and more “intensive monitoring” that are required to make not-so-successful project
participants viable over time. This may include more hand-holding of the less entrepreneurial sections
of the poorest women by way of extra-doses of livelihood training, skill formation, job search and
confidence-building measures. Third, the SWAPNO project shows that, with injection of threshold
amount of external resources, the persistent poverty trap syndrome can be overcome. This is in contrast
to the tokenism that characterizes the conventional social protection projects. While this is a big success
for the SWAPNO type of Mini Big-Push intervention, the issue of sustainability of the project impact
has not been settled for good. The changing economic fortunes of the former beneficiaries is a case in
point: they need to get some attention from the SWAPNO project to ensure long-term graduation from
the poverty trap by enhancing their resilience capacity to bounce back when setbacks occur (they are
bound to occur). The main big message of the study is that escaping extreme poverty over a short period
is not only possible, but also desirable given the alternative scenario of largely spoon-feeding nature of
the current social protection projects implemented over a longer period.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Strengthening Women’s Ability for Productive New Opportunities (SWAPNO) is a social transferbased poverty graduation project aimed towards rural ultra-poor women who are divorced, widowed,
abandoned or left with disabled husbands. The main objectives of this project are to give financial
support to disadvantaged women through savings building, livelihood training and employment. It also
targets so that “economic growth is achieved in a more inclusive manner, with economic opportunities
reaching rural poor women, and vulnerable groups are protected against shocks”. Therefore, it is
necessary to assess the effectiveness of such a project so that it can set some lessons for future models.
The project (SWAPNO) builds on UNDP’s experience with the Rural Employment Opportunities for
Public Assets (REOPA) project intervention, which was implemented by the Local Government
Division (LGD) of MoLGRD&C from 2007 to 2011. Informed by the successes of the REOPA project,
the SWAPNO project is designed as a follow-up programme in partnership with LGD, comprising
public works type safety net employment of extreme poor women in the most vulnerable districts.
Previously, there were two cycles of SWAPNO project: SWAPNO 1st round and 2nd round. Later, the
third phase of SWAPNO project was implemented in 37 Union Parishads (UP) of Lalmonirhat district,
17 Union Parishads of Gaibandha district and 45 Union Parishads of Jamalpur district. About 36
disadvantaged women were selected by SWAPNO in each UP as the primary beneficiaries, totaling
3,564 beneficiary households for the project. Since the final beneficiaries of SWAPNO were
selected randomly from the list of eligible households, there were eligible non -beneficiary
households in each target union. Lists of eligible households (beneficiary as well as nonbeneficiary) were available from Union workers of SWAPNO. A baseline study of the SWAPNO
3rd Cycle beneficiary was conducted in May 2020. A total of 884 households were selected for the
baseline period, including 442 SWAPNO intervention and 442 control households. The Randomized
Control Trial (RCT) at the beneficiary level has been adopted to get a proper counterfactual which will
eventually help do an impact evaluation of the project. In light of this baseline study, the SWAPNO 3rd
cycle end-line evaluation study was conducted at the end of year 2021. This report is highlighted the
major findings of the end-line evaluation study of SWAPNO.
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1.1 Poverty Trap and the S-Curve
The idea of poverty trap stipulates a world-view that the poor’s income today is so little that it does not
produce enough efforts to enhance income tomorrow1.
Figure 1.1.1: The Poverty Trap and S-Shape Curve

C

Income Tomorrow

B

The poverty
trap zone
(Pre-Program)
O

Outside the poverty trap
(Post-Program)

A

A (Control/ Pre-Program)
B (Current Beneficiaries)
C (Post Program Status)

Income Today

Source: Adopted from Banerjee and Duflo (2011) for SWAPNO Impact Evaluation.
Not only that, below certain threshold level of income or asset, the future income continues to decrease,
thus making ascent from poverty even more difficult with the passage of time. Only when the poor’s
income exceeds a “threshold level” things begin to change dramatically. This is famously shown by the
generic S-Curve used by Banerjee and Duflo (2011).
Change in the welfare situation of the SWAPNO beneficiaries can be graphically represented as an “Sshaped” curve. Before joining the SWAPNO project, they were living on the left side of the graph below
the diagonal line (Point A in the curve): in this zone, future income is lower than present income, and
it continues to decrease over time. This is because their savings is so meagre, they might not want to
save it at all and would rather consume it, thereby reducing prospects of future income even further. As

1

This section and diagram is adapted from Sen, B., & Uddin, M. R. (2019)
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a result, one calls it the zone of poverty trap. This is arguably the situation of the control members
surveyed for the present paper. The control members are those who did not participate in the project,
but in theory could have participated in it but for the outcomes of lottery used in the beneficiary selection
process. Note that at the point of intersection of the S-curve with the diagonal ‘income today’ equals
‘future income’ (Point O in the curve). When the SWAPNO intervention was made—with a package
of mini Big-Push and a nudge in the form of commitment device to savings—the situation started to
change dramatically. Those who were previously below the 45-degree line started to move above the
45-degree line wherein future income is higher than the present income, thus escaping the poverty trap
situation (Point B in the curve). As the income of the SWAPNO beneficiaries grew, the diminishing
marginal returns to factors of production set in, as a result income growth declines (Point C in the
curve). This may resemble the case with the post program status of the beneficiaries of the SWAPNO
project in absence of additional instruments of SWAPNO intervention.2
Although the curve adopted below is shown for present/ future income for the SWAPNO beneficiaries,
it is equally applicable for understanding the other causes of poverty traps. For instance, if today’s
savings is too low, it will not have desired effects on tomorrow’s savings. In fact, it may have a reverse
effect. Faced with a meagre savings scenario, the extreme poor may not opt for saving at all and decide
to consume the entire amount. After all, which conventional savings institution will be willing take the
miniscule savings of an extreme poor person? In short, the poverty trap has many faces, including
savings, asset, nutrition and aspiration related traps that are equally potent and equally ubiquitous in the
economic lives of the extreme poor. The question that springs up is: how to take the extreme poor from
point A to point B on the S-Curve? This is where the idea of mini Big-Push becomes relevant.
1.2 The S-Curve and the Mini Big-Push: Nudging Escape from Poverty
This paper is about how small changes can induce large differences in the economic lives of the extreme
poor. It highlights the need for “nudging” to initiate a virtual cycle of savings, accumulation and
growth.3 Such “small changes” can be achieved through a variety of means. In case of SWAPNO—the
project under the present review—it is achieved through the combination of Mini Big-Push transfers
and credible commitment to savings.

2

It may be noted that the SWAPNO project is geared towards the current cycle of beneficiaries: once they graduate
there is no formal mechanism of interaction between the SWAPNO projects and the economic lives of the former
beneficiaries. This may reduce the sustainability of the project impact beyond the tenure of the project.
3
We are using the term “nudge” in the broad etymological sense of “coaxing or gently encouraging someone to
do something”. Drawing on behavioral economics, the nudge is more generally applied to influence behavior and
needs to be distinguished from the pure income-effects of transfer involved in the anti-poverty programs. In the
present case, we argue that SWAPNO project is likely to have both transfer effects (influencing current
consumption through wage income and long-term investment through the compulsory savings) and nudging
effects (through encouraging additional savings-investment activities via ROSCA and other group activities
during the cycle of the project).
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Why is nudging warranted for escaping extreme poverty? This is because contrary to the assumption of
“poor, but efficient” theory popularized by Schultz (1964), the very poor households remain engulfed
with chronic poverty because their economic circumstances do not allow them to think like an “efficient
economic agent” and behave like an “utility-maximizing rational individual” implied by the framework
of homo economicus. The extreme poor often makes sub-optimal decisions and irrational choices that
run contrary to their long-term best self-interests. As Duflo (2006) points it succinctly, the epithet of
rationality cannot be used in relation to the extreme poor without much qualifications and hence the
epithet with a question mark “Poor but Rational?” in her influential essay. In this hopeless scenario only
the better among the very poor have the chance—or the willingness--to move out of extreme poverty.
The difference between the poorest and the better among the poor is small yet significant in explaining
the divergent paths out of poverty. This is captured in the idea of poverty trap. The idea need not be
conceptualized as income-trap alone; it can be food-trap, savings-trap, or aspiration-trap, or all of them
acting together. However, the traps can be overcome by conditioning a mini Big-Push—providing the
poor with just enough resources—to nudge them to embark on a better savings-aspiration-income path.
This is what SWAPNO project seems to have attempted to accomplish over successive cycles. It is an
experimental approach—with randomized selection of beneficiaries through the “lottery method” -with varying packages tried over time. There is much to be learnt from this experience both in terms of
what works and what does not in case of escape from poverty.
Before outlining the main theoretical approach for this paper, it is important to introduce the SWAPNO
project to the unfamiliar reader. After all, Bangladesh has witnessed a plethora of successful (and notso-successful) projects that one additional pilot project even with a long history of existence can easily
be missed out in the policy discourse. Such an amnesia would be most unwarranted as the SWAPNO
genuinely provides a way-out of removing the stubbornest face of rural extreme poverty in the shortest
possible time.

1.3 The Idea of Mini Big-Push
The idea of big push originated in the foreign aid literature. Because of initial low national income
developing countries typically had low domestic savings and investment ratios, thus creating a vicious
cycle of low income-low savings-low growth-low income. International aid helps to break this
pernicious cycle in two ways: first, it augments domestic savings by placing at the disposal of recipient
countries an additional amount of foreign savings; second, since foreign savings come not just as
savings but typically in the form of foreign currency it can be used to finance import needs of the
recipient country without deteriorating the country’s current account deficit. Thus, aid is often seen to
have beneficial effects on the “twin deficits” of a recipient country—budget deficit and current account
deficit. Something similar may happen to anti-poverty transfers at the households as well. Beneficiaries
of social protection projects are typically income-deficit households: they have low income as a result
13

they can save little from their income. Additional transfers may augment their household savings,
provided the transfer amount is adequate to supplement the household’s efforts to reach the “threshold
amount” of household savings (to move above the diagonal line described in the figure 1). Such transfers
often come in the form of acquisition of technology, marketable skills, and know-how to do business in
quick-return activities--typically in tradable goods--that are more income-augmenting and debt
reducing. The problem is that often the transfers received by the beneficiaries are too little too late and
unable to make any dent on poverty. In the parlance of S-Curve, such token transfers fail to move the
extreme poor from Point A to Point B. Token transfer matters little for raising the savings or the income
level of the extreme poor. As a result, they are likely to be used for current consumption purposes,
causing “adverse nudging” from the long-run welfare point of view.
1.4 Commitment Device for Fostering Savings

Another important intervention that merits equal attention is SWAPNO’s efforts to address the “selfcontrol” problems of the very poor. As Mullainathan (2006) has pointed out, not all choices are active
conscious choices: some choices are made in a passive manner--essentially due lack of self-control.
Despite facing food deficit, the poor may spend some of the scarce resources in in the passive manner
such as on gambling, consuming tobacco, festivities or other distractions. Integration of the insights of
psychology with economics can lead to many new directions of polices. The emphasis on fostering
credible commitment device for savings is a case in point.
As mentioned earlier, the saving behaviour of the extreme poor also displays the pattern of the S-Curve.
Under the condition of poverty trap, the poor save so little from their meagre income that they often do
not attach adequate importance to savings. Since one-time transfer by way of forced savings from their
daily wage income is receivable only at the end of the SWAPNO cycle it cannot act as an incentive to
save during the cycle. In fact, the prospects of getting sizable lump-sum transfer at the end of cycle may
even discourage savings during the cycle. In order to prevent that happening, there is a need for
developing a credible commitment device to encourage savings during the cycle. One of the innovations
of the SWAPNO project was to inculcate the saving habit among the beneficiaries through the
introduction of the model of Rotating Savings and Credit Association (ROSCA). In collaboration with
the local government, SWAPNO organizers select 36 members for each union who are further subdivided into 3 groups, each consisting of 12 members. This team of 12 members constitute the ROSCA
group.4 The advantage of ROSCA is that it offers a “commitment device”: the pressure to put money
aside regularly help them to save, which might have been difficult for many of them given the lack of
self-control in the face of many competing spending demands. Mullainathan (2006) cites some ROSCA

4

In a ROSCA group, members meet at regular intervals and at each meeting, they contribute a pre-determined
amount. The sum of these funds (the “pot”) is then given to one group member often on a lottery basis. Each
member gets her turn eventually.
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participants saying that “you can’t save alone”. Although ROSCA do not offer interest on deposit, it
has triple benefits as the ROSCA experience in SWAPNO project suggest. First, it may allow to save
considerable amount while still in the project and thus enable the SWAPNO members to initiate incomegenerating activities at an early stage of the cycle. Second, it may cement the social bonding among the
SWAPNO members, which may prove to be a useful platform in times of shocks. As a result, many of
the SWAPNO groups have continued even after the termination of the cycle. Third, it may encourage
more saving habit at the individual level—including an awareness of the virtues of financial savings
whether in formal banks or quasi-formal MFIs at the local level--even after graduating from the project.
All this are likely to be beneficial for the long-term economic mobility of the SWAPNO members.
The other important issue is the role of skill training and “learning-by-doing”. Without imparting skills
to the beneficiaries, it is very difficult to ensure proper utilization of any kinds of savings whether it is
in the form of one-time grant by way of forced savings or in the form of voluntary savings by way of
ROSCA. While qualitative evidence for SWAPNO is suggestive of critical importance of skill
formation as a factor inducing successful business ventures, our evaluation design was not adequately
set up to explore this is issue satisfactorily in a quantitative manner. Simple cross-sectional differences
between those who received training and those who didn’t, are not revealing enough to elucidate the
intrinsic worth of livelihood training and estimate the “returns to training”. More in-depth study is
needed in this regard.
1.5 Description of the Intervention

SWAPNO (Strengthening Women’s Ability for Productive New Opportunities) is a gender based social
security project targeting ultra-poor rural women of 18-50 years of age who are widowed/
divorced/abandoned or left with a disabled husband. SWAPNO is implemented by the Local
Government Division (LGD) and UNDP under the auspices of National Social Security Strategy
(NSSS) of the Government of Bangladesh. The overall objective is “Economic growth is achieved in a
more inclusive manner, with economic opportunities reaching rural poor women, and vulnerable groups
are protected against shocks”. The SWAPNO intervention builds on providing access to decent
employment, ensuring a discrimination-free environment in the public workplace, supporting adaptive
livelihoods & access to financial services for sustainable graduation from extreme poverty, and
developing capacity of the local government. The idea is that the set of skills learned from training will
help ultra-poor rural women invest savings for productive purposes, which would yield a stream of
income in years to come, bringing them personal dignity, mobility, and social inclusion. In addition to
self-employment, SWAPNO also facilitates market linkages and access to services for these women
and helps place them in local Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and private sector companies in
the formal and informal sectors.
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Monetary Transfer from SWAPNO
During the 15-month duration of SWAPNO project, beneficiaries get several kinds of benefits. They
work from 8am to 2pm for 24 days each month, implying that they can use the remaining hours of the
working day for some income-earning activities. The work they do is usually for the maintenance of
the public and community assets for which they work from 8am to 2pm for 24 days per month and earn
a daily wage income of BDT 150, which provides a secure food-nutritional platform for the extreme
poor struggling to meet both ends. This daily wage income also supported them to start and broaden
some Income Generating Activities (IGAs). The actual daily wage is, however, higher: it is BDT 200
where there is a component of BDT 50, known as the “compulsory savings”, which they can access
only after the completion of the project. This compulsory savings component turns out to be BDT
18,500 (in current prices) at the end of the 15-month cycle. If we annualize this compulsory savings
amount it translates into BDT 15,000. This is equivalent to 8.5% of total annual household income and
13% of total annual expenditure reported by the SWAPNO beneficiaries during our end line survey.
Considering the daily wage and compulsory savings components, the average yearly transfer received
by a SWAPNO beneficiary amounts to BDT 57,600 (Box-1 in the annex). This, however, does not
consider the return to investments made from the lump-sum monetary benefits from participating in the
ROSCA that the SWAPNO members engage in during the tenure of their membership.
All the SWAPNO beneficiaries have yearly project income around 57,600 BDT (Box 2 in the annex).
Along with the wage employment, SWAPNO project also enables their beneficiaries to start Rotating
Savings and Credit Association (ROSCA).
Beneficiaries form a group of 12 persons from 3 wards of a union (thus 3 associations from each Union).
Each member must deposit 300 BDT and the lottery winner gets 3600 BDT. Each member has received
the winning money from ROSCA 3-4 times during the whole project depending on the frequency of the
draw happens. So, each beneficiary received 3600 BDT of small amounts 3-4 times in the project
duration which helped them to invest in small income generating activities.
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2. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND METHODS
2.1 Evaluation, Scope and Objectives of the Study:

The main objective of the study is to assess the impact of the SWAPNO project on beneficiaries’
wellbeing, including income, expenditure and asset accumulation through rigorous methods of project
evaluation. The other likely effects of the project on employment, health status, nutrition, food security,
education, and aspiration (subjective well-being), women’s empowerment and COVID-19 coping
strategies are also indicated by comparing the SWAPNO beneficiary and control groups. We have
focused on the beneficiaries of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle (2020-21) who just completed 2020-21 cycle
for measuring the effects of the project. We have conducted the end-line survey from August to 2021
to May 2022.
Scope of the Work
The study team performed a series of activities for SWAPNO 3rd Cycle project evaluation such as,
prepared a literature review of the graduation models, participated in meetings with relevant staffs of
SWAPNO, LGD, and UNDP and reviewed relevant project documents to understand the project design,
particularly the interventions, delivery mechanism, and incentive structure, submited an inception report
to the SWAPNO project, including detailed methodology notes. After completing these steps, the team
submitted a detailed work plan to SWAPNO along with timeframe and responsible parties for this
assignment and finalized survey methodology including data collection methods, data collection tools
(questionnaire, checklist), guidelines and analysis framework. The survey team conducted the pre-test
(field test) and finalization of tools, checklist and techniques for the survey and analysis. Later, BIDS
organized training sessions for the enumerators and supervisors followed by field practice and collected
data from the respondents as per sampling list, using final tools, checklist and following quantitative
and qualitative techniques. After finalizing data analysis, the team has prepared a summary matrix as
per results and resource framework’s indicators. A comparative analysis of control and treatment groups
are also done based on the major indicators .(referred table A48 in the annex)
2.2 Evaluation Approach and Methods

The methodology of the proposed study rests on three components: (a) comparing the change in the
welfare status of the project beneficiaries over time with that of non-beneficiaries that were surveyed
in the baseline by utilizing the framework of panel data and deploying the quasi-experimental methods
such as the so-called difference-in-difference (DID) technique used in standard impact evaluations (see,
Gertler et al 2016); (b) comparing the current welfare status of the project beneficiaries with that of
non-beneficiaries within the set of “matched households” (to reduce selection bias) by deploying the
so-called Propensity Score Methods (PSM) (see, Bai and Clark 2018). This method is deployed in this
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study as an additional check on the project impact, as panel analysis based on baseline and end-line
surveys conducted by two different agencies (which is the case here) may be susceptible to nonsampling measurement errors; and (c) comparing the current welfare status of the project beneficiaries
with that of former beneficiaries (graduates of the previous cycle of SWAPNO) with a view to assessing
the sustainability of the project intervention (Ravallion 2001).
2.3 Study Locations

The study was conducted in three districts (Lalmonirhat, Gaibandha and Jamalpur) dispersed in two
different administrative divisions of the country. The above mentioned three districts include 99 Union
Parishads of SWAPNO working area.
2.4 Study setting and sampling

The third phase of SWAPNO project is being implemented in 37 Union Parishads (UP) of Lalmonirhat
district, 17 Union Parishads of Gaibandha district and 45 Union Parishads of Jamalpur district. About
36 disadvantaged women were selected by SWAPNO in each UP as the primary beneficiaries.
Therefore, a total of 3,564 households acted as a beneficiary for the SWAPNO project. Since the final
beneficiaries of SWAPNO were selected randomly from the list of eligible households, there were
eligible non-beneficiary households in each target union.
The baseline study of SWAPNO 3rd cycle (2020-21) beneficiary was conducted in February, 2020
including 442 project beneficiary and 442 control households. We have conducted the final evaluation
at the end of year 2021. The following table shows the endline evaluation sampling strategies.
Table 2.1 Endline evaluation sample across sampling union

District

Sample Respondents

Sample Union

Intervention

Control

Total

Lalmonirhat

170

167

337

13

Gaibandha

78

74

152

06

Jamalpur

199

196

395

15

Total

447

437

884

34

2.5 Estimation strategy

The methodology of this evaluation is comprised of two major sections. The first one deals with
comparing the overtime change in the welfare status of the program beneficiaries with that of nonbeneficiaries that were surveyed in the baseline by utilizing a panel data framework and deploying a
quasi-experimental method, i.e., difference-in-difference (DID) technique, a widely used technique in
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standard impact evaluation practices (Gertler et at 2016). The second one pertains to comparing the
current welfare status of the program beneficiaries with that of non-beneficiaries within the set of
“matched households” (to reduce selection bias) by applying the Propensity Score Methods (PSM)
(Caliendo et al., 2005; Bai and Clark 2018). This method is useful as an additional inspection on the
program impact, as panel analysis based on baseline and end-line surveys.
2.6 Difference-in-Difference (DID) Method

Difference-in-difference (DID) methods is used to find the changes from baseline to end line of the
project. In this method, there are two differences to be considered: a) Before and after the treatment and
b) the control and treatment group at the same time point, in our case, two households having
participants of ‘SWAPNO’ and not having any participants of ‘SWAPNO’.
The following econometric model is used:
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝛽2 𝑆𝐻𝑊𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑂 + 𝛽3 (𝑆𝑊𝐴𝑃𝑁𝑂 ∗ 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟) + 𝜖𝑖,𝑡
Where the dependent variable Outcome is income, asset, health, education, etc. of household i at time t
which could be either baseline or end-line. ‘after’ is a dummy variable which takes on 1 if the data
comes from end-line and zero otherwise. ‘SWAPNO’ is also a dummy variable which assumes 1 if the
household is a participant of ‘SWAPNO’ and zero otherwise. The interaction term (SWAPNO*after)
captures the treatment effect or the difference-in-difference estimates. We observed this in the table
below.
Control

Treated groups

Difference

groups

(SWAPNO Participants)

Before ‘SWAPNO’

𝜷𝟎

𝜷𝟎 + 𝜷𝟏

𝜷𝟏

After ‘SWAPNO’

𝜷𝟎 + 𝜷𝟐

𝜷𝟎 + 𝜷𝟏 + 𝜷𝟐 + 𝜷𝟑

𝜷𝟐 + 𝜷𝟑

Difference

𝜷𝟐

𝜷𝟐 + 𝜷𝟑

𝜷𝟑

2.7 Propensity Score Matching (PSM)

To compare the current welfare status of the program beneficiaries with that of non-beneficiaries within
the set of “matched households” (to reduce selection bias) by Propensity Score Matching (PSM) method
is used. While evaluating the welfare impact of participating in ‘SWAPNO’, we got answer a question
like: would the value of the outcomes increased if they never participated in it? In the econometric
literature, this difference between participants' outcomes with and without treatment is known as the
counterfactual outcome. However, in reality, the counterfactual outcomes are not feasible because it is
difficult to observe both the outcomes with and without treatment for the same household
simultaneously. One unavoidable feature of the counterfactuals being unobservable creates the problem
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of 'selection bias due to the observables. Propensity Score Matching (PSM) mitigates this problem if it
is possible to find several non-recipient groups equal to the number of treatment groups (Tucker, 2010).
As we know, it is possible to compare the difference of the outcomes for participants to non-participants
if the observables pre-treatment characteristics of these two groups are approximately similar (Caliendo
et al., 2005). If that is possible, the difference can be regarded as the sole contribution of the treatment,
i.e., the participation. The Matching between the two groups is done based on the propensity score (the
probability of participating in the treatment), which is estimated using a logit or probit model. Usually,
the matching between the treatment and the control is done by applying matching algorithms such as
Nearest-Neighbor, Radius, Kernel, Stratification, etc. Finally, the impact of the treatment on the
outcomes given by the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) is calculated and their statistical
significance and obtain the standard errors based on the matched samples.
let Yi be the outcome variable for i households. Then, I=Yi1 if the household is a beneficiary of the
‘SWAPNO’ and Yio otherwise and δi is the difference between these two outcomes of control and
treatment groups which is nothing but the effect of the participation i.e. δi=Yi1-Yi0. Therefore,
following Heinrich et al. (2010) the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) is given by:
ATT = E (Yi1 − Yi0 | D = 1) … … … … … (1)
which is written as:
𝐴𝑇𝑇 = 𝐸 (Yi1 |𝐷 = 1) − 𝐸(Yi0 |𝐷 = 1) … … … … … … … … … . . (2)
The second term in upper equations the unobserved counterfactual outcomes of the households.
Thus, we can calculate:
𝛥 = 𝐸 (𝑌1 | 𝐷 = 1) − 𝐸 (𝑌0 | 𝐷 = 0) … … … … … … … … … . . (3)
Estimation using the expected outcome of the control households will result in 'self-selection bias'. This
bias occurs because the treatment decision can be influenced by the same variables, which affect the
outcome variable as well.
Since the same variables that affect the treatment can also impact the outcome variable in estimating it
using the expected outcome of the non-recipient group, it would be impossible to compare the outcomes
of recipients and non-recipients even in the absence of treatment. Now, a brief derivation from equation
gives,
𝛥 = 𝐸 (𝑌1 | 𝐷 = 1) − 𝐸 (𝑌0 | 𝐷 = 1) + 𝐸 (𝑌0 | 𝐷 = 1) − 𝐸 (𝑌0 | 𝐷 = 0)
𝛥 = 𝐴𝑇𝑇 + 𝐸 (𝑌0 | 𝐷 = 1) − 𝐸 (𝑌0 | 𝐷 = 0)
𝛥 = 𝐴𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . (4)
Here, the term β captures the selection bias i.e., the difference the counterfactual and observed outcome.
To properly estimate the ATT two conditions, i.e. conditional independence and common support
condition, must be fulfilled. Conditional independence condition ensures the participation in the
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treatment group being independent of the outcome and the common support condition suffices enough
common characteristics between the groups to make the comparison.
2.8 Gender and Human Rights-based Approach

As part of the requirement, the end line evaluation was followed using gender equality perspectives and
rights-based approach in the light of UNEG’s Guidance on ‘Integrating Human Rights and Gender
Equality in Evaluation. The study findings were disaggregated by sex, ethnicity, age, etc. Detailed
analysis on disaggregated data was undertaken as part of evaluation from which findings are
consolidated to make recommendations and identify lessons learned for enhanced gender-responsive
and rights-based approach of the project. These evaluation approach and methodology was considered
different types of groups in the SWAPNO project intervention – women, youth, untouchable minorities,
persons with disability (PwD) and vulnerable groups.
2.9 Ethical Consideration

In this survey, all ethical agreements/issues of social-science research (e.g. voluntary participation, no
harm to participants, deceiving subjects, informed consent, unbiased analysis and reporting, anonymity
and confidentiality, professional code of ethics) were maintained properly, including
•

The purpose and objective of the study was explained to the respondent/participant;

•

The respondent was informed that his/her identity would be kept confidential

•

The permission of the respondent was taken prior to the interview;

•

All gender-sensitive relevant topics (for example, anthropometric measures of women, issues
related to violence against women and alike) were dealt with by female enumerators to ensure
both privacy and respect to cultural norms.

•

The interviews were conducted in a recommended place by the respective interviewee.

2.10. Data Collection Procedures and Instruments

For quantitative survey, we used the same questionnaire (with modification as required to address all
indicators in the project’s Result and Resource Framework) as used for a baseline study on the
SWAPNO 3rd Cycle beneficiary to assess the impact of the SWAPNO project on beneficiaries'
wellbeing, including income, employment, asset accumulation, health status, nutrition, food security,
education, and empowerment. The evaluation questionnaire and checklists are shared along with this
evaluation report as annexTo achieve the study objectives in the survey collected the following
information from the respondent households:
•

Profile of the socioeconomic characteristics of the household members of the respondent,
including education, occupation

•

Access to social assets and public institutions
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•

Household asset ownership, household income and expenditure, housing conditions etc.;

•

Households exposure to natural, health and personal shocks, the severity of the shocks and the
coping mechanisms

•

Nutrition, health status of and the food security of household

•

Experiences of violence and harassment of the household members;

Qualitative methods searched for a deeper understanding of the respondent’s/participant’s answers or
responses of a phenomenon. Moreover, qualitative techniques allowed data/information collection
process free from predetermined categories of analysis. Qualitative information was collected by
administering KIIs and FGDs. Several case studies or success stories are documented to observe the
insightful of the SWAPNO project. In this regards, a total of 11 Key Informant Interviews (KIIs), 8
FGDs and 9 case studies were conducted in the SWAPNO catchment areas (Qualitative details findings
are stated in the annex).
2.11 Data Processing and data analysis

The data processing involves two important steps. The first step was to categorize the household and
the second step was to allocate individual answers to them. The set of coding frames covering all the
information was extracted from the questionnaires. Another step of data processing was to enter data
into the computer using the software designed for this purpose. Once the edited data were entered into
a computer, the data were put together in pre-designed one-way, two-way and multi-way tables and
required statistical analysis like Difference in Difference (DID) and Propensity Score Matching (PSM)
were performed. Microsoft Office and STATA V-14 was used to perform the data analysis.
2.12 Structure of the Report

The report is divided into six sections. The first introductory section describes about the SWAPNO
intervention and the analytical approach to the study. Objectives of the evaluations and methodological
approach are described in Section 2. The study findings start at from the third section. The third section
conducts major findings on training and social awareness related issues. Welfare comparisons between
the current beneficiaries and the control group members was discussed in section 4. The section 5
presents the main quantitative results on the effects of project on the current beneficiaries compared
with the control group members obtained by using PSM and DID methods. Covid-19 pandemic related
issues were briefly reported in the sixth section. The seventh section highlighted the summary of the
qualitative findings. Conclusions and the policy implications have been captured in the section 8.
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3. MAJOR FINDINGS
The major findings of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle end-line evaluation are summarized below:
3.1 Sectoral Breakdown of SWAPNO Income

SWAPNO beneficiaries have three SWAPNO related income as discussed before; regular income,
compulsory savings and ROSCA income. So, it is interesting to see how they make their budgets
depending on the sources of SWAPNO income.
Table 3.1 Proportion of Households Using SWAPNO Transfer on Particular Items

Food products
Treatment
Children's Education
Savings
Savings: Other Source
Loan payment
Land lease
Free up leased land
Buying land
Animal rearing
Business capital
Rickshaw / van / boat
TV / refrigerator
Children's marriage
House Repair
Others

Regular income
94.63%
42.95%
39.15%
55.03%
35.79%
10.96%
0.22%
6.49%
1.79%
43.18%
8.95%
0.22%
0.89%
2.46%
12.30%
15.88%

Compulsory savings
39.60%
19.02%
10.96%
3.58%
25.73%
5.82%
0.45%
0.45%
10.96%
38.26%
5.82%
0.67%
0.87%
2.91%
11.41%
10.29%

ROSCA
48.10%
22.37%
12.53%
19.91%
14.42%
8.28%
0.67%
6.49%
1.57%
54.81%
10.74%
0.22%
0.89%
3.58%
12.98%
14.54%

Table 3.1 shows the proportion of expenditure that a household spends on different sectors using the
SWAPNO cash transfer (regular income, compulsory savings, ROSCA). Highest proportion of
beneficiaries have reported that they spent their regular income on food items (94.63%), which is
followed by savings (55.03%), animal rearing (43.18%), medical treatment (42.95%) etc. Highest
proportion of beneficiaries have reported that they spent their ROSCA income on animal rearing (54%),
which is followed by food items (48.10%), business capital (22%), medical treatment (22.37%) etc.
3.2 Training on IGAs and social awareness

Along with wage employment and ROSCA, SWAPNO project facilitates their beneficiaries training on
income generating activities (IGAs) and social awareness. These trainings help them to gain skill on
their income, livelihood, and change their outlook.
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Table 3.2 Proportion of household having training on IGA
Having at least on training on IGA
Yes
No
Total

Beneficiary, N (%)
439 (98.21%)
8 (1.79%)
447 (100)

Control, N (%)
7 (1.6%)
430 (98.4%)
437 (100)

Table 3.2 observed the various trainings received by SWAPNO beneficiaries. The evaluation report
revealed that 98.21% beneficiaries got training on income generating activities while 1.791.79% of the
beneficiaries reported of not getting any IGA training. On the other hand, 1.6% of the control
households reported to get training on IGA which they might get from some other program or activities.
Table 3.3 stated trainings related to different IGAs, the vegetable cultivation (98.2%) was the most
desired trainings followed by trainings on livestock (51.3%), small business management (33.2%) and
poultry rearing (13.5%) by SWAPNO beneficiaries.
Table 3.3 Proportion of households having IGA training
Type of training
Livestock (cow rearing & beef fattening and
goat/sheep farming)
Poultry and bird farming
Small business management
Vegetable cultivation (Kitchen gardening)

SWAPNO beneficiary (%)
51.5
13.5
33.2
98.2

Table 3.4 revealed that SWAPNO beneficiaries have training on social awareness like child health,
education, child marriage etc. while the control groups it was hardly seen (only1%). The proportion of
household having at least one training on any of the child health or education or child marriage.
Table 3.4 Proportion of households having training on child health, education and child marriage
Beneficiary

Control

Yes

98.17%

1.07%

No

1.83%

98.93%

Table 3.5 Proportion of women having any income generating activities
Women having any income
generating activities
Yes
No

Beneficiary
439
98.21
8
1.79

Control
128
36.16
226
63.84

Table 3.5 shows that almost 98.21% of the beneficiaries are involved in IGA activities when only
36% of the control households have earnings from any such IGAs.
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4. WELL-BEING COMPARISONS BETWEEN BENEFICIARY AND
CONTROL GROUPS
In this chapter, we are going to compare economic, social and nutritional indicators between beneficiary
households and control households of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle. These comparisons will help to identify
the effectiveness of the project to improve economic and social conditions of the beneficiary
households.
4.1 Income, expenditure asset and savings

Three most important indicators to judge the economic stability of any household are income,
expenditure and asset. In that section we would like to compare per capita household income, per capita
household expenditure and per capita household non-land asset across beneficiary and control
households.
Table 4.1 Annual household Income (BDT) among SWAPNO beneficiary and Control households

Farm
Beneficiary Mean
Median
SD
Control
Mean
Median
SD

104,666.3
63,800
120586
51,656.02
24,000
80733.92

Non-farm
57,884.17
36,900
74782.43
34,466.94
12,000
50227.72

Annual
Transfer
Total Annual
Income
Income
14,836.72
177,387.2
5,800
126,200
37862.86
153,260.9
14,501.23
100,624.2
4,000
65500
41386.32
107833

Table 4.1 illustrates the household income of SWAPNO beneficiary and control group. It is clear from
this table that, most of the income come from farm income for both beneficiary and current control
group. Although we observed that annual income transfer is almost same among SWAPNO and control
households, however, total annual income was better among SWAPNO beneficiary groups than control.
Table 4.2 Income among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle households

Type
Beneficiary
Control
Difference
Type
Beneficiary
Control
Difference
Difference in Difference

Baseline
Income PC
1401.7
1478.232
-76.532
End-line
Income PC
2492.316
1957.897
534.419
610.951

Expenditure PC
2168.339
1934.432
233.907

Asset PC
6771.872
3605.19
3166.682

Expenditure PC
3714.42
2866.365
848.055
614.148

Asset PC
16974.19
5737.737
11236.45
8069.771

There is a huge difference in per capita income among current beneficiary and control households
(Table 4.2). SWAPNO households always in better position in terms of per capita income, per capita
expenditure and even for per capita asset which indicated a better position than control groups.
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Table 4.3 Monthly expenditure among SWAPNO beneficiary and Control households

Beneficiary

Control

Mean
Median
SD
Mean
Median
SD

Monthly Food Monthly NonMonthly Total
Expenditure
Food Expenditure Expenditure
(BDT)
(BDT)
(BDT)
7306.86
2520.87
9827.73
6200
1815
8248.666
4034.94
2411.52
5243.46
5957.67
2140.37
8098.03
5332
1228.33
7084.167
3470.00
2618.74
4986.06

Table 4.3 delineates the mean values and standard deviations (SD) of household expenditure across
beneficiary and control groups. Overall, household expenditure of current beneficiary is far higher than
the current control group. More specifically, beneficiary group spend more on food (7306.86) rather
than non-food expenditure (2520.87). The control group, similarly, spends more money on food
expenditure and less on non-foods yet total expenditure is lower than the current beneficiary group.
Table 4.4 Assets among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle households

Type of households
Beneficiary

Control

Mean
Median
SD
Mean
Median
SD

Consumer
Productive
Other
Durables
Assets
Assets
Total Assets
9293.50
160299.3
2206.94
171799.7
5500
91100
0
99800
11444.94
236232.6
24200.46
240760.1
5554.18
101907.6
734.55
109475.7
4300
43000
0
50200
9136.09
172361.7
6037.20
175020.3

*other asset includes financial asset

Table 4.4 represents the mean value of household current asset value and standard deviation (SD) of
current beneficiary and current control groups.
Table 4.5 Savings per month (BDT) among SWAPNO Beneficiary vs. Control households
Beneficiary
Control

Observations
447
437

Mean
1132.251
142.1058

SD
2029.022
574.4461

Table 4.5 shows the amount of savings per month among SWAPNO beneficiary and control groups.
We observed that average savings per month per SWAPNO beneficiary was BDT 1132 while it was
only BDT 142 for control group.
4.2 Household food security and dietary diversity

To explain the food availability of households and quality of food they consume, we have used
Household Dietary Diversity Score (HDDS), Dietary Diversity (DDS) Score for women and Household
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Food Insecurity Access Scale (HFIAS5). However, in terms of dietary diversity score, weekly
consumption recall is used in HDDS and 24-hour recall is used for DDS women. The method of HDDS
and HFIAS are given below:

Household Dietary Diversity Score (HDDS) and Women Dietary Diversity Score: In
measuring dietary diversity for households and women, the number of different food groups consumed
are calculated rather than the number of different foods consumed. This assumes that a household’s
consumption from six different food groups is better than the consumption of six different foods from
the same food group, for example: consumption of different types of cereals. According to the U.N.
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), there are twelve food groups. The following food groups
are used to calculate the HDDS: Cereals, Roots and tubers, Vegetables and Leafy Vegetables, Fruits,
Meat and poultry, Eggs, Fish and seafood, Pulses/nuts, Milk and milk products, Oil/fats, Sugar and
honey, and Miscellaneous. The value of HDDS varies from 0 to 12; 12 means maximum diversity and
0 means no diversity.

Household Food Insecurity Access Scale: HFIAS measures the scale of household food insecurity
based on nine questions regarding the state of food security in the last four weeks. All the nine questions
are related to the availability of food in the household during the referred period of four weeks.
Table 4.6 Median dietary diversity score among SWAPNO 3rd cycle households
Type
Beneficiary
Control

HDDS

HDDS Women Observations
8
7
447
7
7
437

Table 4.6 delineates the distribution of the median dietary diversity score SWAPNO 3rd cycle among
current beneficiary and current control group. It shows that, median of HDDS of current beneficiary is
8 which is higher than the current control group (7).

Table 4.7 Proportion of SWAPNO 3rd cycle households having median and above dietary diversity
Median and above dietary diversity
Beneficiary
Control
No
211
301
(percent)
47.2
68.88
Yes
236
136
(percent)
52.8
31.2
Table 4.7 demonstrates total number and percentage of households having median and above dietary
diversity scores. Among the current beneficiary households, 52.8 percent have median or above bear
dietary diversity, which is nearly twice more than the current control group (31.2%) indicating
significantly higher dietary diversity for beneficiary households.

5

Household Food Insecurity Access Scale (HFIAS) for Measurement of Food Access: Indicator Guide,
VERSION 3, FAO-2007
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Table 4.8 Proportion of SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households Having Median and above Women
Dietary Diversity
Median and above dietary diversity
Beneficiary
Control
No
253
334
(percent)
56.6
76.43
Yes
194
103
(percent)
43.4
23.57
Enumerating the number of households having median and above women dietary diversity score, Table
4.8 also illustrates the percentage difference of the SWAPNO beneficiary and control group. Among
the beneficiary households, 43% women attained median and above dietary diversity, while it is 24%
for the control households.

Table 4.9 Food Insecurity Access Scale among SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households
Beneficiary
Food Secure Access
237
53.02
Mildly food insecure access
68
15.21
Moderately Food insecure Access
108
24.16
Severe Food Insecure Access
34
7.61
Total
447
100
Note: First row has frequencies and second row has percentages.

Control
115
26.32
67
15.33
159
36.38
96
21.97
437
100

Enumerating the Household food insecurity access scale, table 4.9 represents several food insecure
categories of current beneficiary and control groups. Percentage of beneficiary of food secure access
(53.02%) is almost two-fold higher than the control group food secure access (26%). On the other hand,
percentage of mildly, moderate and severe food insecure access are almost similar and higher for control
group. In the severe food insecure access category, percentage of control group (21.97%) is exactly
three times higher than the beneficiary group (7.61) indicating more insecure access to food.
4.3 Adult and child Nutrition

Child and adult nutrition are used to observe the outcome of the economic and social wellbeing.
Therefore, in our case, when an intervention happened to beneficiary households, they might be better
off in terms of adult and child nutrition. However, adult body mass index (BMI) might not change in
the short term of the project intervention. We have used child height-for-age z-score (HAZ), weightfor-height z-score (WHZ) and weight-for-age z-score (WAZ) to measure the stunting, wasting and
underweight respectively. To measure the nutrition category, we have used WHO 2006 cut offs which
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are globally used. However, to measure adult nutrition, we have used standard Body Mass Index
(BMI6).
Table 4.10 Male Adult BMI of the SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households
BMI indicators
Severe underweight

Beneficiary
75
31.65
Underweight
57
24.05
Normal
95
40.08
Overweight
7
2.95
Obese
3
1.27
Note: First row has frequencies and second row has percentages.

Control
95
35.32
68
25.28
88
32.71
13
4.83
5
1.86

Table 4.10 delineates the BMI of male adult of the beneficiary and control group where raw of the table
represents the different state of BMI. At first, current control group has higher severe underweight adult
than the current beneficiary group (4% higher). Current beneficiary households have around 1.3% less
underweight than the control group. We found that SWAPNO beneficiary households have around 8%
more normal weight (40.08%) than those of the control households (32.71%). We found both of the
overweight (4.83% vs 2.95%) and obese individual (1.86 vs. 1.27%) were high in control households
than those of the SWAPNO beneficiary households.
Table 4.11 Female Adult BMI of the SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households
BMI indicators
Severe underweight

Beneficiary
97
13.92
Underweight
146
20.95
Normal
366
52.51
Overweight
68
9.76
Obese
20
2.87
Note: First row has frequencies and second row has column percentages.

Control
102
15.41
137
20.69
332
50.15
68
10.27
23
3.47

Table 4.11 demonstrates the BMI of adult women. We observed that severe underweight was high in
control households (15.41%) than beneficiary households (13.9%), while the underweight status is
almost similar in two groups. The normal weight is relatively higher for the SWAPNO beneficiary
groups (52.51%) than control households (50.15%). In terms of both overweight (10.27%) and obesity

6

The definition adopted is as follows: BMI= weight in kg/ (height in meter) ^2, severe under-weight if BMI<16,
underweight if 16<=BMI<18.5, normal if 18.5>=BMI<25, overweight if 15<=BMI<30, and obese if BMI>=30.
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status (3.47%) was slightly higher among the control households than SWAPNO beneficiary groups
(overweight=9.76% and obesity= 2.87%).
Table 4.12 : Prevalence of Stunted, Wasted and Underweight Children (below 5) among SWAPNO
3rd Cycle Households
Nutritional status
Stunted
Wasted
Underweight

Beneficiary, n (%)
16 (3.57)
9 (2.01)
10 (2.23)

Control n (%)
33 (7.38)
7 (1.57)
23 (5.15)

Table 4.12 represents the children’s malnutrition status (stunting, wasting and underweight) of the
SWAPNO beneficiary and control groups. We have to keep in mind the malnutrition status in terms of
stunting, wasting and underweight was found extremely lower than national estimation according to
Bangladesh Demographic and Health Survey (BDHS). This may happen due to the lower sample size
of this study which is not country representative. Therefore, it is not comparable to nationwide
childhood malnutrition status. It will require a much bigger sample to generate representative estimates
for child under-nutrition. We observed that both stunned (7.38%) and underweight children (5.15%)
were more prevalent among the control households than SWAPNO beneficiary household (3.57% and
2.23%). However, opposite outcome was found in terms of wasted children among SWAPNO
beneficiary groups. We found the wasted under-five children was slightly lower (0.5%) among control
groups. It may be noted that, wasted indicator is often misleading due to short term health shock’s effect
on weight of the children. Children of the beneficiary household might have suffered of illness which
may have deteriorated their weight-for-height z-score.
Table 4.13 : Health status of the women in last 6 months
Beneficiary
Too bad
Bad
Average
Good

Control
5
1.16
25
5.81
135
31.4
261
60.7

8
1.93
17
4.1
185
44.58
201
48.43

Table 4.13 shows the health status of the women in last 6 months which indicates that the beneficiaries
are having comparatively better health status than those of the control households.
4.4 Subjective Wellbeing

Table 4.14 enumerates the aspiration status of the respondents in several categorical aspects.
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Table 4.14: Aspirations about the Future of 3rd Cycle Households
Status of optimist
Not optimist at all

Beneficiary
2
0.45
Slightly optimist
78
17.53
Optimist
95
21.35
Moderately optimist
180
40.45
Strongly optimist
90
20.22
Total, n (%)
445 (100%)
Note: First row has frequencies and second row has row percentages.

Control
37
8.58
93
21.58
135
31.32
140
32.48
26
6.03
431 (100%)

Overall, the SWAPNO beneficiary households were far more optimistic than the control groups. The
percentage of ‘not at all optimistic’ level of control group is remarkably higher (8.58%), where
beneficiary group showed a percentage which is next to nothing (0.45%). The SWAPNO beneficiary
group showed more than twice level of status in terms of strongly optimistic category which is a good
sign for such intervention.
Table 4.15 :Aspirations about children of the 3rd Cycle Households
Status of optimist
Not optimist at all

Beneficiary
2
0.45
Slightly optimist
78
17.53
Optimist
95
21.35
Moderately optimist
180
40.45
Strongly optimist
90
45.70
Total, n (%)
445 (100%)
Note: First row has frequencies and second row has row percentages.

Control
37
8.58
93
21.58
135
31.32
140
32.48
26
31.87
431 (100%)

Enlisting several optimistic categories, table 4.15 delineates the aspiration about the children of
beneficiary and control groups. This table shows that the SWAPNO beneficiaries are mostly responsive
at moderately optimistic (40.45%) and strongly optimistic (45.7%) level. We found that a greater
percentage of control groups (8.58%) reported they were not optimistic at all about their children’s
future while it was only 0.45% for beneficiary households.
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Table 4.16 :Present subjective food condition of the 3rd Cycle Households
Present
Previous (5 years ago)
Status of food condition
Beneficiary
Control
Beneficiary
Control
Deficit all the time
6
70
284
210
1.34
16.06
66.13
50.24
Deficit sometimes
107
204
120
129
23.94
46.79
27.84
30.86
No shortage or no surplus
246
141
17
64
55.03
32.34
3.94
15.31
Surplus
88
21
9
15
19.69
4.82
2.09
3.59
Total, n (%)
447 (100)
436 (100)
431 (100%)
418 (100%)
Note: First row has frequencies and second row has column percentages.
Table 4.16 represents the present subjective food condition for both beneficiary and control groups and
the previous (5 years ago) subjective food condition of both beneficiary and control groups. About 16%
of the control households reported that all the time they were suffering from food deficiency while it
was only 1.34% for SWAPNO beneficiary groups. However, a greater percentage of SWAPNO
beneficiary households (20%) reported regarding the food surplus while it was only around 5% for
control group. Nevertheless, a substantive amount households reported that foods are neither deficit
nor surplus but, in this regard, SWAPNO beneficiary group are more responsive (55%) than the control
group (32.34%).
If we look about 5 years ago, foods were always in deficit in both groups. However, the SWAPNO
beneficiary groups were facing more deficiency (66.13%) than control groups (50.24%). Similarly,
around 28% of the SWAPNO beneficiaries believed that they faced foods deficiency occasionally while
only 2% of them reported the food were surplus during that time.
Table 4.17 :Present Economic Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households
Status of economic condition
Rich

Beneficiary
2
0.45
High middleclass
5
1.12
Middleclass
29
6.49
Low middleclass
76
17.00
Poor
276
61.74
Extreme poor
59
13.20
Total, n (%)
447 (100)
Note: First row has frequencies and second row has column percentages.

Control
5
1.15
7
1.61
14
3.21
36
8.26
160
36.70
214
49.08
436 (100)
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Table 4.16 represents the economic condition of both beneficiary and control group. If we look the
extreme poor economic condition status, we observed that 49% of the control households suffered while
only 13% of SWAPNO beneficiary groups were exposed to extreme poverty. However, SWAPNO
beneficiary group is fall in middle class (6.49%) and low middle class (17%) compared to control
groups.
4.5 Women Empowerment

In this section we are assessing how women empowerment has changed over time between the two
groups of households. The latter can be variously defined; in this study, we adopted a restricted
definition in terms of (a) physical mobility of women and (b) ability to participate in the household
decision making. In this exercise, we define empowerment as the ability to physically move alone
outside the sphere of domesticity.
Table 4.18 : Present of Women Having Mobility Outside Home
Status of women empowerment
Moving out of the area (Area/ village)
Moving in the union
Moving in the upazila
Moving in the district/division
Total

Beneficiary
99.33
97.76
80.09
37.81
100

Control
97.71
94.27
63.53
24.54
100

Table 4.18 presents the results. In terms of ‘mobility within upazila’ and ‘mobility within divisional
city’ the difference between beneficiary and control households is particularly pronounced, suggesting
favorable project effects. Similar level of attainment in respect of other mobility indicators across
project and control groups is indicative of broad gains in female physical mobility achieved in general
in rural Bangladesh.
Table 4.19 : Percentage of Women Participating in the Household Decision Making
Household Decision Making
New earn rising activity
Receipt of service (Treatment facility, entertainment)
Education/training
Participation in meetings and committees
Wealth buy/sell
Ornament buy/sell
Domestic animal buy/sell

Beneficiary
407
91.05
400
89.49
369
82.55
267
59.73
204
45.64
146
32.74
317

Control
330
75.69
342
78.44
161
37.01
92
21.20
126
28.90
111
25.46
190
33

Household Decision Making

Beneficiary
71.92
Vegetables, fruit, tree buy/sell
323
72.26
Construction and repair of houses
254
56.82
Children's education
322
72.20
Children's Marriage
188
42.06
Children's Treatment
287
64.93
Others (personal)
49
20.94
School Management Committee
62
13.96
Village Court/arbitration
57
12.78
Voting in the last election
374
84.04
Others (social)
44
18.97
Note: First row has frequencies and second row has row percentages.

Control
43.58
238
54.59
163
37.39
243
55.86
133
30.57
219
50.58
24
10.76
34
7.80
26
5.98
329
75.98
23
10.80

Table 4.19 compares women’s decision making power across beneficiary and control households. In all
the cases, percentage of the women having decision making power are significantly higher for
beneficiary households than that of the control households. In summary, women from the beneficiary
households have more physical mobility and greater decision making power than the control
households.
4.6 Social Asset

In this section, we compare the social asset position across beneficiary and control households. Here,
we have defined participation in the socio-economic institution and Government or Non-Government
social services as social asset.
Table 4.20 Attaining Union and Upazila Social Services
Activities
Agriculture
Animal Husbandry
Fish culture
Health services (Child and mother related)
IT related services (Computer, e-payment,
Bkash, Rocket etc.)

Beneficiary
42.28
40.27
4.70
61.97

Control
1.37
4.12
0.46
43.94

95.30

54.92

Table 4.20 shows the comparison in the attainment of Union and Upazila social services. In all the five
categories of social services, attainment of the beneficiary households is greater than that of the control
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households which is quite impressive. These results showed that the program has played a significant
role attaining various social services including health services.
Table 4.21 Attaining of government owned properties/ institutions
Usage of main road of the union

Beneficiary

Control

(Percent)

447

436

100

99.77

As the main road of the union is a common public good, so the usage of it is almost common among
both the beneficiary and control groups.
4.7 Financial Services

We used here two indicators. First, we looked into the overall possession of bank account as an indicator
for access to financial services. Secondly, we assessed their access to digital financial services.
Table 4.22 Percentage of women having bank account
Having a bank account
Yes
No

Beneficiary
12.33
87.67

Control
5.1
94.9

Table 4.22 suggests that around 12% of the beneficiaries hold at least one bank account when it is 5.1%
for the control households.
Table 4.23 Percentage of Women having an account in mobile financial services (bKash, Nagad
Rocket, etc.)
Women having an account in mobile financial services
(bKash,Nagad, Rocket, etc.)
Yes
(Percent)
No
(Percent)

Beneficiary
445
99.64
2
0.36

Control
267
62.97
157
37.03

The cash transfer of SWAPNO project to its beneficiaries were done through bKash/Nagad and as a
result our study shows that 99.6% of the total beneficiaries had an account in mobile financial services
which is again higher compared to those of the control women. This can be considered as spillover
effect as even after completion of this project, it will still be there and they will continue to have
monetary transactions through these digital financing services. The project documents revealed that
100% of the beneficiaries have bKash/Nagad account of their own, the distortion 0.35% of result might
happen due to recall bias during field data collection in the evaluation.
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5. IMPACT ASSESSMENT THROUGH PROPENSITY SCORE METHOD
(PSM) AND DIFFERENCE-IN-DIFFERENCE (DID) METHOD
We looked at the descriptive statistics of income, consumption-expenditure, and non-land assets in the
previous section, as well as the potential effects of project involvement. However, because the
measurement of cross-sectional variance in outcome indicators was limited to the current round, it is
prone to selection biases, which may have confounding effects on interpreting welfare comparisons
between recipient and control groups. We may have been comparing "apples" and "oranges" in our
previous statements. To solve this issue, we employ the Propensity Score Method (PSM) to choose a
sub-sample of project and control groups based on key characteristics that are exogenous to SWAPNO
participation.
The PSM Approach

The advantage of the PSM technique is that it allows for the identification of a set of control households
that are identical to the project households in every way except project participation. It's crucial to keep
two things in mind when it comes to matching. First, matching must be done using "background
characteristics," and second, the matching process is only as good as the matching markers, therefore
having a large number of background characteristics is critical. To match the two project and control
samples, we must pool them and determine the probability that everyone will participate in the project
based on the survey's characteristics. Given that the participation is expressed in a binary outcome (1
for participation, and 0 for non-participation) we use the logistic regression for generating the
propensity score. The basic logistic regression runs for generating the propensity score are captured in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Logistic Regression used for the Propensity Score Model: Comparison between Project
Beneficiary and Control Members
Variables

Age of the HH Head
Age Squared
Household having any children under 6 years (Yes==1)
Household having any elderly member above age 60 (Yes=1)

Beneficiary (1) vs.
Control
-0.0319
(0.0484)
0.000616
(0.000537)
-0.233
(0.212)
-0.0310
(0.241)

Marital Status ( Married= reference category)
Divorced
Abandoned

1.593***
(0.417)
1.329***
(0.310)
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Variables
Widow
Unmarried
Female Headed Household (Yes=1)
Education of the HH head (‘ No formal Education is the reference
category)
Below Primary
Below SSC
SSC and above

Beneficiary (1) vs.
Control
0.585**
(0.282)
1.627
(1.267)
0.641**
(0.313)

0.296
(0.248)
0.421
(0.375)
0.481
(0.464)

Literacy ( ‘Cannot Sign’= Reference Category)
Can Only Sign
Can read and write
Whether Main earner
Previous asset per capita
Mobile Phone dummy (Yes=1)
Household Size
Having combined shock
Having individual shock
Constant

Observations
Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

1.021***
(0.295)
0.632
(0.422)
-0.784***
(0.257)
7.34e-05***
(1.41e-05)
2.825***
(0.450)
0.271***
(0.0770)
-0.368**
(0.177)
-0.238
(0.164)
-4.579***
(1.269)
877

Based on this model, we estimate the income, expenditure, and non-land assets differences between the
PSM-matched sample of the project beneficiaries and control groups' households. The robustness of the
results has been checked by using different calipers (Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2 Propensity Score Matching Results for the End-line Survey: Comparison of Income,
Expenditure and Non-Land Assets between Project Members and Control Households
Type

Expenditure
PC(BDT)
(Caliper
0.25)

Expenditure
PC (BDT)
(Caliper
0.0005)

Yearly
Income PC
(BDT)
(Caliper
0.0005)
63805.07

Asset PC
(BDT)
(Caliper
0.25)

3409.43

Yearly
Income PC
(BDT)
(Caliper
0.25)
64497.43

16670.54

Asset
PC
(BDT)
(Caliper
0.0005)
18076.35

Beneficiary

3702.60

Control

2603.00

2729.25

27905.73

28603.20

7069.854

6966.39

Difference

1099.60

680.18

36591.70

35201.86

9600.68

11109.96

T-stat

5.25

2.78

8.34

6.81

8.15

7.28

In all three areas, the project members have a big edge over the control group, as shown in Table 5.2.
For caliper 0.25, the income discrepancy between members and non-members is 131.13 percent, while
the equivalent difference in consumer expenditure is 42.24 percent. In the case of asset disparity, this
figure is roughly 136.71 percent. These differences are unaffected by the calipers used or the precise
propensity matching algorithms used. By any metric, there is a significant impact of project intervention
on recipients.
The PSM technique has the limitation of the assumption that there are no systematic changes in
unobserved characteristics between the treatment and control groups that could impact the observed
outcome. As Gertler et al. (2011) put it, “Since we cannot prove that no such unobserved characteristics
that affect both participation and outcomes exist, we have to assume that non-exist. This is usually a
very strong assumption…and most problematic, it cannot be tested.”
The Difference in Difference (DID) Method

The difference in differences (DID) method compares the pre-and post-treatment differences in the
result of a treatment and a control group to determine treatment effects. Income, expenditure, asset,
food security, nutrition, or any other variable of interest may be considered as an outcome. The matching
difference in current income, consumption expenditure, and non-land assets of program households as
compared to the level at the beginning of the SWAPNO project is evaluated here (compared to the
corresponding difference in the control group). While estimating the DID and OLS, we used the per
capita monthly income of December 2019 and 2020.
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Table 5.3 Difference-in-difference (DID) in income, expenditure, and non-land asset

End year- Base Year
Beneficiary- Control (At base
year)
Difference in Difference
(DID)
Constant

Observations
R-squared

Monthly Income
PC (BDT)

Monthly Expenditure
PC (BDT)

Non-Land Asset
PC (BDT)

479.7***

931.9***

2,133***

(98.77)
-76.53

(132.4)
233.9*

(748.6)
3,167***

(98.21)
610.9***

(131.7)
614.1***

(744.4)
8,070***

(138.9)
1,478***
(69.84)

(186.2)
1,934***
(93.62)

(1,053)
3,605***
(529.3)

1,768
0.083

1,768
0.112

1,768
0.179

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0 .05, * p<0.1

The “difference-in-difference" in income, spending and asset between SWAPNO third cycle
beneficiary and control households is shown in Table 5.3. On average, current recipient households had
610 BDT more per capita monthly income, 614 BDT more per capita monthly expenditure, and 8070
BDT more per capita value of assets than control households. Control households, on the other hand,
fared marginally better in two of the three variables during the baseline survey period. However, in a
panel data set, difference-in-difference does not account for unobserved heterogeneity in time-invariant
characteristics, nor does it account for changes in factors that are exogenous to project participation that
can be observed. This necessitates the employment of a multivariate framework.
Table 5.4 Project Impacts on Income, Expenditure, and Non-Land Asset Using Pooled OLS
Regression with Time-Beneficiary Interaction

Time dummy ( End-line=1)
Beneficiary dummy (Yes=1)
Time and Beneficiary
Interaction
Age of the HH head
Size of the Household

Monthly Income
PC

Monthly Expenditure
PC

Asset PC

479.7***
(114.8)
-158.9
(115.8)
609.1***

931.9***
(128.4)
135.9
(84.37)
604.7***

2,133***
(354.2)
523.7*
(291.8)
8,058***

(132.9)
9.267
(6.380)
-315.5***
(18.43)

(174.8)
14.41*
(7.845)
-438.7***
(32.21)

(855.7)
-16.48
(24.40)
-1,970***
(196.8)

Head’s level of Education
(base: No formal Schooling)
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1. Less than primary

-83.34
(86.84)
2. Below SSC
-53.19
(100.6)
3.SSC completed
531.2***
(167.1)
Previous Asset
0.00726***
(0.00161)
Faced covariate Shock(Yes=1)
-43.98
(106.0)
Faced Individual Shock(Yes=1)
145.5
(96.42)
Constant
1,963***
(382.3)
Observations
1,766
R-squared
0.172
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

91.66
(100.8)
210.0*
(124.2)
1,315***
(214.0)
0.00789***
(0.00198)
-166.3
(103.4)
536.2***
(90.13)
2,316***
(347.5)
1,766
0.221

133.7
(527.4)
747.5
(635.3)
10.13
(1,462)
0.272***
(0.0223)
-609.7
(391.0)
-776.9*
(453.5)
8,130***
(1,256)
1,766
0.452

Table 5.4 shows the findings of combining the indicators from the baseline and end-line surveys to
create a pooled regression of the beneficiary and control households. The project's impact on beneficiary
households is shown by the coefficient on the "time and beneficiary interaction" variable. Between the
baseline and end-line surveys, it shows that beneficiary households' average monthly income per capita
increased by BDT 609, average expenditure per capita increased by BDT 604, and average asset per
capita increased by BDT 8,058, as compared to control households. The covariate shocks exhibit
negative effects on all three outcome variables, among the other explanatory variables. Initial non-land
assets and the age of the household head, high level of education of the household head, on the other
hand, have beneficial effects. In comparison to the control group, the participants benefited from the
SWAPNO intervention.
Table 5.5 Absolute Difference between Beneficiaries and Control Groups: OLS regression vs. DID
estimation
Difference in Difference (DID)
Indicators
OLS Regression
estimation
Monthly Income PC (BDT)
609.1
610.9
Monthly Expenditure PC (BDT)
604.7
614.1
Asset PC (BDT)
8,058
8,070
The results summarized in Table 5.5, compare average income, expenditure, and non-land assets per
capita using two methods: (a) Least Squares (OLS) and (b) Difference-in-Differences (DID). These
methods show that despite having roughly similar edges over the control group other than the
participation in SWAPNO, the SWAPNO beneficiary households had a higher monthly income per
capita of BDT 609-610, a monthly expenditure per capita of BDT 604-614, and a current asset per
capita of BDT 8058-8070. For the projection of absolute difference between beneficiary and control
Groups from 2nd cycle, please check the annex (table 5.5.1). This, together with the earlier findings
on the subjective well-being indices, gives us confidence in the SWAPNO project's significant positive
benefits.
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6. DEALING WITH COVID-19
COVID – 19 Response
Bangladesh has reported the first confirmed COVID-19 case on March 08, 2020, and ever since, the
number of cases count has been increasing steadily in all areas including the catchment area of
SWAPNO intervention. As of 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared
COVID-19 as a global pandemic. Since the unanticipated outbreak of COVID-19 in Bangladesh, the
whole country has come to a halt. Due to the countrywide lockdown, the movement of people was
stopped which directly impacted important traits of life – health, livelihood, communication,
education, etc. Bangladesh is a densely populated country where illiteracy and lack of hygiene
practices are commonly seen, community transmission became a major threat, particularly in remote
villages. SWAPNO took several initiatives for wider community people and beneficiaries to cope
with pandemic-induced shocks.
The project reached out to the beneficiaries and community people in its working areas and
disseminated WHO-recommended messages through awareness development sessions and handwashing demonstrations on COVID-19. Hygiene kits including soap bars, face masks, and hand
sanitizers were distributed among the beneficiaries. Following WHO advisories, the project quickly
developed, printed, and distributed 94,500 posters and leaflets with visual and Bangla manifestation.
Posters were pasted at District, Upazila and Union level important places like school-college, hatbazar (local market), pharmacies, restaurants, hospital compounds, and mosques. Leaflets were
distributed to a wider community, SWAPNO beneficiaries, Imams and Muazzins of local mosques,
District and Upazila parishads and Union parishads. The project also organized wider dissemination
of pre-recorded messages through loudspeakers. The community Radio Sharabela in Gaibandha
district and the community radio of Chilmari in Kurigram district were contracted to broadcast
COVID-19 messages - five times a day for two weeks during the first wave of the pandemic in 2020.
The project also provided food baskets containing rice, flour, potatoes, sugar, salt, soybean oil and
flattened rice (chira) and cash grants to the beneficiaries. These initiatives enhanced the capacity of
the project beneficiaries to cope with the pandemic situation.

6.1 COVID-19 Symptoms and vaccination status:

The survey also captured the COVID-19 illness history and vaccination status of the respondents (Table
6.1). All information collected during the survey was self-reported. We observed that SWAPNO
beneficiaries displayed COVID-19 symptoms more (4.92%) than control groups (2.75%) as we believed
that SWAPNO beneficiaries groups were more active during the lockdown period and thus there was a
possibility of a higher risk of COVID-19 infections. In terms of COVID-19 vaccination, the SWAPNO
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beneficiaries were more vaccinated (89%) than the control groups (80%) which indicated that
SWAPNO beneficiary groups were more concerned about for protecting their health condition.
However, the control households were more prone to COVID 19 crisis (29.5%) than SWAPNO
beneficiaries (19%).
Table 6.1 COVID -19 symptoms and vaccination status
Variables
Covid-19 symptoms
Vaccination status
Households facing COVID-19 crisis

Beneficiary
Yes
No
22 (4.92)
425 (95.08)
397 (88.81)
50 (11.29)
85 (19.02)
362 (80.98)

Control
Yes
No
12 (2.75)
425 (97.25)
351 (80.32)
86 (19.68)
129 (29.52)
308 (70.48)

6.2 Food security during COVID-19 lockdown period:

Following the sharp rise in COVID-19 cases, the government announced a lockdown period and
redistricted daily activities. During this time, the economy slowed down in the face of closure of public
and private offices, businesses and factories and other related works including day labor activities.
However, whether people strictly observed quarantine measures or not, the economy did come to a near
halt and poor and marginalized people suffered various obstacles including food security. Our intention
was to capture the food security issues among SWAPNO beneficiaries and control groups that
summaries in Table 6.2. We found that all most all of the households (93%) in the control groups were
worried for their food consumption as they have no enough food for tackling lockdown while only 68%
of SWAPNO beneficiary households worried in this regards. In terms of eating favorite food 83% of
control groups reported that they did not eaten their preferred food while it was 58% for the beneficiary
groups. We observed that 45% of SWAPNO beneficiary groups reported that they had eaten less food
than their need because they have no enough food during this lockdown while almost 77% of the control
groups reported they had eaten less food than their need which indicated that SWAPNO intervention
tackled the food security issues in some manner.
Table 6.2 Food security during lockdown due to COVID-19
Related Questions
Did you have to worry about having not enough food in the
house during lockdown?
Did you or your family members not eat your favorite food at
the lockdown?
Did you or your family members have to eat less food than
you or the family members needed because of the inability to
lockdown?
Did you or your family members have to eat less food than
you need in the lockdown because there is not enough food?

Beneficiary
305 (68.23)

Yes, N (%)
Control
409 (92.91)

261 (58.39)

361 (82.61)

223 (49.89)

350 (80.09)

204 (45.64)

334 (76.43)
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6.3 Major coping strategies:

Table 6.3.1 below shows that only 19% of the SWAPNO beneficiary households Faced
income/employment crisis during COVID-19 when it was around 33% among the control households.
Table 6.3.1 Percentage of HHs Faced income/employment crisis during COVID-19
% of HHs Faced income/employment crisis
during COVID-19
(Percent)

Beneficiary

Control
19.02

32.95

Coping strategies was defined in terms of people’s ability to face the lockdown successfully in terms of
meeting their basic requirements for food and other necessities. Generally, the pattern that emerges
quite clearly is that household ability to face long lockdown is closely related to income and
employment most strikingly, while other factors also have some effect, especially age and household
size.
Table 6.3.2 below, shows that difference of major coping strategies among SWAPNO beneficiaries and
control households. We observed that control groups were tended to suffer lower food consumption and
depend on loan, borrowing and donation than SWAPNO beneficiaries group. On the contrary,
SWAPNO beneficiaries were more depend on savings, money received from SWAPNO and from
ROSCA which was the unique characteristics of SWAPNO intervention. Although we observed that
SWAPNO has a clear role for tackling COVID-19 issues for its members, however, it cannot really be
argued that beneficiary groups were coping better.
Table 6.4.2 Major coping strategies during COVID-19
Major coping strategies
Adjustment through food
Use of savings
Neighbor / Relative Loan
Relative Grain Loan
Money from SWAPNO project
NGO Loan
Money from ROSCA
Borrowing from friend
Physical labor / sale of advance labor
Personal / relative donation
Cash Loan
Borrowing or borrowing from any other member of SWAPNO
Bank Loan
Child labor
Receipt of relief

Beneficiary
21.03
20.81
10.74
3.58
15.44
2.24
3.58
7.16
2.24
4.47
1.12
0.89
1.34

Control
36.16
17.85
19.45
9.15
5.26
11.44
2.29
15.33
3.2
0.69
0.46
1.6
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7. An Insight of Qualitative Assessment of SWAPNO
This chapter is presented from two opposite perspectives for better understanding of the impacts of
‘Strengthening Women’s Ability for Productive New Opportunities (SWAPNO)’, project in two
sections. The first section is on the perspectives of the project beneficiaries in the intervention group
followed by the second one that highlights the difficulties of the lives and livelihoods of the nonbeneficiaries in the control group. In the first case, assessment was done on the basis of several Focus
Group Discussions (FGDs) (n=8) and life histories of the sampled women beneficiaries (n=10), which
were carried out during the survey in the project areas. Besides, Key Informant Interviews (KIIs) (n=13)
with the Deputy Directors of the respective districts, and Chairmen and members of the respective
Union Parishads (UPs) were also conducted to incorporate the necessary views from other platforms.
The second case, on the other hand, relied on the life histories of the selected women non-beneficiaries
in the same above areas. Qualitative details findings is referred in the annex.
Key Insights: SWAPNO beneficiaries
•

Before joining SWAPNO project, beneficiaries were previously treated with absolute neglect and
disgrace, because of their living in extreme poverty, desertion, and dependence on others. The
project enabled them to run various relevant IGAs with trained skills, which have created the
opportunities for most of them in the pursuit of breaking the extreme poverty trap. Specially, the
gender equality training was very effective to build self-confidence and strong motivation to win
over the inner psychological and outer societal barriers of the women. In case of disaster
preparedness and climate change adaptation skills training, UPs also great motivational roles in the
application and spread of the relevant skills in the respective areas. Some UP chairmen confirmed
that many beneficiaries raised their homestead lands above the usual flood levels and regarding
climate resilient cropping practices, many beneficiaries in the project intervention areas also went
for gourd, beans and pumpkin with required fertilizers based on sack method.

•

In the group-discussions it was also revealed that many were able to initiate and manage small
businesses with the income savings from wage and ROSCA.

•

Beneficiaries employed in formal sector presently earn Tk. 9000 per month and with overtime one
can also earn as high as Tk.14,000. With this money they now can live in separate rented houses.
they can now feed their children well and also send money to home for the children’s education
through mobile banking (Bkash, Nogod).

•

The local community people much appreciated the public assets repair and maintenance work of
the women groups with quality.

•

After receiving the training on Violence Against Women (VAW), they now know how to act against
including reporting to the Union Council and local police stations as well as calling to the hotline
number ‘999’ for support
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•

Awareness campaign on COVID-19 had significant motivational impacts on the local
neighborhoods and society at large.

Key Insights: Non-Beneficiaries
Non-beneficiaries or Control group participants expressed their continuous struggle to manage their
family expenses. Lack of financial and technical support is the main reason behind this. While asked
for a comparison between them and the SWAPNO beneficiaries, they replied SWAPNO
beneficiaries were very fortunate to have won the lottery during the selection. It enabled them to
earn and live three times better compared to them at present, as the beneficiaries were supported to
develop and operate a number of IGAs of their own. Sheuli, one of the control group participants
regretted by saying,
‘…. if joined I had the opportunity to live better and repay the loans like the SWAPNO
beneficiaries, who live much better than me and are very fortunate!’
Most of the participants appreciated the Public works initiative as it ensures regular income. Due
to financial insolvency, they can only eat twice a day which results in malnutrition. They hardly get
any government support or relief at any time, including during the COVID-19 pandemic. However,
during the countrywide lockdown they didn’t face any additional shocks, and also any adverse
impacts, so far, due to the pandemic.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
Five main conclusions emerge from the preceding analysis. First, in respect of all major indicators of
economic wellbeing, the SWAPNO 3rd cycle beneficiaries outperformed the control group households.
For long-term income growth and economic well-being, we focused on income per capita, consumption
expenditure per capita and non-assets per capita as three key economic indicators determining. This
conclusion is supported by both Propensity Score Matching (PSM) and the Difference-in-Difference
(DID) methods. According to the PSM method, the project participants have on average 131.13% higher
yearly per capita income than the control counterparts. The difference in respect of per capita
consumption expenditure is understandably less (because of the heightened emphasis on savings in
beneficiary households) but still considerable. The project participants have, on average, have 42.24%
higher per capita consumption expenditure than the control group (as per PSM). The most striking
difference is observed in terms of capital accumulation. The PSM method indicate that the treatment
group has respectively 1.4 times higher non-land assets than that observed for the control group.
Furthermore, the recipient households had a higher monthly income per capita of BDT 609-610, a
monthly expenditure per capita of BDT 604-614, and a current asset per capita of BDT 8058-8070,
according to the OLS and DID estimates (Figure: 8.1)
Figure 8.1 Absolute Difference between Beneficiaries and Control Groups: OLS regression vs.
DID estimation
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Second, benefits from the SWAPNO project are not just noticeable in terms of major economic
indicators but also reflected in terms of dietary diversity and “subjective measures” of well-being.
Among the beneficiary households, 53% percent have median or above bear dietary diversity, which is
around 31% for the control households indicating significantly higher dietary diversity for SWAPNO
beneficiary households. Among the beneficiary households, 43.4% women attained median and above
dietary diversity, while it is 23.57% for the control households. In terms of subjective food-poverty,
only 1.34% of the beneficiaries in the 3rd cycle report food-deficit all the time compared to 16.06% for
the control households. Around 20% of the beneficiary households reported about food surplus while
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only 4.82% of the control households mentioned that they had surplus food in their house. They also
tend to be strong optimism for themselves (20.22% as against 6.03%) and for their children (45.70%
vs. 31.87%).
Third, only a small fraction of both the beneficiary and control households have under-five children
(167 in the end-line survey). It will require a much bigger sample to generate representative estimates
for child under-nutrition. We observed that, the prevalence of underweight children is comparatively
lower SWAPNO beneficiary group (2.23% as against 5.15%) than the children from control households.
The same trends emerge in case of stunted children (3.57% vs. 7.38%). In case of adult nutritional
status, SWAPNO beneficiary households slightly better than the control households which was
observed from our study findings. On that note, the issue of adult anthropometry needs to be paid more
attention in SWAPNO projects, as no clear-cut advantage is discernible in beneficiary vs. control
household comparison.
Fourth, in all the cases, women having decision making power in terms of new earn rising activity
(91.05% vs. 75.69%) and women’s participation in meetings and committees (60% vs. 21%) are
significantly higher for SWAPNO beneficiary households than that of the control households. In
summary, women from the beneficiary households have more physical mobility and greater decision
making power than the control households. During COVID-19 pandemic, the SWAPNO beneficiary
households faced less crisis than those of the control households (19% vs. 29%). We observed that
almost 77% of the control groups reported they had eaten less food than their need while it was only
45% for the SWAPNO beneficiary which indicates that SWAPNO intervention tackled the food
security issues in some manner.
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8.1 Overview of the findings
8.1.1 Relevance
With the primary aim of ensuring sustainable livelihood and food security among the extreme poor and
vulnerable rural women, the SWAPNO project is highly relevant to the Sustainable Development Goals
(SGD) no.1, 2,3,5, 10 and 11 of ensuring zero poverty, zero hunger, good health, gender equality, no
inequality and sustainability respectively. This could be justified by comparing various well-being
indicators like change in income, expenditure, assets, dietary improvement and status of nutrition,
empowerment, etc. over time across the beneficiary and control groups. Among all kinds of existing
tokenism, this program stands out to be a different one with a larger promise of graduating the poor,
vulnerable village women from the poverty trap. Our study findings strongly support this statement as
well. In terms of per capita income, consumption expenditure, and asset holding, the SWAPNO project
beneficiaries are ahead of the control households (see section 4.1). Besides, we have witnessed
increased food security and diverse household dietary intake among the beneficiaries compared to the
control group. The training on Income Generating Activities (IGA) is also a part of the process to
strengthen the beneficiaries with higher skills to sustain in the long run. SWAPNO has focused on each
of the goals individually and has made significant differences which are reflected in our project findings.
The beneficiaries of SWAPNO 3rd cycle have shown increased participation as well as contribution in
the society they live in with lesser harassment and violence compared to those of the control households.
Not only that, but the project beneficiaries have also coped with the COVID-19 crisis in every aspect.
Also, by targeting disadvantaged women, this project is in line with the national development priorities.
8.1.2 Effectiveness
From our findings, it is quite evident that this project is quite effective in fulfilling its prime objectives.
The results from the propensity score matching (Table 5.2) indicate that the income discrepancy
between beneficiary and control is 131.13 percent, while the equivalent difference in consumer
expenditure is 42.24 percent. In the case of asset disparity, this figure is roughly 136.71 percent. Among
the current beneficiary households, 52.8% have a median or above bear dietary diversity, which is
nearly twice more than the current control group (31.2%) indicating significantly higher dietary
diversity for beneficiary households. The food secure households among the beneficiary groups (53%)
are almost twice as much as that of the control groups (26.32%). Similar success has also been reflected
in terms of present adult nutrition, attainment of union and upazila social services, access to knowledge
etc. and thus proving the high effectiveness of the project. It can be a matter of argument that the
investment of this project is quite a bit higher but considering its impact on the marginalized women,
we can say that the project has outdone all the debates.
In line with the National Social Security Strategy (NSSS), this social protection program leverages
public works to train vulnerable women in vocational skills, place them in productive employment and
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support them to move out of poverty. At the same time, the project design factors in key causes affecting
multidimensional poverty among women in Bangladesh; address the cross-cutting vulnerabilities, and
support women’s empowerment in the country. SWAPNO contributes to Bangladesh’s national and
global commitment. On the national level, it promotes an inclusive and equal opportunity workforce,
including increasing women’s labor force participation. On the global level, the project mainly reflects
Bangladesh’s commitments to eradicating extreme poverty as part of the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). To attain the goals and objectives of SWAPNO, the following socio-economic
empowerment model was followed:
Figure 8.2: Socio-economic empowerment model of SWAPNO

The socio-economic model mentioned above has been implemented along with intervention areas
described below –
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government and community involvement
Correct targeting
Public asset maintenance and wage disbursement
Opportunity and choices
Entrepreneurship development and Formal sector employment
Financial Inclusion
Well-being and Human capital
Women Empowerment
Partnership development
Micro-health Insurance
Disaster adaptive livelihoods development:
Grievance redressal and reciprocal accountability
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The project has consciously invested in “Ownership Building” with Local Government Division,
District and Upazila Administration and the Union Parishad (UP) in various ways. These include
extensive reporting, briefing and meetings, involve them in decision making, accounts operation and
day to day management of project operation. The Central account is operated jointly by the National
Project Director (NPD) and the National Project Manager (NPM), the district account is jointly operated
by the Deputy Director Local Government (DDLG) and District Manager (DM) while the UP Account
is operated by three signatories: the UP Chair, Chairperson of the concerned Standing Committee-a
female member of UP and the Secretary.
8.1.3 Efficiency
Currently, around 125 social safety net programs are operating in Bangladesh ensuring gender equality
and women’s economic empowerment including access to social services, formal sector employment,
increasing the decision-making power of women, reducing domestic violence and many more.
Strengthening Women’s Ability for Productive New Opportunities (SWAPNO) is one of a kind project
that specifically focuses on future employability by ensuring women’s economic empowerment. There
can be two sorts of discussions on the efficiency of this project. Firstly, from our previous discussion,
it is quite apparent that this project is relevant and effective, however, a question remains whether this
is the most efficient program out there. A further comparative assessment might give us an answer.
Secondly, two factors need to be assessed: the duration and the amount of token money. Currently, the
beneficiaries received the token money for 15 months. It needs to be assessed that whether this is the
optimal duration. What if we get almost similar results within a year? Based on review of the 2nd cycle
endline evaluation report of SWAPNO we know that the sustainability of the impact of the program
might be increased by increasing the duration. A similar argument can be posed for the amount of token
money. So, both of these discussions are highly relevant while discussing the efficiency of the
SWAPNO. However, the study finding shows that 98.21% of the beneficiaries were covered with IGA
trainings those are having income generating activities (see section 3.1). Increased of household income,
savings, expenditure and productive assets, mobility and decision-making power revealed that
SWAPNO project is in the right track of the theory change, project’s inputs and activities were managed
efficiently that contribute to achieve the intended results (refer result framework indicators in the
annex).
8.1.4 Sustainability
Earlier literature by Sen and Uddin (2019) pointed us that there is a sustainability issue in the sense that
the former beneficiaries are doing quite well in terms of maintaining their individual and collective
income generating activities. Beneficiaries employed in formal sector are also sustained their jobs with
garments factories. The formation of the cooperatives by the beneficiaries and registration with the
government bodies have given a new dimension in local job creation and sustainable graduation. Also,
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from this 3rd cycle end-line survey, we’ve found that despite having the short duration of the project (15
months) compared to previous cycles (18 months) beneficiaries are actively involved with more than
two types of income generating activities. However, to measure the sustainability aspect of 3rd cycle
beneficiaries, at least 2-3 years more time is required. Moreover, the indicators regarding aspiration
and optimism suggest that this is going to be much more sustainable. The level of aspiration about their
own and their children’s future have significantly been increased compared to the control households
within these 1.5 years and with this level of self-confidence which boosts the keenness of fighting with
poverty, it is expected that they would continue to grow and develop more in future.
8.1.5 Coherence
As SWAPNO project is designed to support the disadvantaged women through engaging them in
various public asset works which contributes to a greater awareness at the community level. From the
lottery of the selection process to the attainment and awareness building sessions, the local institutions
come under visibility and thus implying a high degree of coherence. This project also has impact on
local institution as it enlivens these local institutions.
SWAPNO has embedded this process from the right beginning to fully encourage the government
counterparts to implement SSNPs on their own by ensuring correct targeting and maintaining
transparency and accountability. The UP prepared a list of public assets/works that the community
widely uses or ones that can reduce disaster and climate risks. The project involved stakeholders at all
levels from the start to mitigate the risks of violence that women may face by participating in this
initiative. The project involved the community throughout all processes and helped build local
government ownership to ensure that the women receive support and protection from the Union
Parishad. The project also worked with social leaders and male members of local communities to
promote their role as social agents and protect women from violence in domestic and public spheres.
Community involvement is embedded in the project through contribution of road maintenance materials
such as soil gathered from homesteads, protection, and monitoring of SWAPNO women at work in
public places, and supervision of the beneficiary selection process. This kind of involvement builds
community ownership and helps establish reciprocal accountability and participatory monitoring
process. The project developed capacity of Union Parishad and concerned Standing Committee (SC) to
undertake such selection process.
8.1.6 Gender Equality:
As most of the project beneficiaries are mostly widowed or husband-deserted women, so the notion of
‘gender equality’ could be an overstatement. However, a higher percentage of beneficiaries have
reported of being able to move alone in the area and within the union, upazila etc. Not only that, almost
91% of the beneficiaries have the right to decide on new income-generating activities of the households.
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This higher percentage prevails the same in case of treatment facility, education, participation in
meetings or committees etc. compared to those of the control households. It is revealed that increased
income, expenditure, savings, and asset accumulation have overall enhanced the self-confidence and
self-esteem of the beneficiary women when compared to the control households. As they become
confident, women can move out on their own for business and other needs.

8.2 Recommendations
Several points are noteworthy. First, there are issues of project delivery that need to be re-visited. For
instance, a recurring observation emerging from the FGDs is the factor of institutional delays in
disbursing wage income—due to bureaucratic hassles—which often increase beneficiary indebtedness
and even result in incurring higher costs of food and non-food household expenditure items. However,
this issue merits greater examination. If the concern is true, then one way out could be to arrange interim
financing from the partner NGOs or any other third source of institutional finance to make wage funds
readily available. A counter-argument is that partner NGOs may be constrained by financial resources.
Given this, it is important to ensure that all cash transfer commitments to the recipients must be
institutionally available at the outset.
Second, there are issues relating to “second-chance” and more “intensive monitoring” that are required
to make not-so-successful project participants viable over time. This may include more hand-holding
of the less entrepreneurial sections of the poorest women by way of extra doses of livelihood training,
skill formation, job search and confidence-building measures.
Third, the SWAPNO project shows that, with an injection of a threshold amount of external resources,
the persistent poverty trap syndrome can be overcome. This is in contrast to the tokenism that
characterizes conventional social protection projects. While this is a big success for the SWAPNO type
of Mini Big-Push intervention, the issue of sustainability of the project impact has not been settled for
good. The changing economic fortunes of the former beneficiaries are a case in point: they need to get
some attention from the SWAPNO project to ensure long-term graduation from the poverty trap by
enhancing their resilience capacity to bounce back when setbacks occur (they are bound to occur).
Fourth, one needs to ask as well about the optimal use of SWAPNO resources, i.e., whether the same
project effects could have been generated with lower costs under alternative assistance packages. The
current monthly transfer amount may be deemed too high (higher than the threshold amount) or just
about right (closer to the threshold amount) depending on the argument. This debate cannot be resolved
without experimenting with varying assistance packages, again in the spirit of randomized control trial
(RCT), elements of which SWAPNO has been already practicing. In addition, what is a need now could
be tracer studies to capture long-term impact and resilience capacity in the face of inevitable shocks.
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Box 1: SWAPNO project Limitations and Recommendations7
❖ SWAPNO project limitations:
⎯ Small number of beneficiaries were enrolled while there was a huge number of
very poor widowed/separated/divorcee women in each ward
⎯ SWAPNO Beneficiaries were worried regarding the duration of the SWAPNO
project which is short in duration and could be longer
⎯ Allowances provided by SWAPNO for IGA or other training are comparatively
lower than the current market price
⎯ Fewer monitoring from SWAPNO officers after completion of the project cycle
❖ Recommendations for the future:
⎯ Considering the effectiveness of the programme, it should be implemented in other
remote areas of Bangladesh so that people can come out of extreme poverty.
SWAPNO model can also be replicated in urban areas of the poverty-stricken
districts.
⎯ To accommodate more penurious women under the SWAPNO coverage, the
number of beneficiaries in each ward can be increased.
⎯ In line with the present market rate and cost of living, per day wages can be
increased so that the beneficiaries can invest more money in their regular IGAs as
well as avail improved living standard.
⎯ The daily compulsory savings amount can also be set to higher limit so that the
beneficiaries can save more and secure their future need.
⎯ The follow-up period of the project can be extended from 6 months to 1 year after
completion of the public works cycle.
⎯ The follow-up monitoring after completion of the project cycle should be kept.

7

Evidence from FGDs, KIIs and Life History Interviews. The summary points from the FGDs, KIIs and Life
History Interviews—as captured above--are only highlighted when they are reported by the majority of
respondents participating in the qualitative surveys. The full text of these discussions are available in Bengali as
a separate document (not enclosed herewith).
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Detail Insight of Qualitative Assessment of SWAPNO:
This chapter is presented the details of Qualitative Assessment Findings for better understanding of the
impacts of ‘Strengthening Women’s Ability for Productive New Opportunities (SWAPNO)’. It is stated
in two broad sections. The first section is on the perspectives of the project beneficiaries in the
intervention group followed by the second one that highlights the difficulties of the lives and livelihoods
of the non-beneficiaries in the control group. In the first case, assessment was done on the basis of
several Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) (n=8) and life histories of the sampled women beneficiaries
(n=10), which were carried out during the survey in the project areas. Besides, Key Informant
Interviews (KIIs) (n=13) with the Deputy Directors of the respective districts, and Chairmen and
members of the respective Union Parishads (UPs) were also conducted to incorporate the necessary
views from other platforms. The second case, on the other hand, relied on the life histories of the
selected women non-beneficiaries in the same above areas.
1. Assessment of the Beneficiaries
The women beneficiaries were engaged in the maintenance/repair of the important public assets and
other public works in the sampled Union Parishads of Melandaha upazila in Jamalpur district, Saghata
upazila in Gaibandah district, and Head Quarter upazila in Lalmonirhat district.
The assessment is presented in a structured manner under the following sub-sections with titles:
1.1: Life and Livelihoods before SWAPNO Membership
1.2: Enrollment Process
1.3: SWAPNO Life Skills and Livelihoods Training
1.4: Family Wellbeing and Sustainability - The Role of Rotating Savings and Credit Association
(ROSCA) and End-tenure Bonus
1.5: Social Capital Formation
1.6: SWAPNO – a Turning Point in Life
1.7: Social Empowerment and Impacts on Society
1.8: Coping with COVID 19
1.9: Projecting on Future
Following the above a separate section is also dedicated in this chapter entitled ‘Life and Livelihood
Difficulties of the Non-beneficiaries’ to make a comparison of this control group women with the above
intervention group. The control group women were left out in the long screening process of beneficiary
selection to limit the number within the given resources. This section is, indeed, based on the three life
histories in the selected project areas.
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1.1: Life and Livelihood Before SWAPNO Membership
SWAPNO beneficiaries were selected adhering to the stringent selection criteria, which rendered
homogeneity of them in terms of age, skill, household food security and other basic parameters of socioeconomic status, notably, aged between 18-45 years, widowed, divorced8 separated/deserted or married
to a husband unable to earn an income with one or multiple disabilities, unable to provide three balanced
meals a day, capable to access vocational training, with a few or no assets being forced to beg or accept
low wage-employment and so on.
No cognizable exception of the above was found across the findings of the assessment at different
stakeholders’ levels i.e., FGD and beneficiary-life-history and KII with respect to the life and
livelihoods of the beneficiaries at the entry point. It is for this reason the selection was very unique, but
at the same time with no wonder when it is done from a huge number of similar extremely deprived and
distressed womenfolk across the areas.
It was revealed that most of the beneficiaries were the victims of child marriage, which the beneficiaries
didn’t normally disclose during the interviews seemingly to avoid taking the false blame on them, and
not because of being captive of the situations that prevailed. However, there were some exceptions
without hesitations. On the other hand, across the board, none of the beneficiaries were able to live with
their husbands’ maximum for more than 17 years or so only in some instances without major upheavals.
Such cases were found only when the husbands had no alternatives but to rely on the wives because of
prolonged illness leading finally to death or complete disability or their sudden demise due to various
physical or other reasons. However, in most of the cases, the relationships broke down much earlier,
which started with separation to finally ended up with complete desertion along with marriages of the
husbands again elsewhere without any intimation or consent of the present wives. The saddest part here
has been that at the time of desertion, the children were at their infancy or aged some months or even
during pregnancies of many mothers. The worst victims of such realities were again the girl children,
who bore the same fates as their mothers, which are still very poorly registered, heard and challenged
in many local contexts, including in the SWAPNO intervention areas. Another disturbing concern is
the incidence of ‘dowry’ during the daughters’ weddings, which is normally not disclosed by the
mothers, as being a normal social norm or custom, and not a curse to talk and make a complaint about.
Anyway, being more relevant in the study, the implications of desertion in terms of its serious
implications for the affected family-members in terms of food insecurity, malnutrition, hardship and

8

In fact, in most of the cases there is no formal divorce per se with any document to be legally challenged or
repelled, which is also true during marriage that happens without any formal registration or legally bound
documents. So, divorce should not be understood in its true sense with strong legal implications. Practically,
divorce is essentially a desertion that mostly lies in the domain of the husbands to be primarily exercised in the
peculiar context dealt with in this study.
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family violence or violence against women (VAW) must be highlighted, as attempted below with
concrete illustrations.
It is well understood that the incidents of desertion are the results of various situations. In Nayanagar
union of Melandaha upazila of Jamalpur district one beneficiary in FGD reported as saying ‘…my
married life was for 7-8 years. I was mentally not on match with the husband, and he and his mother,
brother, aunt, neighbors used to abuse me physically. I still bear the marks of torture on my body. My
husband married again and lives in a different area with his new family. I brought up my children on
my own, and he didn't pay a single taka for their education or clothes for the last 13 years since he
abandoned me. Nobody in that family came forward in my support and provided help except for one
uncle, who is also obstructed in doing so.’ Another woman in the same group mentioned “… after my
marriage, besides my husband, all my in-laws including the mother, father and brothers abused me
physically. I returned to my parents’ home after three years, as I could not tolerate it anymore, with my
three-year old child and two months of pregnancy. Meanwhile, my husband got married to another
woman in Islampur without any intimation. Then I went to Islampur with six months of pregnancy; and
he hid when saw me back, and tried to hit me with an iron-rod as I entered the house. His newly married
wife and mother-in-law saved me, but he uttered bad words at me. Thereafter, he brought me to my
parents’ home, and left for Dhaka. Since then I have no information about him.” In another instance the
torments were too severe for Salma from Dewangonj upazila, which resulted in losing her child to
miscarriage and severing relationship with the husband.
Some other insightful findings in respect of the above can also be briefly illustrated here based on the
life histories of the beneficiaries in West Bhurunga union in Melandaha upazila of Jamalpur district,
Mohendranagar union in Lalmonirhat headquarter upazila, and Bharatkhali union from Saghata upzila
of Gaibandha district.
First, about Majeda Begum from Melandaha, presently aged 54 years, who got married at the age of
less than 17 when her husband was above 25 years old. He was a rickshaw-puller by profession in
Narayangonj and died in a road accident there having a relationship with Majeda for about 18 years.
She lived in the village on a small piece of land of her cousin in a ramshackle hut with her two little
daughters during those days. Her husband spent most of his daily income for drinking local liquors
being an alcoholic. He used to visit the village quite infrequently a year without letting know and usually
stayed with her for 10-15 days or sometimes more at a time to leave, without also any notice. He never
maintained any communications with during his long away. However, whenever he came to village,
always quarreled with Majeda and also assaulted physically. Her husband didn’t support the family at
all with cash or kind throughout the years except for some days when he stayed at the village. These
days also he only bought some rice, vegetables, lentils and other items only for maximum 4-5 days; and
no fish, meat or anything like these. Naturally, with those items it was not at all possible to feed the
family well, sometimes for only twice a day. Hence, Majeda had to depend on her mother for foods
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with whatever she could provide in her also very little capacity, at least twice a day, to live with the
daughters. Responding to a question about how those days were for her, she replied as saying, ‘I
survived these days only eating vegetables’. To cope with this untenable situation Majeda wanted to
work as domestic worker in the neighborhood; but her husband never let her do such job in the area
during his lifetime. At one point it became very difficult for her old mother to support Majeda’s family
any longer; and she had to move to Dhaka, whilst her husband was still alive, to work as domestic
worker bringing with her younger daughter on the lap. She left her elder daughter, aged 2, at her elder
brother’s care, as he didn’t have any kids of his own. The brother took good care of the daughter with
an opportunity to study at school to have passed grade V. In Dhaka she used to work at 2-3 houses on
part-time to earn between Tk. 5,000/- and Tk.6,000/- per month. During the period she with her growing
younger daughter lived well, abled to eat improved diets thrice a day, and lived at slum with a room
better than her own at village; but always missed her elder daughter staying at village. During this period
her husband died, when her elder daughter was only 9 years old and the younger one only 3 years.
Majeda came back home after working in Dhaka for about 11 years, renovated the old house, and gave
marriage to her elder daughter at 13 years of age with a boy of 17 years, who ears income through
selling honey locally. In a couple of years afterward she also gave marriage to her younger daughter at
also 13 years of age with a boy of 18 years old, who is a rickshaw-puller living in Dhaka with her
daughter. To give marriages to her daughters, Majeda spent most of her income-savings working in
Dhaka, and also borrowed Tk. 30,000/- from a close relative without interest. After her daughters’
marriage, Majeda passed three years without any work before joining SWAPNO.
Secondly, Fatema Begum from Mohendranager union of Lalmonirhat, presently aged 38, who studied
up to grade III, can read well and write a little. She was given marriage at her 13 years of age with a
rickshaw-puller living in Dhaka, about 10 years older than her. She lived with her husband for about 16
years from 2001-2017 intermittently, and finally he left for good on staying 40 days after his mother’s
death leaving her alone at village with the only son 40 days old, and the eldest and youngest daughters
6 and 4 years old respectively in an uncertain future. Previously, her husband used to send Tk.500/- per
week very irregularly, which was very little for the family to have meals for even once a day. Mostly,
she and her children were fed with collected wild potatoes or kachu and broken or Mali rice (‘Khud’);
and sometimes starved all the day. In fact, during the period Fatema’s husband got married to another
woman in Dhaka in secret. To cope with this situation, meanwhile, she began doing piecework time to
time at local residences providing only foods for the family. However, another very serious aspect of
her life at the time of desertion was that her husband also sold his piece of homestead land in secret to
his nephew together with the house she used to live in with the kids. Besides, he sold the land where
she cultivated vegetables and grew betel-nut trees over the years with her own labor and care. Hence,
her husband deserted with no livelihood assets left behind to become a destitute - nowhere to live with
the kids. She went to her father, where too couldn’t stay. She walked door-to-door of the local residents
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asking for a shelter and food in return of some household work, say, coating the earth floor or other
activities. Little afterward she started to work as full-time domestic worker in some local residents
without any cash payment. The employers only provided her two meals a day and sometimes only the
rice, as requested, to eat with the kids twice a day. An employer also let them to stay at a detached room
on the homestead land. This opportunity didn’t last for long, as the employer at one point didn’t like
her to stay with the kids. She again became shelter-less and moved to another house; and this way
passed the days for more than two years in desperation. All these happened after husband deserted her,
which Fatema described, wiping her tears, as saying “…. lived these years in such a distressed condition
that I cannot not express in words”. At this time a ‘village grandmother’ came forward in her support
with a hope. The grandmother asked Fatema to share the room she got from the government ‘Ashrayan
Project’. After some days of living and working together, her grandmother went to Rangpur to live with
her son there leaving her room for Fatema to live with the kids. Since than she lives there, incidentally,
next to her parents’ room in the same project. She continued to work as domestic worker for only rice
this time, and sometimes also lentil for diets twice a day with other foods bought with the money she
managed from partially selling the rice. During the period, her elder daughter on completion of her
previous study in a BRAC school got admitted to a mainstream school, and was married at the age of
about 13 years with an orphan boy 15 years of old studying in a madrassa at Savar in Dhaka.
Thirdly, Jesmin Akhter, presently aged 20, could only pass grade five and was given marriage by her
father, an agriculture wage-worker, against her will at the age less than 15 years with a mason 30 years
old. She left her husband and came back to parents’ home after one and half months of marriage, as her
husband was sick with physical disability. She again started to live with the parents and a younger sister,
recently passed secondary school certificate (SSC) examination and also likes to continue her study at
the intermediate level. Her elder sister lives with her husband elsewhere, and also two brothers live with
their wives - the elder one in Mymensingh and younger one in Dhaka. At parents’ home, Jesmin helped
her mother in household work and also reared their poultry, duck, goats and cow. During this period all
they could usually have meals twice and sometimes thrice a day. At breakfast they ate rice, vegetable,
mashed potato and lentil; lunch the same as breakfast; and dinner sometimes cooked fish in addition to
the above items left over after the lunch. Beef or mutton could only eat during Eid al Adha.
Jesmin joined SWAPNO overcoming a particular hurdle of ophthalmological ‘Apraxia Lid Opening
(ALO). She was initially discarded, but seeing her need, physical strength and ability to see everything
very clearly like others; she was lastly enrolled in the project. It happened after three years of her coming
back to parents’ home, thenceforth, the livelihoods of the household changed significantly. This would
be highlighted in the relevant sub-section below.
At the KII level, perspectives of the beneficiaries were also confirmed specifically pointing to the fact
that the selected beneficiaries didn’t have any gainful employment opportunities before joining
SWAPNO in order to support their lives and livelihoods. SWAPNO enabled them to run various
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relevant IGAs with trained skills, which have created the opportunities for most of them in the pursuit
of breaking the extreme poverty trap eventually along with strengthening other social empowerment
spheres.
1.2: Enrollment Process
Beneficiary selection in SWAPNO followed a stringent screening process in phases, which has been
clearly articulated in the project implementation manual. This selection process was strictly followed
across the project areas with no exceptions, and LGD, being the highest authority at the central level,
oversaw and ensured the process with direct involvement of the its local setup i.e., district office of the
Deputy Director of LGD, as per the prescribed rules and procedures. However, at the decentralized
primary levels, UPs governed the project implementation with the active support and participation of
the UNDP project personnel, under the technical assistance, to monitor the process and also suggest
concrete steps in observing the selection criteria with neutrality in transparent manner. The grassroots
support in whole this exercise was provided by the union workers of the implementing partner-NGOs
i.e., ESDO in Jamalpur and Lalmonirhat, and GUK in Gaibandha. The impressions on the enrollment
process are presented here based on the investigation.
The beneficiaries spoke about the above standard selection process for membership highlighting that
50 to more than 100 women living in similar socio-economic conditions from different wards of a union,
in response to the public announcement, were gathered in a cue. A preliminary selection of beneficiaries
was done followed by further screening to finally select only 12 women out of more in a group
comprising three wards in a union. To maintain the highest order of neutrality the final selection was
made through ‘lottery’. Similarly, altogether 36 beneficiaries were selected from the nine wards in of
each of the unions of the selected upazilas of the district. It took nearly 10 days and somewhere more
to finish the selection process for follow up activities at the beneficiary level of SWAPNO.
The details of the above enrollment process were quite known to the UP chairmen across the areas. All
of them, generally, supported the process, as being very transparent and unbiased, which was also
observed and confirmed by the UNPDP project personnel in each area and local concerned government
officials. However, some UP chairmen also pointed out the need of every woman stood on the line for
the enrollment, which was not possible amid resource constraint to be seen as missing opportunity and
a limitation of the process.
1.3: SWAPNO Life Skills and Livelihoods Training
Immediate after the enrollment, each beneficiary was first oriented towards acquiring practical skills on
maintenance work of various public assets and other public works e.g., how to identify and perform the
jobs skillfully under a package of 7 life and livelihood skills training, notably, social awareness on
gender equality entitled ‘Aamrao Pari’ (‘we can also do’), profitable micro business management,
vegetable gardening, disaster preparedness, climate change adaptation etc. Besides, special trade
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training for each beneficiary was also imparted in consideration of the individual choice and aptitude
for such training for relevant IGAs, namely, livestock (goat and cow) and poultry (chicken and duck)
rearing, petty-trade (grocery shop), tailoring/garments, leather goods etc. It is to be noted the skills
training for the beneficiaries was conducted in phases in batches, as part of their wage employment
concurrently with full payment.
The beneficiaries very much appreciated various training courses conducted during the SWAPNO
tenure, which helped acquire relevant knowledge and practical skills outlined in the training modules.
Acquiring skills on maintenance work was first seemed to be very difficult for everyone, which most
of them never did before with the implements. Moreover, for many it was like breaking a ‘social taboo’
that earthwork is not a job for the women and disgracing too. Every woman was able to repel initial
hesitations and gradually learned doing the job freely in the selected sites based on the acquired skills.
Eventually, local people seeing and getting the benefits of the good work, started to look at the women
groups with honor and respect. In fact, the UPs were seen very enthusiastic about providing various
public assets maintenance work to SWAPNO women groups for much better deliveries than others
traditionally engaged for such work. An important point needs to be highlighted here that the gender
equality training for the women groups was also very effective to build self-confidence and strong
motivation to win over the inner psychological and outer societal barriers of the women in carrying out
the hard maintenance work with success and reputation. This kind of empowerment should also have
far-reaching impacts on accelerating the destitute women’s active participation in the local routine
development work with social support and recognition.
Similar impacts of the gender equality training were also vividly witnessed in other situations, basically,
highlighting the will and commitment of the destitute women, constituting a big segment of our society,
to establish their individual rights, as part of large group-members, in the distant local contexts in the
pursuit of better living through hard physical labor together with honor, dignity and social recognition.
It was strongly manifested in the understanding and knowledge of the women in the groups and at
individual levels, across the areas, notably, to act against all forms of gender violence at home and
outside through institutional support of UPs and legal means, if needed. This is further explained in
social empowerment section below with illustrations.
Regarding training in other areas, those helped the beneficiaries significantly in terms of better
performance and increase of livelihood income in different IGAs. For example, livestock training not
only contributed to upgrade the traditional knowledge and skills in practice, notably, proper vaccination,
housing and feeding for healthy growth; it also helped many to refresh those acquired under the women
empowerment program activities at local levels, sponsored by the relevant government departments
(women affairs department and LGD) and NGOs (i.e., BRAC) in the past. However, poultry training
skills were not so keenly observed except for gaining knowledge about proper vaccinations by
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themselves or with the help local veterinary doctors sometimes, as most of the women use to rear the
local breeds.
Evidently, many beneficiaries largely depend on goat and cow rearing IGA, across the project areas,
based on the application of improved knowledge and skills acquired during the training. This is further
explained in terms of wellbeing of the beneficiaries in the relevant section below. Another success story
also worth mentioning in the same section with regard skills training in petty trade that covered various
important aspects, notably, selection of specific trade, marketing and basic cost and profit accounts.
As regards, disaster preparedness and climate change adaptation skills training, UPs had also great
motivational roles in the application and spread of the relevant skills in the respective areas. Some UP
chairmen confirmed that many beneficiaries raised their homestead lands above the usual flood levels
and regarding climate resilient cropping practices, many beneficiaries in the project intervention areas
also went for gourd, beans and pumpkin with required fertilizers based on sack method to protect the
yields against flood damages. A UP chairman in this regard also mentioned climate resilient farming
practices benefitted only the beneficiaries in Saghata and Fulchuri upazilas of Gainbandha district
where the project was implemented, but in other upazilas of the district many still face loss of crops and
incomes due to floods. According to him, to make a demonstratively significant contribution, the
climate or disaster resilient farming practices must be extended to cover all other upazilas of Gaibandha
district gradually.
With respect to the skills training on leather goods, chairman of Gozaria union of Gaibandha district
played a great role in motivating and encouraging the women to travel to Dhaka to have the required
training. At first, women were afraid of traveling to Dhaka, but the chairman took all the initiatives to
encourage them, and also assured those to bear all the responsibilities in case of any untoward incidents
that might happen in this kind of initiative beneficial for the women. The latter was proved to be the
fact, as the trained women were subsequently placed with relevant job in the factory. The same was true
in case of garments sector job placement for the beneficiaries based required skill training, many of
them were recruited from Lalmonirhat.
In the group-discussions it was also revealed that many were to able apply training skills in micro/small
business management and initiate and manage small businesses with the income savings from wage and
ROSCA lotteries as well as to initiate different IGAs i.e., making compost fertilizer and bamboo mats,
and growing betel leaves and nuts. Moreover, previously, no one knew about nutritional and balanced
food intake for the family, notably, for the children to grow in good health. Everyone now knows about
the food values of green vegetables, and how to prepare low-cost balanced nutritious foods.
1.4: Family Wellbeing and Sustainability – The Role of Wage-Income, ROSCA Lottery and EndTenure Bonus
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At the outset it should be made clear that the family economic wellbeing of the beneficiaries was
contingent upon the financial supports from three different sources of SWAPNO funds9 for the
beneficiaries: (a) periodic payment of wages for the maintenance/repair of important public assets and
other public works through minor earthwork; (b) ROSCA10 lottery money; and (c) onetime end-tenure
bonus11. These three sources, periodic payment of wages being the primary source, are interlinked with
each other to deliver supports at the above corresponding three levels at each separate group in a union
with specific purpose. Hence, wages were meant to cover the regular family/household expenses of the
group members, whilst ROSCA was for some intermediate expenses - either to undertake an IGA
(investment) or meet other needs not possible to meet with the wage income. Lastly, the end-tenure
bonus, as outlined, was the last offshoot of wage, which was accumulated with ‘forced savings’ to the
amount of Tk.50/- at source out of total Tk.200/- wage per working day per beneficiary. The bonus was
paid at the end of SWAPNO tenure, primarily, was intended to help the beneficiary undertake a new
IGA and/or investing more in the ongoing IGA(s) for greater returns than being enjoyed bringing with
growth potentials in future.
It is to be noted beneficiaries were supposed to get the wage every fortnightly, but practically it was
made with a gap of between 40 and 60 days with no standards across the areas. Faced with this situation,
the beneficiaries adjusted their monthly household expenditure plan every time. However, most of the
groups maintained the fortnight ROSCA roster for the savings as well as lottery money worth Tk.3,600/for each beneficiary by rotation in the group, as stipulated in the scheme. On the other hand, end-tenure
bonus was estimated to be, more or less, Tk. 18,000/- per beneficiary.
Based on the above introductory description of the financial incentive package, the following
paragraphs highlight correlation between the incentives and wellbeing of the beneficiaries during and
beyond the SWAPNO tenure in the study area. This has been done based on the relevant illustrations
from the life histories, and FGD focusing on the SWAPNO positive impacts on the lives of the
beneficiaries throughout the tenure, which also created a foundation for sustainability of the same being
observed in the study areas on various indicators with future potentials.
First, the life history of Momota from Melandaha, Jamalpur, presently aged 45 years. She was able to
win three ROSCA lotteries. With the first lottery-money she bought 4 chicken-layers to rear for eggs
9

This is the fund entirely provided by the Government of Bangladesh, as one of the deliveries under the
umbrella of National Social Safety Net Program, for the targeted women beneficiaries in SWAPNO with the
technical support of UNDP.
10
Briefly, ROSCA is a group savings mobilization and financial support mechanism, which is developed and
operated by each of the 12-member groups ‘purely voluntarily’ to provide each member with financial support
by ‘rotation’ through lottery over a ‘ROSCA Cycle’ span over six months. Further, each time ROSCA lottery
was held immediate after the wage payment over the tenure.
11
Considering the financial benefit package, one-time end-tenure bonus seemingly played a major role in the socalled ‘mini big-push’ approach in terms of its potential to break the extreme poverty-trap in the foreseeable
future. The latter can only be expected in absence of any sudden shocks to destroy the dreams (SWAPNO) of
the beneficiaries at any point in time in future.
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based on previous practical experience together with the improved knowledge she gained from seeing
the pictorial flip charts distributed to other group members. With the subsequent lottery-money she also
bought ducks and goats owning at present all together 7 chickens, 2 ducks and 2 goats (male and
female), added with one more bought previously. The goats gave birth thrice, so far. First time, the only
calf was gifted to the elder daughter, and second time from amongst two calves, son kept one and
another was sold at Tk. 3,500/- after six months. Two more new- born calves will be sold after a couple
of months at the above rate or more. Momota has another household-income that her only son
contributes through catching and selling fishes in the local market worth Tk.6,000/- per month, on
average.
The bonus also played a significant role in Momota’s wellbeing. With a view to start a profitable
business of fabric selling for women’s dresses at a mini scale from home, she borrowed Tk. 7,000/- for
investment two months before end of the tenure. After the receipt of Tk.18,000/- as ‘bonus’, the above
borrowing was repaid, and the remainder was invested to expand her retail fabric business. From this
business Momota presently earns Tk.3,000/- per month, which is added with an additional income from
poultry rearing of Tk. 2,500/month. Further, goat rearing is also another source that can potentially
generate Tk.7,000/- income per month by the middle of current year after maturities of the existing
breeds. Moreover, with the multiplications at least twice a year, more would born and get matured after
a year to generate more income, subject to their safe rearing. Because of these IGA-incomes, savings
out of wage-income, and income of her son from fish trade, Momota had left her previous lifeline
income source of working as domestic worker recently for good, which she continued for several years
after the death of her husband 14 years back.
Second, about Majeda from Melandaha again that after joining SWAPNO she went through the skills
training on goat rearing alongside maintenance work. She bought three goat calves with the ROSCA
lottery-money three times over the tenure; in addition to two more she had earlier for rearing. Besides,
with the wage income savings bought fabrics for women dresses from the wholesale market in Jamlapur
and retailed those to the individual customers in the late afternoon, after the maintenance work, 20 days
a month in the neighborhood and outside. She is still in this business, and does not run any other IGA.
Meanwhile, Majeda sold the previous two goats with a total price of more than Tk.6,000/-. The three
others, bought with ROSCA money, are reared to sell each of them after 18 months of age. During the
period each will give birth twice, thereafter, she expects to sell the three mother goats with a total price
of more than Tk.18,000/-. Despite her willingness, Majeda cannot expand her goat rearing activity with
more calves for more income, as she has very limited homestead land to keep them safely and healthily.
According to Majeda depending on the present scale of her goat rearing with the above-expected annual
income would be too small for her to live well throughout the year. Further, since the growth period of
a calf to sell on a reasonable price is at least six months, therefore, given her present situation, Majeda
added as saying, ‘How can I survive for 6-7 months during this period?’
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As regards fabric business, she used to sale fabrics worth Tk.200/- and on festivals or special occasions
as high as Tk.500/- per day out of an investment of Tk.3000/- at a time the during SWAPNO tenure. It
normally provided a profit of Tk.125/- per day, on average. However, recently, the business profit has
largely fallen down due to increasingly tough competition with many newcomers, and saturation of the
local market. Therefore, she has decided to close down this business, as the remaining stock is finished
in a short period.
With the end-cycle bonus of Tk. 17,000/- Majeda was able to partly share repayment of the interest free
loan, as stated above, for the daughters’ marriages. The remainder Tk. 5,000/- was added with a savings
of Tk. 5000/- from wage income in SWAPNO. She wishes to purchase a 0.4 decimal of land (already
seen) with the savings money within a year or two to build her own house. The need of buying the piece
of land to build her house is the most critical concern at present, since her cousin asked her to vacate
the land where she was permitted to live for many years since marriage. If she cannot buy the land she
had to shift to her sister’s (disserted by her husband) house to stay. It is yet quite unknown to what
future is waiting for her!
Since Majeda’s present status is not as good as during the tenure in terms of the wellbeing based on
regular wage income and different IGAs, she was repeatedly pointing on the need for more rounds of
SWAPNO for them. Otherwise, as she already did for some months after the tenure, working as
domestic worker like previously in the neighborhood in a house of a government employee. She might
continue to do the same, even at a low salary (since many in the area cannot afford) for a living in future,
but one thing she has firmly decided not to go to Dhaka again in any circumstances.
Majeda’s life history is concluded here with her some critical views regarding the success of SWAPNO.
As explained, she joined SWAPNO with a great expectation of living better together with improved
knowledge and skills for potential IGAs. Much of which were fulfilled and expressed her indebtedness
to SWAPNO for being able to achieve a much better living with higher income at present compared to
the past. In this respect she specifically noted SWAPNO’s contribution in respect of enabling her ‘to
repay the loans she took for her daughters’ marriage with the savings out of wage-income over the
tenure’. At this point she also put a question, as saying, ‘Is it possible to think that only with 15 months’
support SWAPNO will make us self-reliant, as expected, and the program will become successful? She
also uttered strongly ‘Why SWAPNO should not involve us again?’
Third, the life history of Zobeda Begum from Bharatkhali union of Saghata upazila in Gaibandha can
be cited here. After joining SWAPNO, at the outset, she firmly decided to spend only Tk. 1,000/- for
food items other than rice, provided by her stepmother, and Tk. 300/- for ROSCA lottery per month out
of wage-money, and keep the remainder as savings. Thus, after the receipt of first time wage-money of
Tk. 9,000/- a saving of Tk. 3,000/- was added with the surplus from twice ROSCA lottery money, and
with this amount she started a retail vegetable and all other kinds such as water gourd, banana, patal,
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potato etc. in a small shop she had taken on rent with the support of one of her step-brothers, nearly a
year back. She used to sit in the shop and do business from 4 pm until around 7 pm alone. This business
subsequently became the main source of income making a profit between Tk.200/- and Tk.250/- per
day, and sometimes much more out of an investment of Tk.3,000/- in a lot. With ROSCA money, she
could also buy and add 7 more chickens, 8 ducks, and two goats with the fewer previous ones. She got
special training on goat rearing, which greatly helped her in applying the enhanced knowledge and
skills, including proper and timely vaccination, for better yield. She hopes to sell the goats after 18
months between Tk. 6,000/- and Tk. 7,000/each.
With the bonus of Tk.18,000/-, adding with it wage-income savings of Tk.12,000/- and Tk.10,000/contribution of her stepbrothers, Zobeda mortgaged a 13 decimal land with Tk.40,000/-. Initially, the
land is being cultivated for only two rice crops i.e., Aman and Boro a year. With the help of her brothers,
also owning the adjacent lands, she could produce in the last season more than 240 kgs of Aman rice.
As encouraged by her brothers and others, Zobeda also wanted to grow Boro paddy in the season, and
expected to get a yield of more than 520 kgs with irrigation, which would be twice the yield of Aman
rice.
Fourth, the life history of Morjina Begum from Panchagram union of Lalmonirthat upazila is also
worth mentioning here. Before joining SWAPNO, Morjina had a small toyshop for about a year in front
of her house. During this period, the total value of the all the items in the shop was slightly above only
Tk.2,000/- that only provided a daily profit never above Tk. 200/-. On the receipt of first wage money,
Morjina spent it for food and invested the remainder in the shop with a target to reorganize and expand
the business gradually and steadily over time. Since then, Morjina left her job as domestic worker to
earn income.
Morjina won the ROSCA lottery three times over the tenure. First ROSCA money she invested again
in the shop in full plus some saved wage-money; second lottery money she spent for buying two female
goats, and the remainder with more saved wage money invested in the shop again. The third time she
did exactly the same to emphasize the shop business on top of all IGAs. Over the period, the goats gave
births to three claves making all together five calves at present. In the next six months or so she would
sell only the calves after their maturity to have good returns.
Experiencing rising profits following each of the earlier investments, Morjina again decided to invest a
handsome part of the bonus of Tk. 18,000/-. As she calculated, she invested a total of Tk. 40,000/- out
of the financial benefits of SWAPNO during the tenure.
At present, in less than two years, once the tiny toyshop turned into a grocery with many different items
with more space and fancy than initially. This business has also become the only major source of
Morjian’s livelihood with a daily profit between Tk.600/- and Tk. 700/-. Morjina herself runs the shop
only in the first half of the day, and does the household activities including cooking the late breakfast,
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lunch and dinner as well as rearing the goats. Her only son aged now 18 years runs the shop in the
second half until it is closed down at night. It was learned, later on, that the son recently has passed
HSC with GPA 4+.
Looking at the future, Morjina is confident enough to able to protect and flourish her accumulated assets
and income opportunities, which she could build during SWAPNO, and she does not need SWAPNO
in her assistance any more. Moreover, experiencing the initial success of the fistful rice activity12, the
beneficiaries in her group would try to protect it under an institutional umbrella i.e., registering the
group as cooperative in the near future.
Lastly, as indicated above, illustrations are made here about Jesmin Akter from Saghata, Gaibandha.
With the first time ROSCA money Jesmin bought one goat that, meanwhile, gave birth to two calves in
addition to supporting the family expenditures. The subsequent lottery money was used to buy the
poultry and ducks, and support the family, including, bearing younger sister’s education cost, treatment
of her father etc., and also saved money to continue ROSCA. With the bonus of Tk. 18,000/-, Jesmin
added Tk. 22,000/- out of the wage-income savings, to buy a female cow worth Tk. 40,000/- for income
generation.
Since SWAPNO is over for many months, the family at present depends on the potential income from
cow and 3 goats and sales of some eggs from duck and chickens purchased with the ROSCA money.
Besides, Jesmin started cultivation of vegetables with her parents and sister on 16.5 decimals of fallow
land that she took on mortgage at Tk. 12,000/- with the saved wage-income. Jesmin together with her
mother and sister sale the vegetables from home, whereas her father sales at local haat/bazaar with a
profit margin of Tk. 100-150/- per day. Further, based on partially investing her wage-income, Jesmin
also started ‘Kalai’ (a cereal in the lentil group) powder sales at local market daily by 8-10 kgs at
Tk.120/kg, providing a daily profit of Tk.200-Tk.300/-. Out of this profit, Jesmin tries to save Tk. 100/Tk. 150/- daily, after contributing to family expenses, to be able to give marriage of her younger sister
in future. Jesmin, indeed, manages these family businesses with the help of her mother and sister since
her father hardly has any time after work to get involved in these matters. The household members can

12

Fistful rice savings generation is a major action of SWAPNO Graduation Model or approach vis-à-vis ROSCA,
being piloted in Lalmonirhat, with an aim to facilitate beneficiary’s savings enhancement and investment without
any external assistance. It started after six months of the inception of SWAPNO, which is still continuing even
after formal closure of SWAPNO on 11 April 2021. Under this approach every beneficiary saves a handful of rice
in pot at cooking time, which after each fortnight is measured in the group, which must weight equal for all
members for simple accounting during this piloting phase. The total quantity of fistful rice i.e., savings in
kind/commodity is then sold in the market and monetized. This is absolutely a group-based voluntary operation,
and the members make every decision unanimously. During the period the beneficiaries already started various
IGAs using the uniformly distributed sales money of the rice to every group member by rotation without lottery
but selection, as per the group decision. This savings generation and investment promotion approach is currently
in practice without major setbacks. It has the potential for replication in other areas in future to promote a purely
self-help mechanism without any external support.
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now eat meals thrice a day with a mixture of vegetables, fish, lentil, potato, and broiler chicken (once a
month).
In the group discussions with the former SWAPNO beneficiaries presently working in the garments
factory, it was reported that they presently earn Tk. 9000/- per month and with overtime one can also
earn as high as Tk.14,000/-. With this money they now live in separate rented houses, but at the time of
arrival they used to live all together with the initial two-months financial support of UNDP. Besides,
they can now feed them well and also send money to home for the children’s education through mobile
banking (Bkash, Nogod). Further, they spend Tk.500-Tk.700/- a month to refill the cellphones to keep
in touch with the children and others regularly at home to stay always close to them as before. It was
also revealed in such meeting that many of their husbands presently communicate with them to insist
rebuilding the relationship, as they now earn stable income; but none was found willingly to return ever,
because once the husbands deserted them and got married elsewhere breaking the trust.
Another sustainability issue, reported in the FGDs, relates to the fact that the group-members still
practice the ROSCA13 with no dropout; however, each with a reduced deposit of Tk. 100/- to draw Tk.
1,200/- in a lottery in some instances. The members liked to continue ROSCA uniting the groupmembers to work together in bondage for common interests. It also happened that sometimes someone
was unable to deposit in the ROSCA fund on time, when others deposited her share to be refunded later
on. It was for this reason everybody was committed to continue such practice in the periodically held
group meetings, as long as they live in the area. Notably, the meetings were also used as platform to
share the views and experiences of the members regarding various benefits and difficulties they face in
everyday life, and provide assistance to each other, in need, in the spirit of group solidarity and
cohesiveness.
1.5: Social Capital Formation
FGDs They also share the techniques of cooking low cost balanced nutritional foods with the
neighborhood women, as they prepare for their own family members to eat.
Morjina started vegetable cultivation in the homestead land, as she was encouraged during the training,
which she didn’t do before. She shared her knowledge and skills about vegetable cultivation with other
women in the neighborhood. However, as men cultivate the vegetables in the field where their wives
are not encouraged to participate, and also the same for homestead cultivation despite many were
encouraged to so.
Another instance is that a man in the neighborhood also started grocery shop business looking at her
achievements, which he never did before. Unfortunately, no women came forward to get involved in
this business.

13

Apart from fistful rice activity, popularly being practiced in Lalmonirhat.
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It is encouraging to note that Zobeda shared her acquired skills on goat rearing with some female
neighbors, who newly started this IGA and also improved their caring, notably, vaccinating their
existing ones. Besides, she tries often to consult with them regarding other easy to learn simple
technicalities for improved yields and better income. Vegetable cultivation was also another field of
such sharing of relevant skills and knowledge even on a small piece of homestead land, at least for
household consumption round the year, and entrepreneurship development skills as well as social
sensitization and rights issues during community interactions.
Momota shared the knowledge and skills she acquired in SWAPNO with other 10-12 poor, which have
benefited them also based on practicing the similar IGAs to earn better living than before. For instance,
a neighborhood woman has been able to raise and rear 10-12 ducks currently, which is five times more
than her.
As indicated, Majeda used to rear goat before joining SWAPNO based on the improved knowledge and
skill acquired through a training organized by BRAC many years back. Those included knowing about
various deadly diseases and timely vaccination to safeguard against diseases, and rearing goats on the
mounted cage etc. After so many years the recent such training organized by SWAPNO was, indeed,
very effective to recollect and refresh many of her acquired knowledge and skills forgotten, meanwhile,
with more updates benefitting her in terms of healthy growth of the existing goats. She shared all the
benefits of training for practical and right solutions of many unknown aspects of good rearing of the
goats with the close neighbors, who also rear goats, but use the traditional experiential knowledge and
skills. However, most of them are now guided by the improved knowledge shared by her, notably,
timely vaccination against deadly diseases, rear goats on the mounted cages instead of directly on the
ground and other important practices.
The knowledge and skills Jesmin acquire during the training were shared with other non-members in
the neighborhood, including her two aunts and two cousins. They now cultivate vegetables in the
homestead and also cows, which they didn’t do before as they do now because of lack of knowledge.
Not only that sometimes they also consult with her in case of a need.
1.6: SWAPNO – a Turning Point in Life
SWAPNO was a turning point in life for many beneficiaries. For instance, Momota mentioned
SWAPNO created an opportunity for her to earn and lead a much better livelihood at present, not all
comparable with pre-SWAPNO condition on any accounts. Most importantly, she can now eat rice with
vegetables, lentils and eggs in almost every day in the breakfast, and fish and meat (either chicken, beef
or mutton) in addition to other items (vegetable and lentils) twice a week during lunch and dinner. She
also renovated and extended her old one-room ramshackle hut by another room on the small piece of
land, donated by her father-in- law, for herself and his son’s family to live.
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According to Zobeda, SWAPNO has made a major breakthrough in her life to leave behind the
uncertainty of life with perpetual dependency on others with the adopted child-son and ailing husband
unable to work and earn. There was no hope despite her continuous search and endeavor for better
living independently with courage before joining SWAPNO. SWAPNO was a window of hope and
opportunities extending need-based supports to earn a livelihood based on material and organizational
strength for a sustainable future out of the extreme poverty. Zobeda concludes as saying ’I can now live
and prosper on my own, even if SWAPNO does not come for me again. I can firmly protect whatever
I have achieved during the period with the assets SWAPNO helped to build.’ She continued on saying
‘‘…. never ever again I will be back to my previous situation, as SWAPNO has changed my life’.
Pointing to the contribution of SWAPNO in her life Jesmin said that ‘I would ever remain indebted to
SWAPNO for what it has done for me; our family can now earn minimum Tk. 500/- per day, which
was never possible before. Even if the condition of our family deteriorates, it will never fall down to
the earlier level, as long as I work hard to consolidate the already achieved levels and explore other new
avenues of income with courage. All these were possible thanks to all the supports of SWAPNO’.
Jesmin went on saying ‘… in my past when got married I was a little girl and had no means to do
something on my own and earn. I was solely dependent on my parents for all decisions influencing my
life, but the situation has now changed totally, and no one, including my parents, can impose anything
on me against my will, which I would simply ignore, including regarding my marriage may be someday
in the future; but now I do not have such thought, as my work is much more important to earn and live
better than getting married’.
At this stage, she was very outspoken to say, ‘I do not want SWAPNO to come again in my support,
rather, I want SWAPNO, if comes again, to come for those other girls, who are in dire need of mental,
moral and material supports, like me in the past, to lead a decent life with courage and dignity, like I
have now. No longer hear humiliating words of my parents and neighbors for being a dependent girl
with no work and income now, as I heard before’.
In response to a question if she is in a poorer condition than other former SWAPNO beneficiaries,
Jesmin is quoted as saying ‘I am not, as I am happy with what I was able to achieve during the SWAPNO
tenure, otherwise my life was ruined. Most importantly, in addition to covering regular household
expenses during the period, I could also build the family income generating assets with my savings
from different sources to support our livelihoods in future too. I also earned the ability to bear the cost
of my sister’s education. For all these reasons, I do not compare with others. Nonetheless, if a
comparison were drawn, I would say others might have less dependent family-members compared to
us or have the members with some income opportunities to supplement the family income, as opposed
to us. Frankly, I have no savings left with me for my future; but I could stand by my parents, which I
value the most, above all!
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In the FGDs in Melandaha everyone unanimously spoke about how important was the contribution of
SWAPNO in transforming their lives in terms of the achieved prosperity and happiness over the period,
triggered through involvement in SWAPNO activities. It is all the more important that their children
would be growing with hopes and promises that were never in imagination of their generation.
1.7: Social Empowerment and Impacts on Society
This is a very important aspect that the outsiders would be amazed and overwhelmed to see, feel,
appreciate and register as well as very much attracted to listening to various aspects of the SWAPNO
women beneficiaries before and after, along with other various relevant issues, which were expressed
in the FGDs and life histories. As reported, all these women in society were previously treated with
absolute neglect and disgrace, because of their living in extreme poverty, desertion and dependence on
others. As observed, most of them were subject to early marriage against their will by the parents, which
was also well accepted in local society, as if, they were the family burdens to get rid-off, as early as
possible.
The above situation was dramatically changed following SWAPNO intervention. The initial
breakthrough was women’s participation in the wage employment traditionally occupied by the male
wage-laborers. As reported, first the beneficiaries were to subdue their fears and hesitations in doing
the maintenance work openly in various distant dispersed locations from home. It was really difficult
for many, but since they were to work in groups with strong solidarity backed by the UPs, the initial
hurdles or shocks were gradually receded, and all carried out the designated tasks normally and
enthusiastically. The local community people much appreciated the public assets repair and
maintenance work of the women groups with quality. All were benefitted for such work that restored
easy internal earthen road communications, damaged mainly by the floods, for all purposes and
convenient access to various other public assets (graveyard, schools, mosques, temples etc.). It so
happened that some UPs wanted to engage the SWAPNO women groups always in local routine public
assets maintenance work in future.
The social awareness and women citizen rights training, notably, on the gender equality immensely
contributed to the above. The women became quite aware of violence against women (VAW), and in
case of any such incidents they now know how to act against including reporting to the Union Council
and local police stations as well as calling to the hotline number ‘999’ for support. This was proved to
be very effective in resisting the VAW in the area together with encouraging the local people and the
victims to inform them for seeking help of the appropriate local authorities. Most of them generally
know about the services Union Parishads (UPs) provide, which they can access, in need, notably, action
against child marriage, birth certificate, government various safety net supports etc.
The women during the interviews talked about gaining self-confidence to freely converse with others
and share the views in their efforts to register and address those by the local institutions and authorities
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i.e., UP Chairman and others for welfare of the group members. This bravery of voicing their needs and
expectations in the local context were quite unthinkable in the past. Local people now look at them with
respect and value their opinions that had also some spillover impacts on improving the women’s status
at the family and societal levels.
1.8: Coping with COVID 19
Almost all women participated in the FGDs, including in the garments sector, and interviewed in the
life history mentioned about high negative effects on their children’s education due to COVID 19
pandemic. Because of closure of the schools, they had to bear additional expenses for keeping private
tutors to cover the loss, and/or, if possible, for accessing the online classes and also examinations in
many schools via smart phones or Internet facilities. It also happened that many children lost their
interest in further continuing their education. Other than this, none of them faced significant problems
affecting their normal livelihoods, notably, during the countrywide lockdowns14. It was because of the
continuity of wage-payments by the project during the whole period for the work continued in the field
and ongoing skills training without interruptions. This was also true even during the lockdown with no
work and training, as per the government declaration to support the marginalized people to cope with
the crisis. In addition, UNDP from its own contingency plan also came forward to provide every
beneficiary twice with the various other supports, including cash, kind (rice, potato, lentil, edible oil
etc.) and hygiene or protective materials (soap, hand-sanitizer, masks etc.) supports. First time, during
the first lockdown and, second time, in the post tenure follow-up phase, whereas the amount of cash
support was Tk.1,500/- and Tk.2,000/- respectively. The beneficiaries reported on getting no more
support from any other sources, as those were diverted to other non-beneficiaries in the areas.
Concurrently, large awareness campaign was also conducted by the project to stay safe with all
precautionary measures, including social distancing; wearing masks, hand washing and keeping the
household environment always clean and safe. This had also significant motivational impacts on the
local neighborhoods and society at large.
Apart from the above, there were also reports about some beneficiaries, who were to reduce the number
and quantity of meals; and also borrowed personal loans from neighbors or relatives without any interest
to cover unusual household expenses during the period, which were repaid, later on, from SWAPNO
income. The opposite cases were also registered where beneficiaries didn’t borrow from other, but
depended on own savings in case of unusual expenditures. Almost all reported of taking three doses of
vaccine, as motivated by the project staff.
1.9: Projecting on Future

14

In fact, during the tenure beneficiaries faced lockdown only once.
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Most of the women beneficiaries expressed their views that no more SWAPNO support they need in
future, as they will be able to retain and further consolidate the wellbeing already achieved during the
tenure. It is more important for many that their children would be growing with a promising future that
was never possible or even in the dream of their generation. Hence, they strongly advocated for those
majority women, who were left out in the first chance to get enrollment in future in the existing areas.
Moreover, they raised this issue also for the same other group of womenfolk in the concentrated areas
throughout the country. According to them, the only way to act on this line was to continue and scale
up the SWAPNO project in the existing areas together with a plan for its gradual expansion in the abovementioned areas. In fact, during the conversations the beneficiaries laid down an impression of not to
see a division or distance within or between the same groups of people e.g., one with both assets and
opportunities (beneficiary) and others (non-beneficiary) neither at all. This is also a principle issue from
the perspective of the evaluator relating to finally demonstrate the practical relevance of the SWAPNO
project that entitles all the target population to equally access its deliveries. It is, indeed, not intended
to create discrimination amongst the same population, as a result of one-time fragmented coverage in a
local area in any geographic location. Hence, there is a need to place and emphasize this issue in the
development priorities of the country.
In conclusion of this last sub-section a couple of summary recommendations, as made by the
beneficiaries at various levels, is presented below in bullets.
The program should be extended for minimum 2 or 3 years, depending on the geographic variations.
Daily wage rate should be increased to Tk.300/- from the existing rate of Tk.200/- for the potential new
beneficiaries so that they were able to achieve much better wellbeing than the formers. Out of the
increased wage Tk. 150/- should be kept at source for the provision of increased bonus at the end.
The above recommendations with the background were also, in general, echoed at the KII level
comprising the chairmen and members of the selected UPs as well as local government LGD officials
e.g., Deputy Directors of LGD in the respective districts.
2: Difficulties of Life and Livelihoods of Non-Beneficiaries in Control Group
As mentioned above, this section is based on the three following life histories drawn from the three
survey areas.
First, Anowara Begum from Melandaha, Jamalpur, presently aged over 43 years, became orphan at her
childhood and got married at below 13 years of age with a fisherman over 50 years old. Her husband
had his first wife currently living in a separate house nearby. She had her first child-daughter when she
14 years old, who died of an unknown disease within a year. She gave birth to her second daughter next
year, who is now 12 years old and studying in a ‘Madrassa’ free of cost. In the subsequent years she
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also gave birth her first and second sons, who are presently 10 and 9 years old respectively. She wanted
to provide the sons education in schools, but due to lack of money, it was not being possible, so far.
Keeping three children at their childhood, her husband died about 16 years back when he was over 65
years old, after suffering from multiple diseases with no earning in the last year of his life. However,
when her husband was in good health could earn enough to support the family with two wives and six
children (the elder wife also with one daughter and two sons). All they could eat thrice a day. Anowara’s
struggle for survival with three kids turned to a critical stage soon after her husband’s death, as she had
no money or means to survive, which her husband left behind. Hence, she began to work as domestic
worker in 2-3 houses in the neighborhood, almost every day, to earn a monthly income of Tk. 7,000/and more round the year. Besides, her elder son also contributes roughly between Tk.3,000/- and
Tk.4,500/- per month through selling of fish-catches locally. Out of the total family-income she saves
Tk.500/-Tk.600/- per month, which enabled her to rebuild, meanwhile, her ramshackle house on a piece
of land (0.2-0.3 decimal), donated by her husband’s first wife (‘Shotin’), to live with her kids. She was
also able to buy a female cow-calf with the savings, which she is rearing for the last three years hoping
to sell it in the next year. Other than this, she has no enough cash savings to invest in other IGAs. She
and her children, presently, can eat twice a day with cooked rice soaked and fermented in water (‘Panta
Bhat’) together with mashed-potatoes, eggplant, and lentil during the day and at night. The excess is
kept for the day’s one meal, and no fish or meat in any days. Sometimes during the day her elder son
eats left over foods from the local hotels. This is the life she now leads, says Anowara, with the grace
of Allah!
While asked for a comparison between her and the other fellow women, who are former SWAPNO
beneficiaries, she replied they were very fortunate to have won the lottery during the selection. It
enabled them to earn and live triple times better compared to her at present, as they were supported to
develop and operate a number of IGAs of their own.
In the end Anowara says, ‘I would also want a job like earthwork or whatever the income opportunities
are made available to her, as I always aspire for a better living working hard to earn more to buy more
cows, and also goats, chickens, ducks for income generation and/or run other IGAs that I cannot do
presently for not having any money’.
Second, Sheuli Begum from Saghata, Gaibandha, presently aged over 43 years, was given marriage at
her age below 15 years to an agriculture wageworker with 25 years of age. The husband died 3 years
back at the age of around 50 years after suffering from Jaundice that led to kidney failure ultimately.
Sheuli has three daughters and one son. The eldest daughter was given marriage at about 13 of years of
age to an agricultural worker with nearly 20 years of age, and living separately. The second daughter
was also given marriage at the same age like her elder sister to a brick kiln worker, and also lives with
her husband. The only son, presently aged 18 years, also got married more than a year back. The son
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works as a mason and also during the season as brick kiln worker, and earns between Tk. 10,000/- and
Tk. 12,000/- per month. The youngest daughter lives with her mother, aged over 12 years, and studies
at grade VIII will be given marriage soon like her elder sisters.
Sheuli presently lives together with her son, daughter in-law and the youngest daughter. When her
husband was alive, they could live somehow depending on the husband’s income with an earning of
Tk.200/- Tk.250/- per day, only when he worked. Apart from her husband’s income, Sheuli used to
work as part-time domestic worker at 2/3 houses in the neighborhood to earn a monthly income of
Tk.5,000/-, which she still does with the same amount of monthly income.
The most important and expensive events in Sheuli’s life, so far, were giving marriage to her two elder
daughters when her husband was still alive. They had to pay a dowry of Tk. 25,000/- in the wedding of
her first daughter, which was borrowed from a traditional moneylender at a very high compound rate
of interest of Tk. 20,000/- per Tk. 50,000/- per year. During her second daughter’s marriage, she again
borrowed Tk. 50,000/- to pay the dowry. On these two occasions, also borrowed additional money for
other expenses and reasons. For all these borrowings she, together with her son, was able to pay until
the date only the interests over the last more than three years. Altogether, the outstanding loan-amount
stands at Tk.200,000/- that she must repay gradually in future; she absolutely has no idea how many
years ahead she would be paying the installments to repay the full loan amount with the interests.
Another similar painful event is also approaching fast during her youngest daughter marriage. It is
feared that time the dowry amount would increase by minimum four times compared to the last time
i.e., Tk. 200,000/-, being the prevalent rate in the local area.
Regarding the assets, Sheuli owns only a piece of land less than 2.5 decimals, inherited from her
husband, where she lives with all others together in a house renovated with her son’s income, and also
with the above-mentioned borrowed money after the son got married. It has three small rooms leaving
no land to cultivate vegetables, and rear chickens, cow or goat.
Sheuli was not at all affected during the COVID 19 lockdowns like all others living in the village. In
fact, the lives of the villagers went on normally as usual without a break throughout the period. Sheuli
was also able to work and earn income regularly, the employers never asked her to give a break, and
continued seeking her support all through with no alternative; even during the pick when the
countrywide lockdowns were enforced.
In the end, Sheuli expressed her unhappiness for not being able to join SWAPNO, as she says ‘…. if
joined I had the opportunity to live better and repay the loans like the SWAPNO beneficiaries, who live
much better than me and are very fortunate!’
Lastly, Rahima Begum from Lalmonirhat, presently aged above 32 years, first married when she was
only 15 years old with a rickshaw-van puller with about 35 years old. She gave birth to her first childdaughter on the first year, and lived with the husband for about three years until his death in a road
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accident. She came back to her parents’ house, and after 3 years of staying, at the age of 21 years; she
was again married with an agriculture wageworker of 60 years old after the death of his first wife leaving
2 daughters and 2 sons. Her second husband also died after 7 years of marriage out of jaundice related
health complications 5 years back. Thereafter, she again came back to her parents’ house; and on the
following year her father also died. She currently lives with her old mother by sharing her father’s
property of 3-4 decimals of land with her brother. Rahima gave birth to her only son with her second
husband when she also lived together with his husband’s first wife’s one son and one daughter. Her
own son is presently 11 years, and very recently she the son to a local madrassa cum orphan home only
very recently, located in the adjacent union, to have study and food free of cost. As she says,
‘…previously, people in the neighborhood helped her son to have food or sometimes gave money to
buy foods as being an orphan boy’.
Rahima gave marriage to her only daughter 8 years back at the age of 14 years with a 20 years old
agriculture wageworker, where she has a granddaughter of 5 years old. She had to pay ‘Dowry’ to the
mount of Tk. 70,000/- in her daughter’s marriage; major part of it was collected as donations of the
neighbors and the remainder her father provided. An additional Tk.20,000/- was also borrowed and
spent for the entertainment and other associated expenses. The borrowed money she repaid gradually
in 3-4 years in cash, which turned out to be Tk. 35,000/- at the end. She managed this amount from the
savings out of her small earnings from agricultural employment, as narrated below.
Rahima works as an agriculture worker from 8 am to 5 pm with an hour lunch break during Kharip and
Rabi seasons to harvest and thresh paddies, and she also works at the time of planting and harvesting
the potatoes, just before and during the winter season. Altogether, she can work maximum 3 months a
year for these fixed activities. Apart from these, she is also sometimes asked to do some miscellaneous
activities, including de-weeding, during cultivation of different crops throughout the year. When she
does these activities can earn Tk. 250/- to Tk.300/- as wage per day.
Rahima also cultivates with the old mother in the 12 decimals of land, owned by her mother. She
distributes the working hours, as much as possible, to work in both the lands, including their own and
others, during the above two seasons. This cultivation helps them to get some rice to eat for some other
time over the year. However, during the time of no income she and her mother have to live in severe
hardship. She does not also have the opportunity to work as domestic worker, as households in the
neighborhood cannot afford.
Apart from the above, Rahima together with her mother also rear one goat and one cow of others under
a quite similar arrangement in crop sharing15. Rahima wants to have her own cow and goat to rear some
day when she will have to afford.

15

The only difference is land is an immovable property and livestock are movable property.
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Rahima and her mother can eat only twice a day in most of the period a year, including only breakfast
and lunch with rice, vegetables, mashed-potato and also wild potatoes collected from around.
Sometimes, the neighbors provide some vegetables, and also buy lentil to eat. They try to eat thrice
only during the little lasting crop seasons. However, as the interview went on, the evaluator observed
her suffering from malnutrition and anemia.
Rahima and her mother hardly get any government support or relief at any time, including during the
ongoing pandemic, and also do not get NGO support, as they not the members. During the CORONO
lockdowns they didn’t face any additional shocks, and also any adverse impacts, so far, due to the
pandemic.
When asked if she lives in a much poorer condition than other women enrolled as SWAPNO
beneficiaries. In reply, she mentioned not to have an idea about it, since none of the SWAPNO
beneficiaries live nearby. Anyway, she will live and struggle to survive with what she has now.
In conclusion, pointing to any potential in future to have joined SWAPNO, Rahima told she would be
always willing to come out of her extreme poverty, and lead a better life together with her mother and
the only son. She is quite able to do earthwork or any other work matched with her existing knowledge
and skills. In a last question she confirmed that ‘Never again in her life she will get married at any
pressure or lure’.

Lessons Learned
The

SWAPNO

project

shows

that,

with

injection

of

threshold

amount

of

external

resources, the persistent poverty trap syndrome can be overcome. This is in contrast to the
tokenism that characterizes the conventional social protection projects. While this is a big
success for the SWAPNO type of Mini Big-Push intervention, the issue of sustainability of the
project impact has not been settled for good. The changing economic fortunes of the
beneficiaries are a case in point: they need to get some attention from the SWAPNO project, especially
during the COVID-19 crisis, to ensure long-term graduation from the poverty trap by enhancing their
resilience capacity to bounce back when setbacks occur.
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Annex I: Evaluation ToR
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
for
End Line Evaluation of SWAPNO 3rd Cycle (SWAPNO II)
A. Title of Assignment
End Line Evaluation of Strengthening Women’s Ability for Productive New Opportunities (SWAPNO) 3rd
Cycle
B. Background
SWAPNO is a public-work and social transfer-based poverty graduation project that targets ultra-poor rural
women who are widowed, divorced, abandoned, or left with a disabled husband. The project aims to lift
poor women out of poverty during the project period; it also helps them sustain a higher income level after
project support. To achieve this goal, the focus is on future employability. The idea is that the set of skills
learned from training will help women invest their savings for productive purposes, which would yield a
stream of income in years to come. In addition to self-employment, SWAPNO also helps place women in
jobs in local Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and private sector companies in the formal and informal
sectors.
While SWAPNO has demonstrated success, lessons show that women risk falling back into poverty as they
are malnutrition, vulnerable to climate and disaster risks, and can risk facing gender-based violence by
participating in a project that can be perceived as challenging social norms. At the same time, the project
has successfully piloted public-private partnerships that improve the women’s skills and help place them in
formal sector jobs; it also ran successful micro plots that used mobile money for promoting financial
inclusion and improving efficiency in the government-to-person (G2P) platform. The findings on mobile
money will inform national policy on scaling up digital payments through G2P across Bangladesh.
By integrating these lessons, SWAPNO’s strategy has been strengthened to support women’s access to
decent employment, ensure a discrimination-free environment in public workplaces, develop adaptive
livelihoods and access to financial services for sustainable graduation from extreme poverty, and develop
local government capacity to implement pro-poor projects. SWAPNO will achieve the following results:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Outcome 1: Increased income and assets by expanding options
Outcome 2: Enhanced human capabilities for exercising choices
Outcome 3: Strengthened resilience to shocks, including disasters and climate change
Outcome 4: Enhanced financial inclusion for equitable opportunities
Outcome 5: Improved policies and mechanisms for sustaining SWAPNO’s benefits

The beneficiaries of SWAPNO were employed under Union Parishad for maintaining public assets for 15
months. Each beneficiary received about BDT 56,000 as cash wage and about BDT 19,000 as mandatory
savings during this time. Together with employment, they received life skill and livelihood skill training
under SWAPNO intervention. Besides, to promote saving habits and accumulate financial capital,
beneficiaries participated in Rotating Savings and Credit Association from the beginning of the programme.
An end-line survey is planned to be conducted on the beneficiaries to determine the effect of SWAPNO
interventions on beneficiary women.
The baseline survey of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle (SWAPNO II) beneficiary was conducted in February 2020.
The baseline survey on SWAPNO women beneficiaries adopted a Randomized Control Trial (RCT) design
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so that the impact of the interventions can be determined with proper counterfactuals at the end of the
program.
C. Evaluation Purpose, Objectives, and Scope
Purpose:
The purposes of this evaluation are to investigate the short-run impact of SWAPNO on the wellbeing of the
beneficiary women and their households and to broadly measure wellbeing, including income, employment,
asset accumulation, health status, nutrition, food security, education, and empowerment. The evaluation will
assess the overall success of SWAPNO as a graduation model and the lessons that SWAPNO could draw to
design such program in the future.
•
•

What are the short-run impacts of SWAPNO on the wellbeing of the beneficiary women and their
households?
How do we assess the overall success of SWAPNO as a graduation model? What lessons can we draw
from SWAPNO to design such program in the future?

Specific Objectives:
The specific objectives of the evaluation are:
•
•
•
•
•

To measure to what extent SWAPNO has contributed to solve the needs and problems identified in the
design phase;
To measure the programme’s degree of implementation against target and assess the efficiency and
quality of delivery;
To measure to what extent the programme has attained the results originally foreseen in the project
document, M&E frameworks, etc;
To measure the impact of the programme on the achievement of the SDGs;
To identify lessons learnt and good practices on the specific topics of the thematic areas and crosscutting issues: gender, sustainability, and public private partnerships.

The End Line Evaluation will adopt the OECD/DAC criteria: relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact,
coherence, and sustainability to comply with the international standard of evaluation. Final report needs to
cover these five evaluation criteria in measuring the results and impact of SWAPNO.
The evaluation should provide credible, useful, evidence-based information that enables timely
incorporation of its findings, recommendations and lessons into the decision-making processes of UNDP
and key stakeholders.
Scope of Evaluation:
This End Line Evaluation covers the project implementation January 2020 to July 2021.
Utilization:
The primary users of the evaluation results will be UNDP, but the evaluation results will equally be useful
to relevant Government of Bangladesh (GoB) ministries, development partners, and donors.
UNDP will consider all useful findings, conclusions, and recommendations from the evaluation, prepare a
systematic management response for each recommendation, and implement follow-up actions as per UNDP
Evaluation Resource Center guidance/policies.
D. Evaluation Questions and Approach
D.1. Evaluation Questions
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As part of the evaluation, the firm needs to address evaluation questions. The evaluation questions define
the information that must be generated as a result of the evaluation process. The answers will provide the
key basis to the intended users of the evaluation in making informed decisions, taking actions, or adding
knowledge. Some of the tentative questions can be as follows but not limited to:
Relevance:
• To what extent was the project in line with the national development priorities, UNDP’s country
programme’s outputs and outcomes, Strategic Plan (SP), and the contribution to SDGs?
• To what extent was the program produced worthwhile results (outputs, outcomes) and/or met each of
its objectives?
• To what extent does the project contribute to gender equality, women's empowerment, and contributed
to human rights-based approach?
• To what extent were lessons learned from other relevant projects considered in the project’s design?
Effectiveness:
• To what extent did the project contribute to the National Social Security Strategy of Bangladesh, the
SDGs, the UNDP Strategic Plan?
• To what extent did the project produce worthwhile results (outputs, outcomes) and/or meeting each of
its objectives?
• What factors have contributed to achieving or not achieving intended outputs and outcomes?
• In which areas does the project have the most significant achievements? Why and what have been the
supporting factors? How best the project be expanded in poverty-stricken Districts?
• In which areas does the project have the fewest achievements? What were the major constraints? How
were these constraints overcome/ or could have been overcome by the project?
Efficiency:
• To what extent was the relationship between inputs and outputs timely, cost-effective and to expected
standards? Do the outcomes of the program represent value for money?
• To what extent have project funds and activities been delivered on time?
• To what extent was the project management structure as outlined in the project document efficient in
generating the expected results?
• Did COVID-19 pandemic affect normal implementation of the project? How were those overcome?
• To what extent have resources been used efficiently? Have activities supported the strategy been costeffective?
• To what extent do the Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) systems utilized by UNDP ensure effective and
efficient project management?
Sustainability:
• To what extent will financial, economic resources and public assets be available to sustain the benefits
achieved by the project?
• To what extent do stakeholders (Union Prishad, local leaders, community people & beneficiaries)
support the project’s long-term objectives?
• To what extent do mechanisms, procedures and policies exist to allow primary stakeholders to carry
forward the results attained on gender equality, women's empowerment, human rights, and human
3|Page
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•

development?
How far the project implementing and exit plans were effective?

Coherence:
• To what extent do other interventions (including policies) support or undermine the intervention and
vice versa? This includes internal coherence and external coherence.
Impact:
• To what extent the project made changes in the livelihoods of beneficiaries, community people and
Union Parishad (UPs) as per the Result Framework of SWAPNO?
• Are there changes in beneficiaries’ livelihoods, acceptancy to community and behavioral changes of
Union Parishad (UPs) with beneficiaries as a result of the project?
Gender Equality:
• To what extent have the projects' intervention been inclusive in supporting the most vulnerable women,
their families and focused on gender equality aspect in project intervention areas?
• To what extend the beneficiaries are aware about their rights, have access to local market, Union
Parishad (UPs) and decision making at their households?
Human Rights:
• To what extent have the projects' response and recovery initiative(s) been inclusive in supporting the
most vulnerable women’s lives and livelihoods?
• To what extent the project beneficiaries have improved their basic rights (food/nutrition food, cloths,
house/shelter, health, children education etc.) comparing the base situation before project intervention?
D.2. Gender and Human Rights-based Approach
As part of the requirement, evaluation must include an assessment of the extent to which the design,
implementation, and results of the project have incorporated gender equality perspective (questions/issues
related to gender equality are discussed in the previous section) and rights-based approach. The evaluators
are requested to review UNEG’s Guidance on ‘Integrating Human Rights and Gender Equality in
Evaluation’1 before initiating this assignment.
In addition, the methodology used in the programme evaluation, including data collection and analysis
methods should be human rights and gender-sensitive to the greatest extent possible, with evaluation data
and findings disaggregated by sex, ethnicity, age, etc. Detailed analysis on disaggregated data will be
undertaken as part of evaluation from which findings are consolidated to make recommendations and
identify lessons learned for enhanced gender-responsive and rights-based approach of the project.
These evaluation approach and methodology should consider different types of groups in the SWAPNO
project intervention – women, youth, minorities, and vulnerable groups. Persons with Disability (PwD) also
need to be considered in the evaluation, following the new UNDP evaluation report checklist.
E. Evaluation Methodology
1

UNEG’s Guidance on ‘Integrating Human Rights and Gender Equality in Evaluation
http://www.uneval.org/papersandpubs/documentdetail.jsp?doc_id=980
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E.1. Proposed Methodologies
The firm will adopt both quantitative and qualitative evaluation methodologies, including household (HH)
surveys, Key Informant Interviews (KIIs), and Focus Group Discussions (FGDs). All the following data
collection methods need to be covered. The firm may also propose any other appropriate data collection
methods. The firm needs to develop an evaluation matrix (template is attached in Annex III of this ToR) to
clarify what types of data will be required to respond to which evaluation question and how those data will
be collected.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Household Survey;
Key Informant Interviews (KIIs);
Focus Group Discussions (FGDs), and
Case studies/ Success stories

The firm needs to illustrate the methodologies of evaluation, including data collection, data analysis, and
data management (quality control mechanism) in the technical proposal/inception report. It includes data
collection tools, including HH survey questionnaires and KII/FGD checklist & semi-structured
questionnaires. Assessment of proposal/inception report from the firm heavily relies on the quality of
methodologies of evaluation. In the technical proposal & inception report, the firm needs to develop detailed
methodologies of evaluation, which requires clearance from SWAPNO, UNDP during the inception stage.
Survey questionnaires need to cover all indicators in the Results Framework of SWAPNO (Annex I of this
ToR).
The firm shall do sampling with a robust method to keep comparison with that of baseline survey where
Randomized Control Trial (RCT) method was employed, including both treatment groups and control
groups. Sampling methods needs to be elaborated in the project proposal, inception report and further
detailed in the inception meeting discussion/presentation.
Survey Population:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The 3rd cycle of SWAPNO (SWAPNO II) is implemented in 99 Union Parishads; 45 Union Parishads
of Jamalpur district, 37 Union Parishads of Lalmonirhat and 17 Union Parishads of Gaibandha district.
The total beneficiary number in the three districts is 3,564, with 36 women per Union.
The sampling frame should be statistically representative of beneficiary population and geographical
coverage. It should include both treatment groups and control groups.
The sampling method should be aligned with that of baseline survey where RCT method was employed,
including treatment groups and control groups.
Control groups will be selected within the same unions as treatment groups. Number of beneficiaries of
treatment groups and control groups is equal, following the same sampling framework as baseline
survey.
The firm should propose a sampling method considering the factors above. Details will be discussed and
finalized during the inception phase in coordination with UNDP and relevant stakeholders.
District
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Lalmonirhat

Gaibandha

Jamalpur

Hatibandha
Patgram
04
Kaliganj
Lalmonirhat Sadar
Fulchhari
02
Saghatta
Bakshigang
Dewangang
05 Islampur
Madargang
Melandah

37

1,332

17

612

45

1,620

The selected firm is also requested to identify 3 to 5 case studies to look into qualitative changes in
beneficiaries and key stakeholders made by the project. Details will be discussed during the inception phase
and data collection phase.
The firm will hire the required number of researchers/enumerators/data entry personnel with significant
experience in required fields. The firm shall design and implement a robust quality assurance mechanism
for data entry and data quality management to ensure data quality in the whole data entry/management
process.
The data collection process should be participatory engaging senior government officials, implementing and
donor partners, project concerns, key stakeholders and a wide cross-section of staff and beneficiaries
incorporating a gender equity approach.
The firm is expected to conduct quantitative analysis using the Statistical software. Other qualitative data
collected through KIIs and FGDs will also be analysed extensively to provide a picture of project’s impacts.
Data and evidence will be triangulated to large extent to address evaluation questions.
As of 11 March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a global pandemic as the
new coronavirus rapidly spread to all regions of the world. Travel to the country has been restricted and
travel in the country is also partially restricted. If it is not possible to travel to or within the country for the
evaluation, then the evaluation team should develop a methodology that takes this into account the conduct
of the evaluation remotely. The firm is expected to propose alternative means of data collection as viable
options. Particularly, if the COVID-19 crisis continues at the time of data collection, FGDs might be difficult
due to concerns about exposure to risk against social distancing. In case if the situation does not allow, there
may be an option to use remote data collection tools or incorporate in-depth qualitative-based questions to
the household survey questionnaires instead of conducting FGDs. The detailed methods will be decided in
consultation with UNDP during the inception phase.
In the technical proposal, the firm is requested to elaborate 1) overall evaluation study strategies, 2) detailed
work plan, 3) sampling strategies (household sampling and coverage of FGDs/ KIIs), 4) Evaluation matrix,
5) data collection methodologies & protocols, 6) data quality control methods, 7) data analysis
methodologies, and 8) gender assessment plan.
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E.2. Available Data Sources
During this study, the evaluation team is expected to collect relevant information from the Project Document,
Annual Work Plans, Financial reports, MIS database, M&E plan, periodic progress reports, donor reports,
policy documents, produced IEC/BCC materials, facts sheets, case studies, meeting minutes, study reports,
baseline report, project website, Union Parishad, Union Disaster Management Committee (UDMC), Union
Workers and any other relevant documents.
For primary data collection, the following sources should include (but not limited to):
• At the national level: National Project Director (SWAPNO), National Project Manager (NPM),
SWAPNO, Project staff, Donors, other relevant government officials as appropriate.
• At the field level: District and Upazila Administration including Deputy Commissioner (DC), Deputy
Director (DD-LG), UNO, Upazila Parishads (UZP) Representatives of Upazila Parishads and Union
Parishads (UPs), Union Disaster Management Committee (UDMC), Union Workers, owners of different
entrepreneurs and project beneficiaries.
E.3. Evaluation Ethics
This evaluation will be conducted in accordance with the principles outlined in the UNEG ‘Ethical
Guidelines for Evaluation2’. The consultant must safeguard the rights and confidentiality of information
providers, interviewees, and stakeholders through measures to ensure compliance with legal and other
relevant codes governing the collection of data and reporting on data. The consultant must also ensure
security of collected information before and after the evaluation and protocols to ensure anonymity and
confidentiality of sources of information where that is expected. The information knowledge and data
gathered in the evaluation process must also be solely used for the evaluation and not for other uses with the
express authorization of UNDP and partners. Signed ‘Pledge of Ethical Conduct in Evaluation of the United
Nations System’ needs to be attached in the Annex of the final evaluation report. A template can be
downloaded from the link below on the footnote3. The evaluation team may refer to UNDP’s Dispute and
wrongdoing resolution process and contact details4 (Annex 3 (page 55) of Section 4: Evaluation
Implementation and Use of UNDP Evaluation Guidelines (2021)).
F. Scope of Work
The firm/organization is expected to perform the following activities:
1. Prepare a literature review of the graduation models which will include an assessment of the similarities
and dissimilarities of SWAPNO with other models and lessons learned from this project.
2. Participate in meetings with relevant staffs of SWAPNO, LGD, and UNDP and review relevant project
documents to understand the project design, particularly the interventions, delivery mechanism, and
incentive structure.
3. Prepare and submit the inception report, including detailed methodology notes.
4. Submit a detailed work plan to SWAPNO along with timeframe and responsible parties for this
assignment.
5. Finalize survey methodology including data collection methods, and analysis framework.
6. Finalize data collection tools (questionnaire, checklist) and guidelines for the end-line survey in
consultation with SWAPNO as well as other data collection tools. The survey team will be responsible
2

3

UNEG, ‘Ethical Guidelines for Evaluation’, June 2020. Available at http://www.uneval.org/document/detail/2866
‘Pledge of Ethical Conduct in Evaluation of the United Nations System’. Available at http://uneval.org/document/detail/2866

4

UNDP Evaluation dispute resolution process, UNDP Evaluation Guidelines (2021), Section 4: Evaluation Implementation and
Use. Available at http://web.undp.org/evaluation/guideline/index.shtml
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7.
8.
9.
10.

for pre-test (field test) and finalization of tools and techniques for the survey and analysis. The end-line
survey will use the baseline report which is available in the project website.
Organize a minimum of about 5 training sessions for the enumerators and supervisors followed by field
practice.
Collect data from the respondents as per sampling list, using final tools, checklist and following
quantitative and qualitative techniques.
Prepare and finalize data analysis as per results and resource framework indicators. Prepare tabulation
plan and generate output tables accordingly.
Draw a summary matrix as per results and resource framework’s indicators. A comparative analysis of
control and treatment groups is required for all indicators.

11. Provide a soft copy of data (MS-Excel, MS-Access & SPSS), both clean and unclean and also output
tables with ‘do file’ (syntax files).
12. Submit a quality draft report with the sound methodology of the survey to UNDP/ SWAPNO prior to
the submission of the final report. Strong recommendations, lessons learned, and good practices should
be well-incorporated into the final report with sound analysis.
13. UNDP/SWAPNO will review the draft report and provide necessary feedback. The firm/organization
will submit a final report addressing the feedback received from UNDP/SWAPNO.
The firm will provide a draft report and share its findings with SWAPNO, UNDP and other relevant
stakeholders through the presentation. The feedback needs to be incorporated to finalize the report. The final
report should include programmatic recommendations on what needs to be considered in next phase or new
project designing. The reporting language is English.
The evaluation report shall follow the structure outlined in Annex 3/ Evaluation Report Template and
Quality Standards (Page 56-60) of Section 4/ Evaluation Implementation of UNDP Evaluation Guideline
[1]. All evaluation reports will be quality assessed by the UNDP Independent Evaluation Office (IEO).
Details of the IEO’s quality assessment of decentralized evaluations can be found in Section 6 (Page 9-13)
of the UNDP Evaluation Guidelines [2].5 Please refer to the website links on the footnote below.
No. of weeks
Proposed Timeline
G. Expected Outputs
required (estimated)
Within 2 weeks of
• Inception report with sound methodology, sampling 2 weeks
design and quality control mechanism.
signing the contract
• Data collection tools/checklist and a guideline
(both in English and Bengali) should be attached
with the inception report as Annex.
Enumerators’ training and field test should be before 1 week
Within 3 weeks of
final data collection
signing the contract
Survey in Jamalpur, Lalmonirhat and Gaibandha
4 weeks
Within 7 weeks of
signing the contract
Data cleaning along with online data collection 1 week
Within 8 weeks of
application and ensure error-free final dataset
signing the contract
5

[1] Evaluation Report Template and Quality Standards of UNDP Evaluation Guidelines (2021), Section 4: Evaluation
Implementation, available at http://web.undp.org/evaluation/guideline/index.shtml
[2] Quality Assessment Questions of UNDP Evaluation Guidelines (2021), Section 6: Quality Assessment, available at
http://web.undp.org/evaluation/guideline/index.shtml
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Data analysis and draft report with the quality writeup

3 weeks

Final report incorporating all feedback

1 week

Within 11 weeks of
signing the contract
Within 12 weeks of
signing the contract

* Data collection tools and checklists are largely prepared by the Contractor, based on indicators fixed in
the project document, but will be finalized together with the project team.
** Tentative starting date and completion date of the evaluation are 01 September 2021 and 30 November
2021 respectively.
H. Impact of Results
SWAPNO will have a sound basis for assessing progress and achievements related to: Beneficiary women
are able to protect their food security and livelihoods post-project; beneficiary women and their dependents
have improved their human capital in terms of nutrition, health, education and voice for rights against
discrimination and violence; beneficiary households have access to public services essential for their
livelihood activities and family wellbeing.
I.

Institutional Arrangement

The firm will independently conduct the evaluation but shall take necessary assistance from SWAPNO and
UNDP. The Deputy Resident Representative and Assistant Resident Representative, UNDP Bangladesh,
will be responsible for managing the evaluation throughout the entire process. The SWAPNO team led by
National Project Manager and M&E Officer/ MIS Officer will provide necessary support in the evaluation's
day-to-day operation. The consultant will also seek technical guidance from Assistant Resident
Representative (ARR) Governance Portfolio Manager and M&E Specialist/Analyst at UNDP Bangladesh
Country Office. The programme evaluation report needs to be cleared by the M&E Specialist/Analyst at
UNDP Bangladesh Country Office and approved by the Deputy Resident Representative, UNDP
Bangladesh, and RBM/ M&E focal point, UNDP Bangkok Regional Hub.
All costs related to this assignment including logistics, office arrangements, accommodation, etc. shall be
borne by the contractor. UNDP shall pay the lump sum amount as per payment method of LoA upon the
achievement of milestones as per the TOR.
Achieving the deliverables shall be the sole responsibility of the contractor. Any delay shall be
communicated to the SWAPNO team along with a plan to remedy the delay.
The contractor is expected to largely work from their own offices (local office in Bangladesh) and attend
meetings at SWAPNO office as and when required.
J. Duration of the Work, Geographical Coverage of the Project Area and Duty Station
Duration of the assignment will be 3 months from mid-August to mid-November 2021. The working location
will be in Jamalpur, Lalmonirhat and Gaibandha districts for data collection and in Dhaka for other tasks of
the assignment.
District
Lalmonirhat

Gaibandha
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Hatibandha
Patgram
04
Kaliganj
Lalmonirhat Sadar
Fulchhari
02
Saghatta

Unions No of Beneficiaries
37

1,332

17

612
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Jamalpur

Bakshigang
Dewangang
05 Islampur
Madargang
Melandah

45

1,620

K. Final Deliverables /Services from contractor
1. The firm/organization shall submit an inception report with final detailed methodology note/ action plan
agreed by both SWAPNO/UNDP and the Contractor within five days of signing the agreement of this
assignment.
2. A set of survey questionnaires, checklist and data collection guidelines (both in English and Bengali)
should be submitted to SWAPNO/ UNDP before field-level data collection.
3. An android plus web-based household questionnaire application for online data collection.
4. A dataset of the survey will be developed in an online data collection application. Both furnished and
non-furnished datasets will be submitted to SWAPNO/ UNDP. The submitted datasets will essentially
include the description of data structure, syntax file and output file.
5. The final report of the survey both in hard and soft copy (five copies) will be submitted to
SWAPNO/UNDP by the Contractor.
L. Scope of Bid Price and Schedule of Payments
The remuneration of the successful contractor will be fixed as per LoA. No adjustment will be given for the
period and determined by the specified outputs as per this ToR. The price should take into account all HR
costs and professional fees, travel costs, DSA, subsistence and ancillary expenses.
UNDP shall effect payments, by bank transfer to the Contractor’s bank account, upon acceptance by UNDP
of the deliverables specified in the ToR. Payments will be made in tranches based on the following
percentages and milestones:
▪
▪
▪

1st Payment: 20% of the total contract value will be paid upon submission of inception report including
agreed methodology and detailed work plan for the assignment.
2nd Payment: 55% of the total contract value will be paid on completion of all data collected in the field
and submission of clean data.
3rd Payment: 25% of the total contract value will be paid on completion and satisfactory delivery of all
services and acceptance of the final evaluation report by UNDP Bangladesh Country Office.

M. Recommended Technical Experiences for the Firm
Required technical experience for the assignment:
1) Reputed firm/organization with having at least 5 years of good track record/practical experiences in
working with national and international organizations on survey/assessment/evaluation.
2) The firm/organization must have experience in conducting at least five studies
(assessment/survey/evaluation) in Bangladesh for UN Agencies or International NGO.
3) The firm should have previous experience in developing online data collection application for other
studies. The name of study/survey/assessment where online data collection application is used should be
mentioned in the organizational profile.
4) The firm must have experience in producing at least two survey reports on baseline or evaluation of
development interventions in last two years in similar scale adopting both qualitative and quantitative
methods. The past two evaluation reports need to be submitted along with technical proposal.
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N. Minimum Qualifications of Team Members
Expected team composition for this evaluation is as follows:
1. Team Leader:
a) Academic Qualifications:
• At least a post-graduate degree in economics/sociology/development studies or any other relevant
discipline
b) Professional Qualifications:
• At least 10 years of experience in conducting socio-economic studies;
• Minimum 5 years of experience in conducting evaluation, research, assessment, and evaluation of
similar nature;
• Expertise in statistical and econometric analysis;
• Proven experience to develop evaluation survey strategies, including data collection methodologies;
• At least 2-3 assignments focusing on evaluation/research as the team lead (List of completed
research or links of publications to be enclosed)
2. Statistician:
a) Academic Qualifications:
• Post-graduate degree in respective discipline/Economics or any other social sciences
b)

Professional Qualifications:
Minimum 5 years experiences in data collection/data management/data analysis in
evaluation/research/development projects implemented by national/international NGOs/UN
bodies/Government;
• Extensive knowledge & skills of data management and data analysis on SPSS, STATA, and MSACCESS/other MIS software development;
• Experiences in data quality assurance for large-scale data collection in the field.
•

3. Sociologist cum Gender Expert:
a) Academic Qualifications:
• Post-graduate degree in respective discipline/sociology/gender & development/development
studies or any other social sciences.
b)

4.
a)

•

Professional Qualifications:
Minimum
5
years
experiences
in
tools
designing,
gender
analysis
in
evaluation/research/development projects implemented by national/international NGOs/UN
bodies/Government.

Data Enumerators (Number to be proposed by the firm):
Academic Qualifications:
• Bachelor’s in social sciences or relevant subjects.

b) Professional Qualifications:
• Minimum 2 years of progressive experience in conducting research, assessments, reviews and
evaluation of similar nature.
• At least two assignments focusing on survey/research/evaluation with field data collection
experiences.
The team should be formed, keeping adequate representation of female.
CVs of the proposed key personnel (team leader, statistician, Sociologist cum Gender Expert), need to be
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included within the technical proposal. Please note that proposing firms will be expected to deploy the
service staff listed within the technical proposal; substitutions will only be accepted with the prior consent
of SWAPNO, UNDP.
Note:
• Personnel of the proposing firm should have no involvement in the design and implementation of the
SWAPNO project. Any individual of the selected firm who had prior involvement in the design and
implementation of the SWAPNO project or those directly or indirectly related to the SWAPNO project
are not eligible for this consultancy to avoid conflict of interests.
• Firms that do not meet the above eligibility criteria shall not be considered for this end-line evaluation.
Necessary documentation must be submitted to substantiate the above eligibility criteria.
O. Evaluation
A cumulative analysis weighted-scoring method will be applied to evaluate the firm. Award of the contract
will be made to the tenderer whose offer has been evaluated and determined as
a)
Responsive/ compliant/ acceptable with reference to this ToR, and;
b)
Having received the highest score out of a pre-determined set of weighted technical and financial
criteria specific to the solicitation, with the ratio set at 70:30 respectively (this is to reflect the high level
skills mix required).
Only firms obtaining a minimum of 70% of maximum obtainable score (49 points) in the technical analysis
would be considered for financial appraisal, and ultimately therefore, for contracting.
Technical Proposal (70%)
To qualify in the technical evaluation a proposal must score minimum 70% (or 49) of the total obtainable
score of 70. Obtained score will be expressed in percentage as follows –
(total score obtained by the offer / Max. obtainable score for technical evaluation) x 100
A cumulative analysis weighted-scoring method will be applied to evaluate the firm/organization. Award of
the contract will be made to the tenderer whose offer has been evaluated and determined as
a)

Responsive/ compliant/ acceptable with reference to this ToR, and;

b)
Having received the highest score out of a pre-determined set of weighted technical and financial
criteria specific to the solicitation, with the ratio set at 70:30 respectively (this is to reflect the high-level
skills mix required).
Selection Criteria of firm/Organization (technical Proposal):
Parameters
Organization strength and relevant expertise
Understanding of the assignment, proposed approach and methodology
Work plan detailing out major activities with timeline
Team composition, including CVs of each team members as annex, with no CV
more than 5 pages
Example of two similar kind of previous report produced for any international
organizations

marking
20
25
05
10
10

Only firms obtaining a minimum of 70% of maxim achievable score (49 points) in the technical analysis
would be considered for financial appraisal, and ultimately therefore, for contracting.
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Financial Proposal:
In the second stage, the price proposal of all the contractors, who have attained minimum 70% score in the
technical evaluation, will be compared. The contract will be awarded to the bidder offering the “best value
for money”. The contract will be awarded to the contractor based on the cumulative method. The formula
for the rating of the proposals will be as follows:
Rating the technical proposal (TP):
TP Rating = (Total Score Obtained by the offer/Max. obtainable score for TP) X100
Rating the financial proposal (FP):
FP Rating: = (Lowest priced Offer/Price of the offer Being Reviewed x100
Total Combined Score:
(TP Rating) x (Weighted of TP; e.g. 70%) +(FP Rating) x (Weighted of FP, e.g. 30%) = Total Combined and
Financial rating of the proposal.
The proposal obtaining the overall highest score after adding the score of the technical proposal and the financial
proposal is the proposal that offers best value for money.
P. APPROVAL

Name: Van Nguyen
Designation: Deputy Resident Representative, UNDP Bangladesh
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Annex II: List of Tables

Report tables
Table A1. Expenditure among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO third cycle households
(Lalmonirhat District)
Lalmonirhat
Beneficiary

Control

Monthly Food
Monthly Non-Food Monthly Total
Expenditure (BDT)
Expenditure (BDT) Expenditure (BDT)
6131.72
2205.24
8336.96
Mean
5526
1451.25
72346697.75
Median
2968.44
3905.49
5040.61
SD
1492
490.83
2227
Min
21820
45545.83
51997.83
Max
5501.16
2717.49
8218.66
Mean
4960
1183.333
6413.5
Median
3104.59
6623.15
7815.60
SD
1576
199.33
1976.67
Min
26296
71791.66
76679.66
Max

Table A2. Expenditure among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO third cycle households
(Gaibandha District)
Gaibandha
Beneficiary

Control

Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max
Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max

Monthly Food
Monthly Non-Food Monthly Total
Expenditure (BDT) Expenditure(BDT) Expenditure (BDT)
5494.42
2197.66
7692.08
4542
1885.417
6697.75
3181.12
2315.75
3877.97
1388
317.5
2432.67
15716
18100
23316
3855.42
1233.87
5089.30
3302
950.8333
4830.667
2746.20
1055.92
3249.30
1020
224.17
1330.17
16444
5708.67
19811.5

Table A3. Expenditure among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO third cycle households
(Jamalpur District)
Jamalpur
Beneficiary

Control

Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max
Mean
Median

Monthly Food
Monthly Non-Food
Monthly Total
Expenditure (BDT) Expenditure(BDT)
Expenditure (BDT)
9423.89
3117.83
12541.71
7760
2136.667
10477.5
5955.15
2944.34
7397.41
1616
531.67
2147.67
37680
19813.33
47048.34
7406.96
2617.459
10024.42
6742
1495.833
8462.833

4399.91
3575.783
6240.96
SD
1060
266.6667
1688.33
Min
27564
29271.67
36371.66
Max
Table A4. Assets among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO third cycle households (Lalmonirhat
District)
Lalmonirhat
Beneficiary

Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max
Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max

Control

Consumer
Productive
Other
Total
Durables
Assets
Assets
Assets
6182.547
139103.5
379.41
145665.5
3300
90225
0
96040
7618.42
201434.9
1843.42
202656.1
700
0
0
600
34800
1290800
20000
1293900
5554.182
111557.5
351.52
117463.2
2610
47500
0
50960
4242.39
195870.1
2788.40
197935.2
400
0
0
200
18000
1290800
30000
1293700

Table A5. Assets among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO third cycle households
(Gaibandha District)

Gaibandha
Beneficiary

Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max
Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max

Control

Consumer
Productive
Other
Total
Durables
Assets
Assets
Assets
7897.73
101121.7
124.24
109143.6
5450
41000
46950
7618.416
147815.3
390.6841
149809.5
700
0
0
1850
34800
701100
1500
706400
5583.95
53528.99
76
59123.46
4700
19000
0
21600
4242.39
82888.77
10.53
83326.88
400
0
91.77
500
18000
422100
0
428700

Table A6. Assets among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO third cycle households (Jamalpur
District)

Jamalpur
Beneficiary

Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max

Consumer
Productive
Other
Total
Durables
Assets
Assets
Assets
12236.54
195887
4330.81
212454.4
7900
108000
0
119900
13012.3
276346.2
35106.33
282245.3
400
0
0
3000
86000
1290800
500000
1415500

Control

Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max

8395.077
5750
14335.09
200
167300

112543
50400
174390.6
0
1290800

1337.755
0
8617.24
0
100000

122275.8
62250
177940.9
300
1313150

Table A7. Income among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle households (Lalmonirhat
District)

Lalmonirhat
Beneficiary

Control

Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max
Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max

Annual Profit/
Annual
Total Annual
Income from farm Annual Non-farm Transfer
Income
( BDT)
Income (BDT)
Income (BDT) (BDT)
112259.4
55068.53
12784.71
180112.6
67850
31500
2100
127180
117982.2
52566.67
45725.11
137578.2
0
0
0
21600
558550
406500
432000
641550
75571.39
35272.42
14755.67
125599.5
48000
12000
2500
96720
100918.7
45785.4
40720
123388
0
0
0
0
558550
208800
360400
620960

Table A8. Income among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle households (Gaibandha
District)
Annual Profit/
Annual NonTotal Annual
Income from
farm Income
Annual Transfer Income (
farm (BDT)
(BDT)
Income (BDT)
BDT)
79921.24
15002.35
15048.48
109972.1
Beneficiary
Mean
Median
55215
5725
5500
78643
97432.92
29592.76
26356.28
106935.9
SD
0
0
1950
3680
Min
558550
199800
161800
595350
Max
29222.08
7216.45
13252.24
49690.76
Control
Mean
10475
0
3400
20305
Median
43261.26
21641.93
45319.48
82305.53
SD
0
0
0
0
Min
207150
132000
336000
477430
Max
Table A9. Income among Control and Beneficiaries of the SWAPNO 3rd cycle households (Jamalpur
District)
Annual Profit/ Annual NonJamalpur
Income from
farm Income Annual Transfer
Total Annual
farm (BDT)
(BDT)
Income (BDT)
Income ( BDT)
106288.8
73565.96
16423.77
196278.5
Beneficiary
Mean
Gaibandha

Control

Median
SD
Min
Max
Mean
Median
SD
Min
Max

60330
128452.4
0
558550
40222.06
17100
66907.95
0
401670

49000
92471.43
0
987750
44355.38
25850
57526.84
0
316800

8900
33780.7
0
371000
14771.33
5500
40552.51
0
364000

137340
171234.2
15600
1218700
99348.76
65000
95124.56
0
562470

Table A10. District wise Median dietary diversity score among SWAPNO 3rd cycle households
District
HDDS
HDDS Women
Observations
Lalmonirhat
HDDS
HDDS Women
Observations
Beneficiary
8
8
Control
7
7
Gaibandha
HDDS
HDDS Women
Observations
Beneficiary
8
7
Control
7
6
Jamalpur
HDDS
HDDS Women
Observations
Beneficiary
7
7
Control
7
7

170
165
66
76
211
196

Table A11. District wise proportion of SWAPNO 3rd cycle households having median and above dietary
diversity
Lalmonirhat
Median and above dietary diversity
Beneficiary
Control
No
72
106
(percent)
42.35
64.24
Yes
98
59
(percent)
57.65
35.76
Gaibandha
Median and above dietary diversity
Beneficiary
Control
No
45
63
(percent)
68.18
82.89
Yes
21
13
(percent)
31.82
17.11
Jamalpur
Median and above dietary diversity
Beneficiary
Control
No
136
165
(percent)
64.45
84.18
Yes
75
31
(percent)
35.55
15.82
Table A12. District wise proportion of SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households Having Median and above
Women Dietary Diversity
Lalmonirhat
Median and above dietary diversity
Beneficiary
Control

No
(percent)
Yes
(percent)
Median and above dietary diversity
No
(percent)
Yes
(percent)

72
42.35
98
57.65
Gaibandha
Beneficiary

105
63.64
60
36.36
Control

28
42.42
38
57.58

54
71.05
22
28.95

Jamalpur
Median and above dietary diversity
Beneficiary
Control
No
111
142
(percent)
52.61
72.45
Yes
100
54
(percent)
47.39
27.55
Table A13. District wise food Insecurity Access Scale among SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households
Lalmonirhat
Beneficiary
Control
75
61
Food Secure Access
44.12
36.97
20
6
Mildly food insecure access
11.76
3.64
59
71
Moderately Food insecure Access
34.71
43.03
16
27
Severe Food Insecure Access
9.41
16.36
170
Total
165
100
100
Lalmonirhat
Beneficiary
Control
21
9
Food Secure Access
31.82
11.84
7
4
Mildly food insecure access
10.61
5.26
25
40
Moderately Food insecure Access
37.88
52.63
13
23
Severe Food Insecure Access
19.7
30.26
66
Total
76
100
100
Gaibandha
Beneficiary
Control
141
45
Food Secure Access
66.82
22.96
41
57
Mildly food insecure access
19.43
29.08
24
48
Moderately Food insecure Access

11.37
5
2.37
211
100

Severe Food Insecure Access
Total

24.49
46
23.47
196
100

Table A14. Male Adult BMI of the SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households (Lalmonirhat)
Nutritional status
Severe underweight
Underweight
Normal
Overweight
Obese

Beneficiary
18
22.22
17
20.99
42
51.85
2
2.47
2
2.47

Table A15. Male Adult BMI of the SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households (Gaibandha)
Nutritional Status
Beneficiary
Severe underweight
14
35.00
Underweight
10
25.00
Normal
15
37.50
Overweight
1
2.50
Obese
0
0.00

Control
29
29.59
27
27.55
32
32.65
5
5.10
5
5.10

Control
19
52.78
13
36.11
4
11.11
0
0.00
0
0.00

Table A16. Male Adult BMI of the SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households (Jamalpur)
Nutritional Status
Severe underweight
Underweight
Normal
Overweight
Obese

Beneficiary
43
37.07
30
25.86
38
32.76
4
3.45
1
0.86

Control
47
34.81
28
20.74
52
38.52
8
5.93
0
0.00

Table A17. Female Adult BMI of the SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households (Lalmonirhat)
Nutritional Status
Severe underweight
Underweight
Normal
Overweight
Obese

Beneficiary
30
11.41
48
18.25
140
53.23
34
12.93
11
4.18

Control
28
11.07
58
22.92
125
49.41
29
11.16
13
5.14

Table A18. Female Adult BMI of the SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households (Gaibandha)
Nutritional Status
Severe underweight
Underweight
Normal
Overweight
Obese

Beneficiary
12
10.71
25
22.32
64
57.14
9
8.04
2
1.79

Control
17
15.89
18
16.82
53
49.53
19
17.76
0
0.00

Table A19. Female Adult BMI of the SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Households (Jamalpur)
Nutritional Status
Severe underweight
Underweight
Normal
Overweight
Obese

Beneficiary
55
17.08
73
22.67
162
50.31
25
7.76
7
2.17

Control
57
18.87
61
20.20
154
50.99
20
6.62
10
3.31

Table A20. Prevalence of Stunted, Wasted and Underweight Children (below 5) among SWAPNO 3rd
Cycle Households (Lalmonirhat)
Nutritional Status

Beneficiary

Control

Stunted
Wasted
Underweight

6
3.53
1
0.59
3
1.76

10
5.85
0
0.00
4
2.34

Table A21. Prevalence of Stunted, Wasted and Underweight Children (below 5) among SWAPNO 3rd
Cycle Households (Gaibandha)
Nutritional Status
Stunted
Wasted
Underweight

Beneficiary
3
3.85
2
2.56
2
2.56

Control
3
4.05
1
1.35
1
1.35

Table A22. Prevalence of Stunted, Wasted and Underweight Children (below 5) among SWAPNO 3rd
Cycle Households (Jamalpur)
Nutritional Status
Stunted
Wasted
Underweight

Beneficiary
7
3.50
6
3.00
5
2.50

Control
20
9.90
6
2.97
18
8.91

Table A23. Aspirations about the Future of 3rd Cycle Households (Lalmonirhat)
Nutritional Status
Not optimist at all
Moderately optimist
Optimist
Slightly optimist
Strongly optimist
Total

Beneficiary
2
1.19
55
32.74
45
26.79
50
29.76
16
9.52
168
100

Table A24. Aspirations about the Future of 3rd Cycle Households (Gaibandha)

Control
9
5.45
52
31.52
49
29.70
46
27.88
9
5.45
165
100

Aspirations
Not optimist at all
Moderately optimist
Optimist
Slightly optimist
Strongly optimist
Total

Beneficiary
0
0.00
9
11.54
21
26.92
38
48.72
10
12.82
78
100

Control
7
9.59
21
28.77
24
32.88
19
26.03
2
2.74
73
100

Table A 25. Aspirations about the Future of 3rd Cycle Households (Jamalpur)
Aspirations
Not optimist at all
Moderately optimist
Optimist
Slightly optimist
Strongly optimist
Total

Beneficiary
0
0.00
14
7.04
29
14.57
92
46.23
64
32.16
199
100

Control
21
10.88
20
10.36
62
32.12
75
38.86
15
7.77
193
100

Table A26. Aspirations about Children of the 3rd Cycle Households (Lalmonirhat)
Aspirations
Not optimist at all
Moderately optimist
Optimist
Slightly optimist
Strongly optimist
Total

Beneficiary
2
1.19
55
32.74
45
26.79
50
29.76
16
9.52
168
100

Control
9
5.45
52
31.52
49
29.70
46
27.88
9
5.45
165
100

Table A27. Aspirations about Children of the 3rd Cycle Households (Gaibandha)
Aspirations
Not optimist at all
Moderately optimist
Optimist
Slightly optimist
Strongly optimist
Total

Beneficiary
0
0.00
9
11.54
21
26.92
38
48.72
10
4.55
78
100

Control
7
9.59
21
28.77
24
32.88
19
26.03
2
9.21
73
100

Table A28. Aspirations about Children of the 3rd Cycle Households (Jamalpur)
Aspirations
Not optimist at all
Moderately optimist
Optimist
Slightly optimist
Strongly optimist
Total

Beneficiary
0
0.00
14
7.04
29
14.57
92
46.23
64
32.16
199
100

Control
21
10.88
20
10.36
62
32.12
75
38.86
15
7.77
193
100

Table A29. Present subjective Food Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households (Lalmonirhat)
Subjective Food Condition
Deficit all the time
Deficit sometimes
No shortage or no surplus
Surplus
Total

Beneficiary
4
2.35
55
32.35
90
52.94
21
12.35
170
100

Control
23
13.77
77
46.11
55
32.93
12
7.19
167
100

Table A30. Present subjective Food Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households (Gaibandha)
Subjective Food Condition
Deficit all the time
Deficit sometimes
No shortage or no surplus
Surplus
Total

Beneficiary
1
1.28
22
28.21
41
52.56
14
17.95
78
100

Control
19
25.68
44
59.46
10
13.51
1
1.35
74
100

Table A31. Present subjective Food Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households (Jamalpur)
Subjective Food Condition
Deficit all the time
Deficit sometimes
No shortage or no surplus
Surplus
Total

Beneficiary
1
0.50
30
15.08
115
57.79
53
26.63
199
100

Control
28
14.36
83
42.56
76
38.97
8
4.10
195
100

Table A32. Previous (5 years ago) Subjective Food Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households
(Lalmonirhat)
Subjective Food Condition
Deficit all the time
Deficit sometimes
No shortage or no surplus
Surplus
Total

Beneficiary
98
57.99
53
31.36
10
5.92
8
4.73
169
100

Control
82
49.10
46
27.54
32
19.16
7
4.19
167
100

Table A33. Previous (5 years ago) Subjective Food Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households (Gaibandha)
Subjective Food Condition

Beneficiary

Control

Deficit all the time
Deficit sometimes
No shortage or no sur
Total

56
84.85
9
13.64
1
1.52
66
100

36
58.06
21
33.87
5
8.06
62
100

Table A34. Previous (5 years ago) Subjective Food Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households (Jamalpur)
Subjective Food Condition
Deficit all the time
Deficit sometimes
No shortage or no sur
Surplus
Total

Beneficiary
131
66.84
58
29.59
6
3.06
1
0.51
196
100

Control
92
48.68
62
32.80
27
14.29
8
4.23
189
100

Table A35. Present Economic Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households (Lalmonirhat)
Economic Condition
Rich
High middleclass
Middleclass
Low middleclass
Poor
Extreme poor
Total

Beneficiary
2
1.18
4
2.35
14
8.24
36
21.08
90
52.94
24
14.12
170
100

Control
5
2.99
4
2.40
5
2.99
24
14.37
71
42.51
58
34.73
167
100

Table A36. Present Economic Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households (Gaibandha)
Economic Condition
High middleclass
Low middleclass

Beneficiary
0
0.00
6
7.69

Control
1
1.35
0
0.00

Poor
Extreme poor
Total

44
56.41
28
35.90
78
100

11
14.86
63
83.78
74
100

Table A37. Present Economic Condition of the 3rd Cycle Households (Jamalpur)
Economic Condition
High middleclass
Middleclass
Low middleclass
Poor
Extreme poor
Total

Beneficiary
1
0.50
15
7.54
34
17.09
142
71.36
7
3.52
199
100

Control
2
1.03
9
4.62
12
6.15
78
40.00
78
40.00
195
100

Table A38. Percentage of Women Having Mobility Outside Home (Lalmonirhat)
Status of mobility
Moving out of the area (Area/ village)
Moving in the union
Moving in the upazila
Moving in the district/division
Total

Beneficiary
100
99.41
79.41
28.82
100

Control
99.40
97.01
66.47
22.75
100

Table A39. Percentage of Women Having Mobility Outside Home (Gaibandha)
Status of mobility
Moving out of the area (Area/ village)
Moving in the union
Moving in the upazila
Moving in the district/division
Total

Beneficiary
98.72
94.87
70.51
41.03
100

Table A40. Percentage of Women Having Mobility Outside Home (Jamalpur)

Control
95.95
91.89
55.41
22.97
100

Status of mobility
Moving out of the area (Area/ village)
Moving in the union
Moving in the upazila
Moving in the district/division
Total

Beneficiary
98.99
97.49
84.42
44.22
100

Control
96.92
92.82
64.10
26.67
100

Table A41. Percentage of Women Participating in the Household Decision Making (Lalmonirhat)
Participation
New earn rising activity
Receipt of service (Treatment facility, entertainment)
Education/training
Participation in meetings and committees
Wealth buy/sell
Ornament buy/sell
Domestic animal buy/sell
Vegetables, fruit, tree buy/sell
Construction and repair of houses
Children's education
Children's Marriage
Children's Treatment
Others (personal)
School Management Committee
Village Court/arbitration
Voting in the last election
Others (social)

Beneficiary
161
94.71
151
88.82
134
78.82
79
46.47
47
27.65
14
8.28
90
52.94
88
51.76
70
41.18
110
65.09
50
29.41
88
53.01
27
29.03
9
5.33
7
4.12
127
75.15
31
29.25

Control
134
80.24
125
74.85
47
28.14
28
16.87
21
12.57
15
8.98
37
22.16
72
43.11
42
25.15
86
51.81
36
21.69
69
42.07
16
17.98
6
3.59
7
4.19
113
68.48
19
19.59

Table A42. Percentage of Women Participating in the Household Decision Making (Gaibandha)

Participation
New earn rising activity
Receipt of service (Treatment facility, entertainment)
Education/training
Participation in meetings and committees
Wealth buy/sell
Ornament buy/sell
Domestic animal buy/sell
Vegetables, fruit, tree buy/sell
Construction and repair of houses
Children's education
Children's Marriage
Children's Treatment
Others (personal)
School Management Committee
Village Court/arbitration
Voting in the last election
Others (social)

Beneficiary
71
91.03
71
91.03
71
91.03
58
74.36
54
69.23
49
62.82
63
80.77
70
89.74
61
78.21
56
71.79
42
53.85
56
71.79
4
23.53
18
23.08
14
17.95
69
88.46
1
8.33

Control
65
87.84
63
85.14
40
54.05
30
40.54
46
62.16
44
59.46
56
75.68
59
79.73
51
68.92
49
66.22
32
43.24
47
63.51
1
5.26
10
13.51
6
8.22
57
78.06
1
6.67

Table A43. Percentage of Women Participating in the Household Decision Making (Jamalpur)
Participation
New earn rising activity
Receipt of service (Treatment facility, entertainment)
Education/training
Participation in meetings and committees
Wealth buy/sell

Beneficiary
175
87.94
178
89.45
164
82.41
130
65.33
103
51.76

Control
131
67.18
154
78.97
74
38.14
34
17.53
59
30.26

Ornament buy/sell

83
41.71
164
82.41
165
82.91
123
61.81
156
78.39
96
48.24
143
72.22
18
14.52
35
17.77
36
18.18
178
89.90
12
10.53

Domestic animal buy/sell
Vegetables, fruit, tree buy/sell
Construction and repair of houses
Children's education
Children's Marriage
Children's Treatment
Others (personal)
School Management Committee
Village Court/arbitration
Voting in the last election
Others (social)

52
26.67
97
49.74
107
54.87
70
35.90
108
55.38
65
33.33
103
52.82
7
6.09
18
9.23
13
6.67
159
81.54
3
2.97

Table A44. Participation in Health Services
Participation in Health Services
Yes
No

Beneficiary

Control
277
61.97
170
38.03

192
43.94
245
56.06

Table A45. Transparency in terms of participation in health services
Level of Satisfaction
Not satisfied at all
Slightly satisfied
Moderately Satisfied
Satisfied

Beneficiary

Control
2
0.72
44
15.94
105
38.04
82

1
0.52
41
21.35
79
41.15
55

29.71
43
15.58

Deeply satisfied

28.65
16
8.33

Table A46. Capacity in terms of participation in health services
Level of Satisfaction
Not satisfied at all

Beneficiary

Control
15
5.43
54
19.57
81
29.35
94
34.06
32
11.59

Slightly satisfied
Moderately Satisfied
Satisfied
Deeply satisfied

10
5.21
44
22.92
72
37.5
55
28.65
11
5.73

Table A47. Responsiveness in terms of participation in health services
Level of Satisfaction
Not satisfied at all

Beneficiary

Control
19
6.88
54
19.57
92
33.33
75
27.17
36

Slightly satisfied
Moderately Satisfied
Satisfied
Deeply satisfied

15
7.81
42
21.88
70
36.46
51
26.56
13

Table A44. Attaining Union and Upazila Social Services (Lalmonirhat)
Type of social services
Agriculture
Animal Husbandry
Fish culture
Health services (Child and mother related)
IT related services (Computer, e-payment,
Bkash, Rocket etc.)

Beneficiary
45.29
35.88
8.24
30.59

Control
0.60
4.19
0.00
19.16

90.59

40.12

Table A45. Attaining Union and Upazila Social Services (Gaibandha)
Type of social services
Agriculture
Animal Husbandry

Beneficiary
94.87
96.15

Control
2.70
5.41

Fish culture
Health services (Child and mother related)
IT related services (Computer, e-payment,
Bkash, Rocket etc.)

7.69
71.79

0.00
32.43

98.72

68.92

Table A46. Attaining Union and Upazila Social Services (Jamalpur)
Type of social services
Agriculture
Animal Husbandry
Fish culture
Health services (Child and mother related)
IT related services (Computer, e-payment,
Bkash, Rocket etc.)

Beneficiary
19.10
22.11
0.50
84.92

Control
1.53
3.57
1.02
69.39

97.99

62.24

Table A47. Difference between Beneficiaries and Control Groups: OLS regression vs. DID estimation vs.
PSM of the Second cycle of the SWAPNO

Indicators

OLS

DID

PSM

Per Capita Monthly
3,711
4,627
Income
3745.4
Per Capita Monthly
1,215
1,207
Expenditure
1150.46
Per Capita Current Asset
12,267
14,080
12953.96
Note: The figures are adjusted using rice price deflator. Rice Price Deflator= Price of 1 KG rice in 2019(base
line)/ Price of 1 KG rice in 2021(end-line)

Box 2: SWAPNO Project Transfer
❖ During the whole period of SWAPNO project, beneficiaries get two kinds of income: (1) regular
wage income, (2) compulsory savings
❖ They get another income from ROSCA- which is actually paid from their own regular income
❖ Regular monthly income: 150*24= 3600 BDT
❖ Regular income from the SWAPNO project (15 months): 3600*15=54,000 BDT
❖ Yearly regular income from SWAPNO project: 3600*12=43,200 BDT
❖ Compulsory savings income after completion of the SWAPNO project: 18,500 BDT
❖ Yearly compulsory savings income: 15,000 BDT
❖ Total income from SWAPNO project (in a 15 month-cycle): 54,000+18,500= 72,000 BDT
❖ Total apportioned yearly income from SWAPNO project: 58,200 BDT

Annex III: Evaluation Matrix

SWAPNO 3rd Cycle Evaluation Matrix
Relevant
Evaluation
Criteria
Relevance

Effectiveness

Key Questions

Specific Sub-questions

To what extent was the project in line
with the national development
priorities, UNDP’s country
programme’s outputs and outcomes,
Strategic Plan (SP), and the
contribution to SDGs?

•

To what extent was the program
produced worthwhile results (outputs,
outcomes) and/or met each of its
objectives?

•

To what extent does the project
contribute to gender equality,
women's empowerment, and
contributed to human rights-based
approach?

•

To what extent did the project
produce worthwhile results (outputs,
outcomes) and/or meeting each of its
objectives?

•

What factors have contributed to
achieving or not achieving intended
outputs and outcomes?

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

In which areas does the project have
the most significant achievements?
Why and what have been the
supporting factors? How best the
project be expanded in povertystricken Districts?

•
•

Whether programme higher level
indicators are interlinked with the
UNDP’s country Programmes, SP?
How many SDGs are linked where
the project has contribution?

•
•

How much progress have made on
the set of indicators of project’s
RRF?
How much progress made on
outputs & outcome level
indicators?
Project intervention gender ratio
calculation.
What % of beneficiaries selected
as per project guideline?
Women engagement, access to
services, mobility & decisionmaking power of women (control
& beneficiary comparison) etc.
Whether the project outputs have
been contribution to outcomes?
Whether the outcomes are
interlinked with the project
objective/or set of objectives?
How much contribution made by
the project as per the RF
indicators?
Whether any deviation? What kind
of deviation? Why such deviation
made?
In which specific areas the project
has most significant results?
Which geographical location
(District/subdistrict) has the
significant results?

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Data Sources

Data Collection Methods/
Tools

Indicators/
Success
Standards
Analysis of
outcome
level
indicators

Methods for Data
Analysis

Project document
Community
people
Beneficiary &
control group HHs

•
•

Document Review of
participating UPs of
SWAPNO Project
Household survey

Beneficiary &
control group HHs
UPs

•
•

Household survey
FGD & KII

Project
indicators on
outputs &
outcome
levels

Both qualitative &
quantitative

Beneficiary &
control group HHs
UPs/Upazila/healt
h center/ service
provider

•
•

Household survey
FGD & KII

Outputs &
outcome
indicators

Gender
disaggregated
data analysis

Beneficiary &
control group HHs
UPs/Upazila
service providers

•
•

Household survey
FGD & KII

Outputs &
outcome
indicators

Both qualitative &
quantitative.

Beneficiary &
control group HHs
UPs/Upazila
service providers
Project
documents
Beneficiary &
control group HHs
UPs/Upazila
service providers

•
•

Household survey
FGD & KII

Outputs &
outcome
indicators

Both qualitative &
quantitative. Cost
benefit analysis

•
•

Household survey
FGD & KII

Outputs &
outcome
indicators

Both qualitative &
quantitative. Cost
benefit analysis

Both qualitative
& quantitative

•

In which areas does the project have
the fewest achievements? What were
the major constraints? How were
these constraints overcome/ or could
have been overcome by the project?

•
•
•
•
•

Efficiency

•
•

•

•

•

To what extent have project funds
and activities been delivered on
time?
To what extent was the project
management structure as
outlined in the project document
efficient in generating the
expected results?
Did COVID-19 pandemic affect
normal implementation of the
project? How were those
overcome?
To what extent have resources
been used efficiently? Have
activities supported the strategy
been cost-effective?
To what extent do the Monitoring
& Evaluation (M&E) systems
utilized by UNDP ensure effective
and efficient project
management?

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Sustainability:

• To what extent will financial,
economic resources and public assets
be available to sustain the benefits
achieved by the project?
• To what extent do stakeholders
(Union Prishad, local leaders,

•
•

Why and how the significant
results achieved?
How much the results achieved?
In which specific areas the project
has less/lowest results?
Which geographical location
(District/subdistrict) has this
lowest achievement?
Why were the factors behind such
lowest achievement?
Specific recommendation &
suggestion to overcome such
limitation for next project
intervention
Whether the project
inputs/resources were provided
timely manner to relevant
stakeholders?
Whether the inputs/resources
were used timely and
appropriately?
Whether the activities of AWP
implemented timely manner?
Whether any deviation made for
resource/inputs allocation? If so,
why and how they minimize the
gap?
To what extent has SWAPNO
ensured value for money?
Whether SWAPNO has the regular
monitoring & data/information
management system?
Is SWAPNO gather process,
progress & result monitoring in a
systematic manner?
Whether SWAPNO produce reports
as per donors & UNDP Country
Office requirements?
When SWAPNOs funding or
support ends, will this work
continue? If so, how?
What evidence SWAPNO can look
for that might show that progress

•
•

•
•
•

UPs/Upazila
service providers
Project
staff/project
documents

•

FGD & KII

Process/prog
ress/outputs
level
measuremen
t

Both qualitative &
quantitative. Cost
benefit analysis

Project
documents &
project staff
PNGOs/UPs
M&E & MIS
system

•

Document Review of
SWAPNO
Document review of
PNGOs/ UPs
Donor reports
review
Discussion with
UNDP/SWAPNO
project staffs

Process &
progress
level
standard
indicators

Both qualitative &
quantitative. Cost
benefit analysis

KII & FGD
Documents review
Discussion with
Project
Managers/PNGOs/
UNDP/Donors

Performance
level/higher
level
indicator

Qualitative
analysis

•
•
•

•
•
•

UPs/DDLG
Project
staff/project
documents
Community
people/UPs

•
•
•

Impact:

Gender
Equality:

community people & beneficiaries)
support the project’s long-term
objectives?
• To what extent do mechanisms,
procedures and policies exist to allow
primary stakeholders to carry forward
the results attained on gender
equality, women's empowerment,
human rights, and human
development?
• To what extent the project made
changes in the livelihoods of
beneficiaries, community people and
Union Parishad (UPs) as per the Result
Framework of SWAPNO?
• Are there changes in beneficiaries’
livelihoods, acceptancy to community
and behavioral changes of Union
Parishad (UPs) with beneficiaries as a
result of the project?
•

•

Human Rights:

•

•

To what extent have the projects'
intervention been inclusive in
supporting the most vulnerable
women, their families and focused
on gender equality aspect in
project intervention areas?
To what extend the beneficiaries
are aware about their rights, have
access to local market, Union
Parishad (UPs) and decision
making at their households?
To what extent have the projects'
response and recovery
initiative(s) been inclusive in
supporting the most vulnerable
women’s lives and livelihoods?
To what extent the project
beneficiaries have improved their
basic rights (food/nutrition food,
cloths, house/shelter, health,
children education etc.)
comparing the base situation
before project intervention?

•

•

•

towards sustainability is being
made?
To what extent have development
partners committed to providing
continuing support?

•

Donor
correspondent

•

Beneficiary/comm
unity people
Project
documents

If not, why not? Is this based on
SWAPNO’s performance or other
factors?

Whether any changes happened to
the livelihoods of beneficiaries?
•
If so, how much and to what areas
i.e increase of HH income, savings,
expenditure, food seeking
behavior, food intake etc.
•
What is the mobility & decisionmaking power of SWAPNO
beneficiaries?
•
If so, what are the major factors
behind these changes?
•
To what extend SWAPNO covered
the most vulnerable people,
geographical coverage/project
location/marginalized population
in Bangladesh?
•
Whether SWAPNO beneficiaries
selected as per the guideline
criteria? What about their mobility
& decision
•
If yes, how and what percentage
against the target?
These are crosscutting and linked with
above questions.

•

Project
reports/knowledge
products

•
•

•
•

•

N/A

N/A

Structural
questionnaires &
checklist
Documents review

Higher level
indicator/per
formance
indicator

Quantitative &
qualitative
analysis

Documents review
Discussion
with
Project
Managers/PNGOs/
UNDP/Donors
Household survey,
FGD conduction at
community/benefici
ary level

Performance
indicator

Gender analysis

N/A

N/A

Annex IV: Evaluation questionnaires and checklist

KII নং

Draft

উৎপাদনশীল ও সম্ভাবনাময় কর্মের সু র্ াগ গ্রহর্ে নারীর সামর্থেয উন্নয়ন (স্বপ্ন)
উপাত্ত সংগ্রহ প্রশ্নমালা

3t Key Informant সাক্ষাৎকার ননর্দেনশকা

(Formal Sector কমেকর্ো)
ইউনাইর্েড ননশনস নডর্েলপর্মন্ট নপ্রাগ্রাম (ইউএননডনপ)-এর একনে উন্নয়নমূ লক প্রকল্প নহর্সর্ব নরংর্দননং উইর্মনস্
এনবনলনে ফর নপ্রাডানিে ননউ অপরচুনননেস (SWAPNO) প্রকল্পনে বাংলার্দশ সরকার্রর অধীর্ন স্থানীয় সরকার নবোর্গর
সহর্ ানগর্ায় ২০১৫ সার্ল শুরু করা হয়। SWAPNO প্রকল্পনে মূ লর্ অনর্ দনরদ্র মনহলার্দর জনয একনে সামানজক হস্তান্তর
প্রকল্প ার্দরর্ক স্থানীয় জনসাধারনমূ লক কমেকার্ে অংশগ্রহে করার্নার মাধযর্ম আনর্থেক ও সামানজক উন্নয়ন ঘোর্না ার্ব া
গ্রামীন জনর্গাষ্ঠীর জনয প্রর্য়াজনীয়। এই প্রকল্পনে গ্রার্মর অনর্ দনরদ্র নারীর্দর কমেসংস্থার্ন উদ্বু দ্ধ কর্র। সাধারেোর্ব দানরদ্রয
দূ রীকরে ও সম্পূ েে বৃ নদ্ধর হার নননির্ করার সবর্চর্য় কা েকরী পদ্ধনর্ হল উৎপাদনশীল কমেসংস্থার্নর সু র্ াগ সৃ নি করা। এ
কারর্ন, প্রকল্পনে নারী, নবর্শষ কর্র ১৮ নর্থর্ক ৫০ বছর বয়সী নারীর্দর ননর্য় কাজ কর্র, ারা শারীনরক ও মাননসকোর্ব
প্রকল্পনের নবনেন্ন উর্দযার্গর কমেোর গ্রহে করর্র্ পার্র। প্রকল্পনে নবপ্রবর্েেমূ লক কমেকার্ের উদ্বু দ্ধকরে ও
গুরুত্ব প্রদাে কর্র,

াচাইকরর্ে

া একনে সমরূপ নীনর্র কমেসূচীর মাধযর্ম সামানজক ননরাপত্তার কমের্কৌশর্লর অনু কৃনর্র্ াগয মর্ডল

প্রস্তাব কর্র ও এ স্ংক্রান্ত র্র্থয বহন কর্র ার পনরকল্পনা করা হর্য়র্ছ প্রশাসন প্রনক্রয়া (বা গেনেযান্স) এবং বাংলার্দর্শর
সামানজক ননরাপত্তা কমেসূচীর বযবস্থার্ক শনিশালী করার জনয। এই নপ্রাগ্রার্মর অংশ নহর্সর্ব, আমরা প্রকর্ল্পর অগ্রগনর্
াচাইর্য়র নননরর্ে অেযন্তরীে অগ্রগনর্ কমেসূচী পনরচালনা করর্র্ এর্সনছ। আমরা আপনার সার্র্থ নকছু নননদেি নবষয়সমূ হ ননর্য়
আর্লাচনা করর্র্ চাই। এই আর্লাচনায় অংশগ্রহে করার জনয আমরা আপনার্ক নবর্শষ অনু র্রাধ জানাই। সম্পূ েে আর্লাচনায়
প্রায় ১ ঘণ্টার মর্ সময় লাগর্র্ পার্র। আপনার নদয়া সকল র্র্র্থযর নগাপনীয়র্া রক্ষা করা হর্ব এবং সকল র্র্থয শুধু মাত্র
এই গর্বষোর কার্জ বযবহৃর্ হর্ব।

ক)

সাক্ষাৎকার প্রদানকারীর পনরনচনর্িঃ

(এই এলাকায় কমপর্ক্ষ ৬ মাস চাকুরী/নসবার সময় বযয় কর্রর্ছন এমন কমেকর্োর্দর সার্র্থ কর্থা বলু ন)
সাক্ষাৎকার প্রদানকারীর নামিঃ
পদ/পদবীিঃ
চাকুরী/নসবার সময়কাল (বছর্র)ঃিঃ
এই এলাকায় চাকুরী/নসবার সময়কাল (বছর্র)ঃিঃ
অনফর্সর নিকানািঃ

নমাবাইল নম্বরিঃ
ইর্মইল আইনড ( নদ র্থার্ক)

ক) সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহে ও গ্রহেকারী দল সম্পনকের্ র্র্থযাবলীিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহর্ের র্ানরেিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহর্ের স্থানিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার শুরুর সময়িঃ

সাক্ষাৎকার নশর্ষর সময়িঃ

সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহেকারীর নামিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহেকারীর স্বাক্ষরিঃ
ননাে নেকার্রর নামিঃ
ননাে নেকার্রর স্বাক্ষরিঃ

ননাে নেকার্রর নমাবাইলিঃ

ক)

সাক্ষাৎকার্রর নবষয়সমূ হিঃ

১. আপনার প্রনর্ষ্ঠার্ন SWAPNO প্রকর্ল্পর নারীরা কী ধরর্নর কাজ কর্র এবং কাজ সম্পর্কে আপনার মূ লযায়ন কী?
২. অনু গ্রহ কর্র SWAPNO প্রকল্প বাস্তবায়র্নর সার্র্থ আপনার সংনিষ্ঠর্া সম্পর্কে নবস্তানরর্ বলু ন। আপনার প্রনর্ষ্ঠান কীোর্ব
এই প্রকর্ল্পর সার্র্থ সং ু ি হর্লা?
৩. আপনার প্রনর্ষ্ঠার্নর জনয SWAPNO প্রকর্ল্পর উপকারর্োগীর্দর ননবোচন করার নক্ষর্ত্র ন কমের্কৌশল রর্য়র্ছ নস সম্পর্কে
আপনন জার্নন নক? হযাাঁ হর্ল, এ সম্পর্কে আপনার মর্ামর্ কী?
৪. প্রকর্ল্পর সার্র্থ সম্পৃ ি নারীর্দর জনয নক নকান ধরর্ের প্রনশক্ষে কমেশালা আর্য়ানজর্ হর্য়নছর্লা? এ সম্পর্কে নবস্তানরর্ বলু ন।
৫. প্রকর্ল্পর সার্র্থ সম্পৃ ি নারীর্দর কমেক্ষমর্া ও দক্ষর্া সম্পর্কে বলু ন।
৬. নারীর্দর কমেবান্ধব পনরর্বশ সৃ নির জনয আপনার প্রনর্ষ্ঠার্নর পক্ষ নর্থর্ক কী কী উর্দযাগ ননয়া হর্য়র্ছ?
৭. প্রকর্ল্পর সার্র্থ সম্পৃ ি নারীর্দর আর্থে-সামানজক অবস্থার (পূ র্বের ও বর্েমান) র্ুলনামূ লক অবস্থা সম্পর্কে আপনার মর্ামর্
প্রদান করুন।
৮. নারী নন োর্ন ও সনহংসর্ার নবষর্য় SWAPNO প্রকর্ল্পর েূ নমকা নকমন? এ নবষর্য় নক নকান কা ক্র
ে ম গৃ হীর্ হর্য়র্ছ? হযাাঁ
হর্ল, কী কী ধরর্নর কা েক্রম? গর্ ১ বছর্র নক আপনার জানামর্র্ প্রকর্ল্পর উপকারর্োগী নারীর্দর মর্ধয আপনার
প্রনর্ষ্ঠার্ন বা প্রনর্ষ্ঠার্নর বানহর্র নন োর্ন ও সনহংসর্ার নকান ঘেনা ঘর্ের্ছ নক? ঘর্ে র্থাকর্ল আপনার/আপনার অনফর্সর
নক নকান েূ নমকা নছল? কী কী পদর্ক্ষপ ননর্য়নছর্লন?
৯. নকানেড-১৯ ননর্য় আপনন/আপনার অনফস নক নকান ধরর্নর কা েক্রম গ্রহে কর্রর্ছন? নকানেড-১৯ নমাকার্বলায় SWAPNO
প্রকর্ল্পর গৃ হীর্ কা ক্র
ে র্মর সার্র্থ নক আপনন/আপনার অনফস সম্পৃ ি নছল? এ নবষর্য় আপনার মূ লযায়ন করুন।
১০. এই প্রকর্ল্প গৃ নহর্ পদর্ক্ষপগুর্লার নকান সংর্ াজন/নবর্য়াজর্নর প্রর্য়াজন আর্ছ নকনা বযনিগর্ অনেজ্ঞর্ার আর্লার্ক নদ
বলর্র্ন।
১১. এই প্রকল্পনে সফলোর্ব বাস্তবায়র্নর নক্ষর্ত্র নকান নবষয়গুর্লা প্রোবক নহর্সর্ব কাজ কর্রর্ছ বর্ল আপনন মর্ন কর্রন?
১২. আপনার নদো নারী উপকারর্োগীর্দর জীবর্ন এই প্রকর্ল্পর কারর্ে নকান দৃ শযমান পনরবর্েন হর্য়র্ছ নক? আপনার অনেজ্ঞর্া
নর্থর্ক বলু ন।
১৩. আপনন নক মর্ন কর্রন SWAPNO প্রকল্প সম্প্রসারর্ের প্রর্য়াজন আর্ছ? নকন?

সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহেকারীর জনয ননােিঃ সাক্ষাৎকার প্রনক্রয়ার মাধযর্ম উত্তরদার্া র্ার মূ লযবান সময় প্রদান ও সহর্ াগীর্া কর্র র্থার্কন।
প্রর্য়াজনীয় র্র্থয প্রদান ও মূ লযবান সময় নদওয়ার জনয আপনন র্ার্ক ধনযবাদ নদন এবং সবোঙ্গীন মঙ্গল কামনা করুন।

KII নং

Draft

উৎপাদনশীল ও সম্ভাবনাময় কর্মের সু র্ াগ গ্রহর্ে নারীর সামর্থেয উন্নয়ন (স্বপ্ন)
উপাত্ত সংগ্রহ প্রশ্নমালা

3t Key Informant সাক্ষাৎকার

ননর্দেনশকা

(স্থানীয় সরকার কমেকর্ো)

ইউনাইর্েড ননশনস নডর্েলপর্মন্ট নপ্রাগ্রাম (ইউএননডনপ)-এর একনে উন্নয়নমূ লক প্রকল্প নহর্সর্ব নরংর্দননং
উইর্মনস্ এনবনলনে ফর নপ্রাডানিে ননউ অপরচুনননেস (SWAPNO) প্রকল্পনে বাংলার্দশ সরকার্রর অধীর্ন স্থানীয়
সরকার নবোর্গর সহর্ ানগর্ায় ২০১৫ সার্ল শুরু করা হয়। SWAPNO প্রকল্পনে মূ লর্ অনর্ দনরদ্র মনহলার্দর
জনয একনে সামানজক হস্তান্তর প্রকল্প

ার্দরর্ক স্থানীয় জনসাধারনমূ লক কমেকার্ে অংশগ্রহে করার্নার মাধযর্ম

আনর্থেক ও সামানজক উন্নয়ন ঘোর্না ার্ব া গ্রামীন জনর্গাষ্ঠীর জনয প্রর্য়াজনীয়। এই প্রকল্পনে গ্রার্মর অনর্ দনরদ্র
নারীর্দর কমেসংস্থার্ন উদ্বু দ্ধ কর্র। সাধারেোর্ব দানরদ্রয দূ রীকরে ও সম্পূ েে বৃ নদ্ধর হার নননির্ করার সবর্চর্য়
কা েকরী পদ্ধনর্ হল উৎপাদনশীল কমেসংস্থার্নর সু র্ াগ সৃ নি করা। এ কারর্ন, প্রকল্পনে নারী, নবর্শষ কর্র ১৮
নর্থর্ক ৫০ বছর বয়সী নারীর্দর ননর্য় কাজ কর্র,

ারা শারীনরক ও মাননসকোর্ব প্রকল্পনের নবনেন্ন উর্দযার্গর

কমেোর গ্রহে করর্র্ পার্র। প্রকল্পনে নবপ্রবর্েেমূ লক কমেকার্ের উদ্বু দ্ধকরে ও াচাইকরর্ে গুরুত্ব প্রদাে কর্র, া
একনে সমরূপ নীনর্র কমেসূচীর মাধযর্ম সামানজক ননরাপত্তার কমের্কৌশর্লর অনু কৃনর্র্ াগয মর্ডল প্রস্তাব কর্র ও এ
স্ংক্রান্ত র্র্থয বহন কর্র ার পনরকল্পনা করা হর্য়র্ছ প্রশাসন প্রনক্রয়া (বা গেনেযান্স) এবং বাংলার্দর্শর সামানজক
ননরাপত্তা কমেসূচীর বযবস্থার্ক শনিশালী করার জনয। এই নপ্রাগ্রার্মর অংশ নহর্সর্ব, আমরা প্রকর্ল্পর অগ্রগনর্
াচাইর্য়র নননরর্ে অেযন্তরীে অগ্রগনর্ কমেসূচী পনরচালনা করর্র্ এর্সনছ। আমরা আপনার সার্র্থ নকছু নননদেি
নবষয়সমূ হ ননর্য় আর্লাচনা করর্র্ চাই। এই আর্লাচনায় অংশগ্রহে করার জনয আমরা আপনার্ক নবর্শষ অনু র্রাধ
জানাই। সম্পূ েে আর্লাচনায় প্রায় ১ ঘণ্টার মর্ সময় লাগর্র্ পার্র। আপনার নদয়া সকল র্র্র্থযর নগাপনীয়র্া রক্ষা
করা হর্ব এবং সকল র্র্থয শুধু মাত্র এই গর্বষোর কার্জ বযবহৃর্ হর্ব।

ক)

সাক্ষাৎকার প্রদানকারীর পনরনচনর্িঃ

(এই এলাকায় কমপর্ক্ষ ৬ মাস চাকুরী/নসবার সময় বযয় কর্রর্ছন এমন কমেকর্োর্দর সার্র্থ কর্থা বলু ন)
সাক্ষাৎকার প্রদানকারীর নামিঃ
পদ/পদবীিঃ
চাকুরী/নসবার সময়কাল (বছর্র)ঃিঃ
এই এলাকায় চাকুরী/নসবার সময়কাল (বছর্র)ঃিঃ
অনফর্সর নিকানািঃ
নমাবাইল নম্বরিঃ
ইর্মইল আইনড ( নদ র্থার্ক)

ক) সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহে ও গ্রহেকারী দল সম্পনকের্ র্র্থযাবলীিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহর্ের র্ানরেিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহর্ের স্থানিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার শুরুর সময়িঃ

সাক্ষাৎকার নশর্ষর সময়িঃ

সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহেকারীর নামিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহেকারীর স্বাক্ষরিঃ
ননাে নেকার্রর নামিঃ
ননাে নেকার্রর স্বাক্ষরিঃ

ননাে নেকার্রর নমাবাইলিঃ

ক)

সাক্ষাৎকার্রর নবষয়সমূ হিঃ

১. SWAPNO প্রকল্প সম্পর্কে আপনন কীোর্ব জার্নন? প্রকল্পনে কী ধরর্নর কাজ কর্র এবং কাজ সম্পর্কে
আপনার মূ লযায়ন কী?
২. অনু গ্রহ কর্র স্বপ্ন প্রকল্প বাস্তবায়র্নর সার্র্থ আপনার সংনিষ্ঠর্া সম্পর্কে নবস্তানরর্ বলু ন।
৩. SWAPNO প্রকল্প নবষর্য় আপনার অনফর্স/এলাকায় নকান প্রচারনা/কমেশালা/অযাডর্োর্কসী/আর্লাচনা –
এর আর্য়াজন করা হর্য়র্ছ নক? নসোর্ন আপনার েূ নমকা কী নছল? র্ার ফলাফল কী নছল বর্ল মর্ন কর্রন?
৪. SWAPNO প্রকল্প নবষর্য় আপনার অনফস এবং স্থানীয় সরকার্রর নবষয় সংনিি অনফসগুর্লার মর্ধয কীোর্ব
কার্জর সমন্বয় হর্য় র্থার্ক? সমন্বর্য় নক্ষর্ত্র নকান প্রনর্বন্ধকর্া আর্ছ নক? এগুর্লা নকোর্ব সমাধান করা
ায়?
৫. প্রকর্ল্পর উপকারর্োগীর্দর ননবোচন করার নক্ষর্ত্র ন কমের্কৌশল রর্য়র্ছ নস সম্পর্কে আপনন জার্নন নক? হযাাঁ
হর্ল, এ সম্পর্কে আপনার মর্ামর্ কী?
৬. SWAPNO প্রকর্ল্প সড়ক ও অবকািার্মা নমরামর্ কার্জ নারীর্দর অংশগ্রহে সম্পর্কে আপনার মূ লযায়ন কী?
৭. প্রকর্ল্পর সার্র্থ সম্পৃ ি নারীর্দর আর্থে-সামানজক অবস্থার (পূ র্বের ও বর্েমান) র্ুলনামূ লক অবস্থা সম্পর্কে
আপনার মর্ামর্ প্রদান করুন।
৮. আপনার এলাকায় নক দূ র্ োগ সহনশীল নকান চাষাবাদ পদ্ধনর্ গৃ হীর্ হর্য়র্ছ?
ক) হযাাঁ হর্ল, কী কী পদ্ধনর্ বলর্বন নক?
ে) এলাকায় দূ র্ োগ সহনশীল নকান চাষাবাদ পদ্ধনর্ গৃ হীর্ হওয়ার নক্ষর্ত্র আপনার/বা আপনার অনফর্সর নক
নকান েূ নমকা নছল?
গ) গৃ হীর্ কা েক্রর্মর ফর্ল এলাকায় কী কী পনরবর্েন এর্সর্ছ?
ঘ) SWAPNO প্রকর্ল্পর সার্র্থ সম্পৃ ি নারীরা নক দূ র্ োগ সহনশীল নকান চাষাবাদ পদ্ধনর্ গ্রহে কর্রর্ছ?
আপনার মর্ামর্ প্রদান করুন। স্বপ্ন উপকারর্োগীরা এর মাধযর্ম কীোর্ব উপকৃর্ হর্ে?
৯. আপনার এলাকায় অনর্দনরদ্র নারীর্দর অবস্থার উন্নয়র্ন SWAPNO প্রকল্প সম্পর্কে আপনার মূ লযায়ন কী?
একনে গ্রার্মর নপ্রক্ষাপর্ে এ ধরর্ের প্রকর্ল্পর অনু কুল ও প্রনর্কূল অবস্থা সম্বর্ন্ধ আপনার মর্ামর্ বলু ন।
১০. আপনন নক মর্ন কর্রন SWAPNO প্রকল্প সম্প্রসারর্ের প্রর্য়াজন আর্ছ? নকন?
১১. নারী নন োর্ন ও সনহংসর্ার নবষর্য় অপনার এলাকার জনসর্চর্নর্ার অবস্থা কীরূপ? এ নবষর্য় নক নকান
কা েক্রম গৃ হীর্ হর্য়র্ছ? হযাাঁ হর্ল, কী কী ধরর্নর কা েক্রম? গর্ ১ বছর্র নক আপনার এলাকায় নারী নন োর্ন
ও সনহংসর্ার নকান ঘেনা ঘর্ের্ছ? ঘর্ে র্থাকর্ল আপনার/আপনার অনফর্সর নক নকান েূ নমকা নছল? কী কী
পদর্ক্ষপ ননর্য়নছর্লন?
১২. নকানেড-১৯ ননর্য় আপনন/আপনার অনফস নক নকান ধরর্নর কা েক্রম গ্রহে কর্রর্ছন? নকানেড-১৯
নমাকার্বলায় SWAPNO প্রকর্ল্পর গৃ হীর্ কা েক্রর্মর সার্র্থ নক আপনন/আপনার অনফস সম্পৃ ি নছল? এ
নবষর্য় আপনার মূ লযায়ন করুন।

সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহণকারীর জনয ননােিঃ সাক্ষাৎকার প্রনক্রয়ার মাধযর্ম উত্তর দার্া র্ার মূ লযবান সময় প্রদান ও
সর্হার্ াগীর্া কর্র র্থার্কন। প্রর্য়াজনীয় র্র্থয প্রদান ও মূ লযবান সময় নদওয়ার জনয আপনন র্ার্ক ধনযবাদ নদন
এবং সবোঙ্গীন মঙ্গল কামনা করুন।

KII নং

Draft
উৎপাদনশীল ও সম্ভাবনাময় কর্মের সু র্ াগ গ্রহর্ে নারীর সামর্থেয উন্নয়ন (স্বপ্ন)
উপাত্ত সংগ্রহ প্রশ্নমালা

3t Key Informant সাক্ষাৎকার ননর্দেনশকা
(স্থানীয় জনপ্রনিনননি)

ইউনাইর্েড ননশনস নডর্েলপর্মন্ট নপ্রাগ্রাম (ইউএননডনপ)-এর একনে উন্নয়নমূ লক প্রকল্প নহর্সর্ব নরংর্দননং উইর্মনস্
এনবনলনে ফর নপ্রাডানিে ননউ অপরচুনননেস (SWAPNO) প্রকল্পনে বাংলার্দশ সরকার্রর অিীর্ন স্থানীয় সরকার
নবোর্গর সহর্ ানগিায় ২০১৫ সার্ল শুরু করা হয়। SWAPNO প্রকল্পনে মূ লি অনি দনরদ্র মনহলার্দর জনয একনে
সামানজক হস্তান্তর প্রকল্প ার্দরর্ক স্থানীয় জনসািারনমূ লক কমেকার্ে অংশগ্রহে করার্নার মািযর্ম আনর্থেক ও সামানজক
উন্নয়ন ঘোর্না

ার্ব া গ্রামীন জনর্গাষ্ঠীর জনয প্রর্য়াজনীয়। এই প্রকল্পনে গ্রার্মর অনি দনরদ্র নারীর্দর কমেসংস্থার্ন

উদ্বু দ্ধ কর্র। সািারেোর্ব দানরদ্রয দূ রীকরে ও সম্পূ েে বৃ নদ্ধর হার নননিি করার সবর্চর্য় কা েকরী পদ্ধনি হল
উৎপাদনশীল কমেসংস্থার্নর সু র্ াগ সৃ নি করা। এ কারর্ন, প্রকল্পনে নারী, নবর্শষ কর্র ১৮ নর্থর্ক ৫০ বছর বয়সী
নারীর্দর ননর্য় কাজ কর্র, ারা শারীনরক ও মাননসকোর্ব প্রকল্পনের নবনেন্ন উর্দযার্গর কমেোর গ্রহে করর্ি পার্র।
প্রকল্পনে নবপ্রবিেেমূ লক কমেকার্ের উদ্বু দ্ধকরে ও াচাইকরর্ে গুরুত্ব প্রদাে কর্র, া একনে সমরূপ নীনির কমেসূচীর
মািযর্ম সামানজক ননরাপত্তার কমের্কৌশর্লর অনু কৃনির্ াগয মর্ডল প্রস্তাব কর্র ও এ স্ংক্রান্ত ির্থয বহন কর্র

ার

পনরকল্পনা করা হর্য়র্ছ প্রশাসন প্রনক্রয়া (বা গেেেযান্স) এবং বাংলার্দর্শর সামানজক ননরাপত্তা কমেসূচীর বযবস্থার্ক
শনিশালী করার জনয। এই নপ্রাগ্রার্মর অংশ নহর্সর্ব, আমরা প্রকর্ল্পর অগ্রগনি াচাইর্য়র নননরর্ে অেযন্তরীে অগ্রগনি
কমেসূচী পনরচালনা করর্ি এর্সনছ। আমরা আপনার সার্র্থ নকছু নননদেি নবষয়সমূ হ ননর্য় আর্লাচনা করর্ি চাই। এই
আর্লাচনায় অংশগ্রহে করার জনয আমরা আপনার্ক নবর্শষ অনু র্রাি জানাই। সম্পূ েে আর্লাচনায় প্রায় ১ ঘণ্টার মি
সময় লাগর্ি পার্র। আপনার নদয়া সকল ির্র্থযর নগাপনীয়িা রক্ষা করা হর্ব এবং সকল ির্থয শুিু মাত্র এই গর্বষোর
কার্জ বযবহৃি হর্ব।

ক) সাক্ষাৎকার প্রদানকারীর পনরনচনিিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার প্রদানকারীর নামিঃ
পদ/পদবীিঃ
সংনিি পর্দ নসবার সময়কাল (বছর্র)ঃিঃ
নিকানািঃ

নমাবাইল নম্বরিঃ

ে) সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহে ও গ্রহেকারী দল সম্পনকেি ির্থযাবলীিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহর্ের িানরেিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহর্ের স্থানিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার শুরুর সময়িঃ

সাক্ষাৎকার নশর্ষর সময়িঃ

সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহেকারীর নামিঃ
সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহেকারীর স্বাক্ষরিঃ
ননাে নেকার্রর নামিঃ
ননাে নেকার্রর স্বাক্ষরিঃ

ননাে নেকার্রর নমাবাইলিঃ

গ) সাক্ষাৎকার্রর নবষয়সমূ হিঃ
১. SWAPNO প্রকল্প সম্পর্কে আপনন কীোর্ব জার্নন? প্রকল্পনে কী িরর্নর কাজ কর্র এবং কাজ সম্পর্কে আপনার
মূ লযায়ন কী?
২. অনু গ্রহ কর্র SWAPNO প্রকল্প বাস্তবায়র্নর সার্র্থ আপনার সংনিষ্ঠিা সম্পর্কে নবস্তানরি বলু ন।
৩. SWAPNO প্রকল্প নবষর্য় আপনার অনফর্স/এলাকায় নকান প্রচারনা/কমেশালা/অযাডর্োর্কসী/আর্লাচনা – এর
আর্য়াজন করা হর্য়র্ছ নক? নসোর্ন আপনার েূ নমকা কী নছল? িার ফলাফল কী নছল বর্ল মর্ন কর্রন?
৪. SWAPNO প্রকল্প নবষর্য় আপনার অনফস এবং স্থানীয় সরকার্রর নবষয় সংনিি অনফসগুর্লার মর্িয কীোর্ব কার্জর
সমন্বয় হর্য় র্থার্ক? সমন্বর্য় নক্ষর্ত্র নকান প্রনিবন্ধকিা আর্ছ নক? এগুর্লা নকোর্ব সমািান করা ায়?
৫. প্রকর্ল্পর উপকারর্োগীর্দর ননবোচন করা ও সড়ক ও অবকািার্মা নমরামি কার্জ নারীর্দর অংশগ্রহে সম্পর্কে আপনার
মূ লযায়ন কী?
৬. প্রকর্ল্পর সার্র্থ সম্পৃ ি নারীর্দর আর্থেসামানজক অবস্থার (পূ র্বের ও বিেমান) িুলনামূ লক অবস্থা সম্পর্কে আপনার
মিামি প্রদান করুন। (পূ র্বের নচর্য় বিেমার্ন কার্জর সু র্ াগ বৃ নদ্ধ নপর্য়র্ছ নকনা, সামানজক কা ক
ে লার্প ন মনিঃ নবচার
বযবস্থা, আইর্নর শাসন, নোোনিকার ইিযানদ নাগনরক সু র্ াগ-সু নবিাগুর্লার্ি অংশগ্রহর্ের সু র্ াগ/প্রর্বশানিকার
নবর্ড়র্ছ নকনা?)
৭. আপনার এলাকায় নক দূ র্ োগ সহনশীল নকান চাষাবাদ পদ্ধনি গৃ হীি হর্য়র্ছ?
ক) হযাাঁ হর্ল, কী কী পদ্ধনি বলর্বন নক?
ে) এলাকায় দূ র্ োগ সহনশীল নকান চাষাবাদ পদ্ধনি গৃ হীি হওয়ার নক্ষর্ত্র আপনার/বা আপনার অনফর্সর নক
নকান েূ নমকা নছল?
গ) গৃ হীি কা েক্রর্মর ফর্ল এলাকায় কী কী পনরবিেন এর্সর্ছ?
ঘ) SWAPNO প্রকর্ল্পর সার্র্থ সম্পৃ ি নারীরা নক দূ র্ োগ সহনশীল নকান চাষাবাদ পদ্ধনি গ্রহে কর্রর্ছ? আপনার
মিামি প্রদান করুন। স্বপ্ন উপকারর্োগীরা এর মািযর্ম কীোর্ব উপকৃি হর্ে?
৮. আপনার এলাকায় অনিদনরদ্র নারীর্দর অবস্থার উন্নয়র্ন SWAPNO প্রকল্প সম্পর্কে আপনার মূ লযায়ন কী? একনে
গ্রার্মর নপ্রক্ষাপর্ে এ িরর্ের প্রকর্ল্পর অনু কুল ও প্রনিকূল অবস্থা সম্বর্ন্ধ আপনার মিামি বলু ন।
৯. নারী নন োিন ও সনহংসিার নবষর্য় অপনার এলাকার জনসর্চিনিার অবস্থা কীরূপ? এ নবষর্য় নক নকান কা েক্রম
গৃ হীি হর্য়র্ছ? হযাাঁ হর্ল, কী কী িরর্নর কা েক্রম? গি ১ বছর্র নক আপনার এলাকায় নারী নন োিন ও সনহংসিার
নকান ঘেনা ঘর্ের্ছ? ঘর্ে র্থাকর্ল আপনার/আপনার অনফর্সর নক নকান েূ নমকা নছল? কী কী পদর্ক্ষপ ননর্য়নছর্লন?
১০. নকানেড-১৯ ননর্য় আপনন/আপনার অনফস নক নকান িরর্নর কা েক্রম গ্রহে কর্রর্ছন? নকানেড-১৯ নমাকার্বলায়
SWAPNO প্রকর্ল্পর গৃ হীি কা েক্রর্মর সার্র্থ নক আপনন/আপনার অনফস সম্পৃ ি নছল? এ নবষর্য় আপনার মূ লযায়ন
করুন।
১২. এই প্রকল্পনে সফলোর্ব বাস্তবায়র্নর নক্ষর্ত্র নকান নবষয়গুর্লা প্রোবক নহর্সর্ব কাজ কর্রর্ছ বর্ল আপনন মর্ন
কর্রন?
১২. আপনার নদো নারী উপকারর্োগীর্দর জীবর্ন এই প্রকর্ল্পর কারর্ে নকান দৃ শযমান পনরবিেন হর্য়র্ছ নক? আপনার
অনেজ্ঞিা নর্থর্ক বলু ন।
১৩. আপনন নক মর্ন কর্রন SWAPNO প্রকল্প সম্প্রসারর্ের প্রর্য়াজন আর্ছ? নকন?

সাক্ষাৎকার গ্রহেকারীর জনয ননােিঃ সাক্ষাৎকার প্রনক্রয়ার মািযর্ম উত্তরদািা িার মূ লযবান সময় প্রদান ও সর্হার্ াগীিা

কর্র র্থার্কন। প্রর্য়াজনীয় ির্থয প্রদান ও মূ লযবান সময় নদওয়ার জনয আপনন িার্ক িনযবাদ নদন এবং িার সবোঙ্গীন
মঙ্গল কামনা করুন।

FGD #

Draft

Endline Evaluation of SWAPNO (3rd Cycle)
Target: SWAPNO Project beneficiaries

উপাত্ত সংগ্রহ প্রশ্নমালা ২: দলীয় আললাচনা ননলদেনিকা
ইউনাইলেড ননিনস নডলেলপলমন্ট নপ্রাগ্রাম (ইউএননডনপ)-এর একনে উন্নয়নমূ লক প্রকল্প নহলসলে নরংলদননং উইলমনস্
এনেনলনে ফর নপ্রাডানিে ননউ অপরচুনননেস (SWAPNO) প্রকল্পনে োংলালদি সরকালরর অধীলন স্থানীয় সরকার
নেোলের সহল ানেতায় ২০১৫ সালল শুরু করা হয়। SWAPNO প্রকল্পনে মূ লত অনত দনরদ্র মনহলালদর জনয একনে
সামানজক হস্তান্তর প্রকল্প ালদরলক স্থানীয় জনসাধারনমূ লক কমেকালে অংিগ্রহণ করালনার মাধযলম আনথেক ও সামানজক
উন্নয়ন ঘোলনা

ালে া গ্রামীন জনলোষ্ঠীর জনয প্রলয়াজনীয়। এই প্রকল্পনে গ্রালমর অনত দনরদ্র নারীলদর কমেসংস্থালন

উদ্বু দ্ধ কলর। সাধারণোলে দানরদ্রয দূ রীকরণ ও সম্পূ ণে েৃ নদ্ধর হার নননিত করার সেলচলয় কা েকরী পদ্ধনত হল
উৎপাদনিীল কমেসংস্থালনর সু ল াে সৃ নি করা। এ কারলন, প্রকল্পনে নারী, নেলিষ কলর ১৮ নথলক ৫০ েছর েয়সী
নারীলদর ননলয় কাজ কলর, ারা িারীনরক ও মাননসকোলে প্রকল্পনের নেনেন্ন উলদযালের কমেোর গ্রহণ করলত পালর।
প্রকল্পনে নেপ্রেতেণমূ লক কমেকালের উদ্বু দ্ধকরণ ও াচাইকরলণ গুরুত্ব প্রদাণ কলর, া একনে সমরূপ নীনতর কমেসূচীর
মাধযলম সামানজক ননরাপত্তার কমেলকৌিললর অনু কৃনতল ােয মলডল প্রস্তাে কলর ও এ স্ংক্রান্ত তথয েহন কলর

ার

পনরকল্পনা করা হলয়লছ প্রিাসন প্রনক্রয়া (ো েেণেযান্স) এেং োংলালদলির সামানজক ননরাপত্তা কমেসূচীর েযেস্থালক
িনিিালী করার জনয। এই নপ্রাগ্রালমর অংি নহলসলে, আমরা প্রকলল্পর অগ্রেনত াচাইলয়র নননরলে অেযন্তরীণ অগ্রেনত
কমেসূচী পনরচালনা করলত এলসনছ। আমরা আপনালদর সালথ নকছু নননদেি নেষয়সমূ হ ননলয় আললাচনা করলত চাই। এই
দলেত আললাচনায় অংিগ্রহণ করার জনয আমরা আপনালদর নেলিষ অনু লরাধ জানাই। সম্পূ ণে আললাচনায় প্রায় ২ ঘণ্টার
মত সময় লােলত পালর। আপনালদর নদয়া সকল তলথযর নোপনীয়তা রক্ষা করা হলে এেং সকল তথয শুধু মাত্র এই
েলেষণার কালজ েযেহৃত হলে।
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১) পানরোনরক অেস্থা


পনরোলরর সদসয সংেযা, তালদর নিক্ষােত ন ােযতা, নপিা



পনরোলরর প্রধান উপাজেনকারী নক?



স্বামীর সালথ সম্পকে নকমন? (স্বামী মৃ ত/স্বামী পনরতযািা হলল, তার ইনতহাস, েতেমান অেস্থা এেং েনেষযৎ োেনা)



পনরোলর পুরুষ সদলসযর েূ নমকা নকমন? (ঘলরর কালজ সহায়তা কলর নকনা ইতযানদ)



পনরোলরর নকান সদসয নক নকান সামানজক সু রক্ষা কমেসূচীর (ন মনাঃ েয়স্ক োতা, নেনজএফ কাডে, মুনিল াদ্ধা
োতা, নেধো োতা, প্রনতেন্ধী োতা ইতযানদ) অধীলন আলছন? ( নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তাহলল কী কী সু নেধা নপলয় থালকন?)

২) জীেন ও জীনেকার েতেমান অেস্থা


োনা সনমনত (লোনর), সড়ক নমরামত কাজ নথলক প্রাপ্ত আয় নকান নকান নক্ষলত্র নেননলয়াে কলরলছ এেং এর
ফলশ্রুনতলত নক ধরলণর পনরেতেন এলসলছ / সু নেধা নোে করলছ (েযনিেত ও সামানজক নক্ষলত্র)?



এ েযাপালর আপনালদর মতামত কী?



স্বপ্ন প্রকলল্পর নময়াদ নিষ হলয় াওয়ার পলরও ননলজলদর মলধয এেলনা োনা সনমনত/লোনর চানললয় ালেন নকনা?



আপনারা দলেদ্ধোলে এখননা ক ান প্রন াজনন ননলজরা ননলজলদর সাহা য সহন াগীতা করলছন নকনা?



সড়ক নমরামত ও অেকািালমা ননমোণ কালজর ফলল এলাকাোসী নকোলে উপকৃত হলে?



এ েযাপালর আপনার মতামত কী?



পুনিকর োদয গ্রহলণর প্রেণতা েৃ নদ্ধ নপলয়লছ নক না, পনরোর এেং প্রনতলেিীলদর পুনিকর োোর গ্রহলণ উৎসানহত
কলরলছ নক না?

৩) আয় এেং েযয়


আলয়র উৎসসমূ হ



অথেকরী কালজ ন মনাঃ চাষাোদ, েোনদ পশু (েরু-ছােল, হাাঁস, মুরনে) পালন, মাছধরা/োমার করা, নডইরী পণয
উৎপাদন, েযেসা, নিল্প, পনরেহণ, নসো ইতযানদলত োনার সদসযলদর ননলয়াজন



েযেসার নক্ষলত্র নকান ধরলণর প্রনতেন্ধকতার সম্মু েীন হলত হয় নকনা?



েযলয়র উৎসসমূ হ কী কী, েড় অংি নকান োলত েযয় হয়?



আলয়র জনয অনেোসন হয় নক না?

৪) প্রনিক্ষণ এেং দক্ষতা উন্নয়ন


প্রনিক্ষণ নথলক প্রাপ্ত নিক্ষা োস্তে নক্ষলত্র প্রলয়াে কলরলছ নক না, কলর থাকলল তার প্রোে



প্রনিক্ষলণর মূ লযায়ন- দু েেলতাসমূ হ/সমসযােলী



নেনেন্ন সরকানর ও নেসরকানর নসোসমূ হ সম্পলকে সলচতনতা-



সরকানর ও নেসরকানর নসো সম্পলকে ধারণা আলছ নকনা (ইউননয়ন প োলয় নসো, ন মনাঃ অনত দনরদ্রলদর জনয
কমেসংস্হান কমেসূচী গ্রহণ, স্বাস্হয নসো, জন্মননেন্ধন, নােনরক সনদ, চানরনত্রক সনদসহ নেনেন্ন প্রকার সানেেনফলকে
প্রদান, োলযনেোহ ননলরাধ, নে,নজ,এফ/নে,নজ,নড ন াোল াে েযেস্হার উন্নয়ন, নেনেন্ন প্রকার লাইলসন্স প্রদান, নেধো,
েয়ষ্ক, প্রনতেন্ধী, মুনিল াদ্ধাসহ নেনেন্ন োতা প্রদান, নডনজোল নসন্টালরর মাধযলম সকল নডনজোল প্র ু নির নসো
প্রদান ইতযানদ)



সনিক সমলয় নসো নপলয়লছ নক না, নসোর মান সংক্রান্ত মতামত ও স্বেতা



নসো গ্রহলণর প্রোে (েযনিেত ও সামানজক নক্ষলত্র)



স্থানীয় সরকার প্রনতষ্ঠানসমূ লহর নপ্রাগ্রামসমূ হ/উলদযােসমূ হ সম্পলকে জ্ঞান এেং অনেেমযতা

৫) বদননিন জীেলন নডনজোল নডোইলসর েযেহার


নমাোইললর েযেহার (ননলজ/ পনরোলরর অনয সদসয োেন নফান/স্মােেলফান েযেহার কলর নকনা; নদ কলর তাহলল
এর নপছলন মানসক কত োকা েযয় হয়? এই েরচ নক েহন কলর?)



নিক্ষালক্ষলত্র ইন্টারলনলের েযেহার



অথে নলনলদলনর নক্ষলত্র নেকাি, নেদ, রলকে ইতযানদ েযেহার করলছ নকনা (কতজলনর ননলজর অযাকাউন্ট আলছ)



নেলনাদলনর উৎস কী কী? (নেনে/নডি/নফসেুক/ইউনেউে/নেকেক/লাইনক ইতযানদ)

৬) দু ল াে ে নমাকালেলা এেং োপ োওয়ালনার নকৌিল


সাধারন দু ল োেসমূ হ, দু ল োলের ফলাফল, েুিলোেী মানু ষ, োপ োওয়ালনার নকৌিল, েৃ হীত কা েক্রম (োাঁধ নদয়া,
পানন সংরক্ষণ ইতযানদ)



দু ল োে সহনিীল চাষাোদ পদ্ধনত (জ্ঞান, প্রলয়াে)

৭) সনহংসতা, হয়রানন, ক্ষমতায়ন


পনরোলরর অনয সদসযলদর দ্বারা িারীনরক নকংো মাননসক নন োতন েললত কী েুলেন? এ ধরলণর পনরনস্থনতলত কী
করা উনচত েলল আপনারা মলন কলরন?



আপনারা ননলজরা নক কেলনা এ ধরলণর পনরনস্থনতর সম্মু েীন হলয়লছন? নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তাহলল দয়া কলর আপনালদর
অনেজ্ঞতা েলু ন।



এ নেষলয় আপনার মতামত কী?



সমালজ চলালফরা করলত নেলয় আপনারা নক কেলনা নকান ধরলণর সনহংসতার সম্মু েীন হলয়লছন? এ ধরলণর
পনরনস্থনতলত কী কলরন?



সনহংসতা ো হয়রানন প্রনতলরালধ আপনালদর এলাকায় নকান েযেস্থা রলয়লছ নক?



স্বপ্ন প্রকলল্প অন্তেূ েি হওয়ার কারলন পূ লেের তুলনায় েতেমান অেস্থার নকান পনরেতেন হলয়লছ নক?



পানরোনরক নসদ্ধান্ত গ্রহলণর নক্ষলত্র কার মতামতলক নেনি প্রাধানয নদয়া হয়? (ন লকান অথেনননতক নসদ্ধান্ত,
পানরোনরক নসদ্ধান্ত)

৮) নকানেড - ১৯ সংক্রান্ত


কলরানাোইরাস মহামারীলত সৃ ি সংকে কী ধরলণর সমসযা?



লকডাউলনর সময় কীোলে সংসালরর েযয়োর েহন কলরলছন?



নকউ অসু স্থ হলল এর নচনকৎসা োেদ েরচ



সংকলের সময় কীোলে নমাকালেলা কলরলছন?



কলরানাোইরাস মহামারী নমাকালেলায় স্বপ্ন প্রকল্প নথলক কী কী ধরলণর সাহা য-সহল ােীতা নপলয়লছন?



মহামারী নমাকালেলায় স্বপ্ন প্রকল্প নথলক প্রাপ্ত সহায়তা কীোলে/কী কালজ েযেহার কলরলছন?



এছাড়াও অনয

ানরা

াছ কেন

ক ান সাহা য কপন ছছনেন ছ না? কপন ো নে কী ধরলণর সাহা য-সহল ােীতা

নপলয়লছন এবং তা কীোলে/কী কালজ েযেহার কলরলছন?


নরানার েযানিন ননলয়লছন নক? এই েযাপালর আপনালদর অনেমত কী?

৯) স্বপ্ন প্রকল্প সম্পলকে োেনা


আপনালদর জীেলন স্বপ্ন প্রকলল্পর েূ নমকা কতেুকু?



এই প্রকলল্পর মাধযলম আপনালদর জীেলন কী কী পনরেতেন এলসলছ? (সামানজক, েযনিেত, অথেনননতক ক্ষমতায়ন)



এই প্রকল্প সম্পলকে আপনালদর মতামত কী? (প্রকল্প নথলক প্রদানকৃত অথে ও অনযানয সু ল াে-সু নেধা নক লথি
নকনা)



আপনারা নক মলন কলরন এই প্রকল্পনে নক জাতীয় প োলয় সম্প্রসারলণর প্রলয়াজন আলছ নক?



আরও কী কী করলল এই প্রকল্প আপনালদর মলতান নারীলদর জনয আলরা উপকারী হলে েলল আপনন মলন কলরন?

সঞ্চালক: দলীয় আললাচনায় মূ লযোন সময় এেং সহল ানেতার জনয অংিগ্রহণকারীলদর ধনযোদ নদন। তালদর সেোঙ্গীন মঙ্গল কামনা
করুন।

FGD #

Draft

Endline Evaluation of SWAPNO (3rd Cycle)
Target: SWAPNO Project beneficiaries (Garment & Leather Workers)

উপাত্ত সংগ্রহ প্রশ্নমালা ২: দলীয় আললাচনা ননলদেনিকা
ইউনাইলেড ননিনস নডলেলপলমন্ট নপ্রাগ্রাম (ইউএননডনপ)-এর একনে উন্নয়নমূ লক প্রকল্প নহলসলে নরংলদননং উইলমনস্
এনেনলনে ফর নপ্রাডানিে ননউ অপরচুনননেস (SWAPNO) প্রকল্পনে োংলালদি সরকালরর অধীলন স্থানীয় সরকার নেোলের
সহল ানেতায় ২০১৫ সালল শুরু করা হয়। SWAPNO প্রকল্পনে মূ লত অনত দনরদ্র মনহলালদর জনয একনে সামানজক হস্তান্তর
প্রকল্প ালদরলক স্থানীয় জনসাধারনমূ লক কমেকালে অংিগ্রহণ করালনার মাধযলম আনথেক ও সামানজক উন্নয়ন ঘোলনা ালে া
গ্রামীন জনলোষ্ঠীর জনয প্রলয়াজনীয়। এই প্রকল্পনে গ্রালমর অনত দনরদ্র নারীলদর কমেসংস্থালন উদ্বু দ্ধ কলর। সাধারণোলে দানরদ্রয
দূ রীকরণ ও সম্পূ ণে েৃ নদ্ধর হার নননিত করার সেলচলয় কা েকরী পদ্ধনত হল উৎপাদনিীল কমেসংস্থালনর সু ল াে সৃ নি করা। এ
কারলন, প্রকল্পনে নারী, নেলিষ কলর ১৮ নথলক ৫০ েছর েয়সী নারীলদর ননলয় কাজ কলর, ারা িারীনরক ও মাননসকোলে
প্রকল্পনের নেনেন্ন উলদযালের কমেোর গ্রহণ করলত পালর। প্রকল্পনে নেপ্রেতেণমূ লক কমেকালের উদ্বু দ্ধকরণ ও
গুরুত্ব প্রদাণ কলর,

াচাইকরলণ

া একনে সমরূপ নীনতর কমেসূচীর মাধযলম সামানজক ননরাপত্তার কমেলকৌিললর অনু কৃনতল ােয মলডল

প্রস্তাে কলর ও এ স্ংক্রান্ত তথয েহন কলর ার পনরকল্পনা করা হলয়লছ প্রিাসন প্রনক্রয়া (ো েেণেযান্স) এেং োংলালদলির
সামানজক ননরাপত্তা কমেসূচীর েযেস্থালক িনিিালী করার জনয। এই নপ্রাগ্রালমর অংি নহলসলে, আমরা প্রকলল্পর অগ্রেনত
াচাইলয়র নননরলে অেযন্তরীণ অগ্রেনত কমেসূচী পনরচালনা করলত এলসনছ। আমরা আপনালদর সালথ নকছু নননদেি নেষয়সমূ হ
ননলয় আললাচনা করলত চাই। এই দলেত আললাচনায় অংিগ্রহণ করার জনয আমরা আপনালদর নেলিষ অনু লরাধ জানাই।
সম্পূ ণে আললাচনায় প্রায় ২ ঘণ্টার মত সময় লােলত পালর। আপনালদর নদয়া সকল তলথযর নোপনীয়তা রক্ষা করা হলে এেং
সকল তথয শুধু মাত্র এই েলেষণার কালজ েযেহৃত হলে।
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১) পানরোনরক অেস্থা


পনরোলরর সদসয সংেযা, তালদর নিক্ষােত ন ােযতা, নপিা



আপনার পনরোলরর প্রধান উপাজেনকারী নক?



স্বামীর সালথ সম্পকে নকমন? (স্বামী মৃ ত/স্বামী পনরতযািা হলল, তার ইনতহাস, েতেমান অেস্থা এেং েনেষযৎ োেনা)



পনরোলর পুরুষ সদলসযর েূ নমকা নকমন? (ঘলরর কালজ সহায়তা কলর নকনা ইতযানদ)



আপনন ো আপনার পনরোলরর নকান সদসয নক নকান সামানজক সু রক্ষা কমেসূচীর (ন মনাঃ েয়স্ক োতা, নেনজএফ কাডে,
মুনিল াদ্ধা োতা, নেধো োতা, প্রনতেন্ধী োতা ইতযানদ) অধীলন আলছন? ( নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তাহলল কী কী সু নেধা নপলয়
থালকন?)
২) জীেন ও জীনেকার েতেমান অেস্থা



েতেমালন ন োলন কাজ করলছন নসোলন কালজর অনেজ্ঞতা সম্পলকে েলু ন। (কীোলে কালজ ন াে নদললন, কতনদন ধলর
কালজর সালথ সম্পৃ ি আলছন, কালজর পনরলেি নকমন ইতযানদ)



েতেমান কমেস্থললর নেতন-োতা ও অনযানয সু ল াে-সু নেধানদ নকমন? এ েযাপালর আপনার মতামত কী?



েতেমান আয় নথলক নক সঞ্চয় করলত পালরন? সঞ্চলয়র পনরমাণ।



আপনার েতেমান নপিা ননলয় আপনন নক সন্তুি? েনেষযৎ পনরকল্পনা কী?



পুনিকর োদয গ্রহলণর প্রেণতা েৃ নদ্ধ নপলয়লছ নক না, পনরোর এেং প্রনতলেিীলদর পুনিকর োোর গ্রহলণ উৎসানহত
কলরলছ নক না
৩) আয় এেং েযয়



ননয়নমত আলয়র োইলর অনযানয আলয়র নকান উৎস নক আলছ? থাকলল, কী কী?



অথেকরী কালজ ন মনাঃ চাষাোদ, েোনদ পশু (েরু-ছােল, হাাঁস, মুরনে) পালন, মাছধরা/োমার করা, নডইরী পণয
উৎপাদন, েযেসা, নিল্প, পনরেহণ, নসো ইতযানদলত োনার অনযানয সদসযরা নক ননলয়ানজত আলছন?



েযলয়র উৎসসমূ হ, েড় অংি নকান োলত েযয় হয়?



আলয়র জনয অনেোসন হয় নক না?
৪) প্রনিক্ষণ এেং দক্ষতা উন্নয়ন



চাকুরীর জনয ন প্রনিক্ষলণর আলয়াজন করা হলয়নছললা, নস সম্পলকে একেু েলু ন।



প্রনিক্ষলণর মূ লযায়ন- দু েেলতাসমূ হ/সমসযােলী



প্রনিক্ষণ নথলক প্রাপ্ত নিক্ষা োস্তে নক্ষলত্র প্রলয়াে কলরলছ নক না, কলর থাকলল তার প্রোে



কমেলক্ষলত্র দক্ষতা েৃ নদ্ধর উলেলিয আলরা কী কী ধরলণর প্রনিক্ষলণর েযেস্থা করা ন লত পালর?
৫) বদননিন জীেলন নডনজোল নডোইলসর েযেহার



নমাোইললর েযেহার (ননলজ/ পনরোলরর অনয সদসয োেন নফান/স্মােেলফান েযেহার কলর নকনা; নদ কলর তাহলল এর
নপছলন মানসক কত োকা েযয় হয়? এই েরচ নক েহন কলর?)



নিক্ষালক্ষলত্র ইন্টারলনলের েযেহার



অথে নলনলদলনর নক্ষলত্র নেকাি, নেদ, রলকে ইতযানদ েযেহার করলছ নকনা (কতজলনর ননলজর অযাকাউন্ট আলছ)



নেলনাদলনর উৎস কী কী? (নেনে/নডি/নফসেুক/ইউনেউে/নেকেক/লাইনক ইতযানদ)
৬) দু ল াে ে নমাকালেলা এেং োপ োওয়ালনার নকৌিল



সাধারন দু ল োেসমূ হ, দু ল োলের ফলাফল, েুিলোেী মানু ষ, োপ োওয়ালনার নকৌিল, েৃ হীত কা েক্রম (োাঁধ নদয়া, পানন
সংরক্ষণ ইতযানদ),



দু ল োে সহনিীল চাষাোদ পদ্ধনত (জ্ঞান, প্রলয়াে)
৭) সনহংসতা, হয়রানন, ক্ষমতায়ন



পনরোলরর অনয সদসযলদর দ্বারা িারীনরক নকংো মাননসক নন োতন েললত কী েুলেন? এ ধরলণর পনরনস্থনতলত কী করা
উনচত েলল আপনন মলন কলরন? পূ লেের তুলনায় েতেমান অেস্থার নকান পনরেতেন হলয়লছ নক?



আপনন ননলজ নক কেলনা এ ধরলণর পনরনস্থনতর সম্মু েীন হলয়লছন? নদ হযাাঁ হয়, তাহলল দয়া কলর আপনার অনেজ্ঞতা
েলু ন।



এ নেষলয় আপনার মতামত কী?



সমালজ চলালফরা করলত নেলয় আপনন নক কেলনা নকান ধরলণর সনহংসতার সম্মু েীন হলয়লছন? এ ধরলণর পনরনস্থনতলত
আপনন কী কলরন?



কমেলক্ষলত্র নক আপনালক কেলনা নকান ধরলণর হয়রাননর স্বীকার হলত হলয়লছ? (হলয় থাকলল, নসই অনেজ্ঞতা সম্পলকে
েলু ন)



কমেলক্ষলত্র নকান ধরলণর অনাকাংনক্ষত হয়রাননর সম্মু েীন হলল এর প্রনতকালরর নকান েযেস্থা নক নসোলন আলছ? এ
েযাপালর আপনার নক মতামত?



সনহংসতা ো হয়রানন প্রনতলরালধ আপনার েতেমান এলাকায় নকান েযেস্থা রলয়লছ নক?



পানরোনরক নসদ্ধান্ত গ্রহলণর নক্ষলত্র কার মতামতলক নেনি প্রাধানয নদয়া হয়? (ন নকান ধরলণর অথেনননতক নসদ্ধান্ত,
পানরোনরক নসদ্ধান্ত)
৮) নকানেড - ১৯ সংক্রান্ত



কলরানাোইরাস মহামারীলত সৃ ি সংকে কী ধরলণর সমসযা?



লকডাউলনর সময় কীোলে সংসালরর েযয়োর েহন কলরলছন?



নকউ অসু স্থ হলল এর নচনকৎসা োেদ েরচ



সংকলের সময় কীোলে নমাকালেলা কলরলছন?



কলরানাোইরাস মহামারী নমাকালেলায় স্বপ্ন প্রকল্প নথলক প্রাপ্ত সহায়তা কীোলে েযেহার কলরলছন?



েযানিন ননলয়লছন নক? এই েযাপালর আপনার অনেমত কী?
৯) স্বপ্ন প্রকল্প সম্পলকে োেনা



আপনার জীেলন স্বপ্ন প্রকলল্পর েূ নমকা কতেুকু?



এই প্রকলল্পর মাধযলম আপনার জীেলন কী কী পনরেতেন এলসলছ? (সামানজক, েযনিেত, অথেনননতক ক্ষমতায়ন)



এই প্রকল্প সম্পলকে আপনার মতামত কী? (প্রকল্প নথলক প্রদানকৃত অথে ও অনযানয সু ল াে-সু নেধা নক লথি নকনা)



আপনন নক মলন কলরন এই প্রকল্পনে নক জাতীয় প োলয় সম্প্রসারলণর প্রলয়াজন আলছ নক?



আরও কী কী করলল এই প্রকল্প আপনালদর মলতান নারীলদর জনয আলরা উপকারী হলে েলল আপনন মলন কলরন?

সঞ্চালক: দলীয় আললাচনায় মূ লযোন সময় এেং সহল ানেতার জনয অংিগ্রহণকারীলদর ধনযোদ নদন। তালদর সেোঙ্গীন মঙ্গল কামনা
করুন।

Serial Number of the Questionnaire

Study title: ‘End Line Evaluation of Strengthening Women’s Ability for Productive
New Opportunities (SWAPNO) 3rd Cycle’
Organization: Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies (BIDS)
গবেষণার উবেশ্য
শুবেচ্ছা। োাংলাবেশ্ সরকাবরর স্থানীয় সরকার বেোবগর অধীবন ইউএনবিবি’র অর্থায়বন আিনার খানার সেসযবের ের্থমান আর্থ-সামাবিক
অেস্থার উন্নয়বনর লবযয ইউবনয়ন িবরষে কর্ত ক
থ SWAPNO-3 প্রকল্প োস্তোবয়র্ হবচ্ছ। এই প্রকবল্পর কার্থক্রম িবরচালনার স্বাবর্থ আিনার
খানার বকছু র্র্য যর্মন- আয়, েযয়, ঋণ, সঞ্চয়, খােযােযাস, োসস্থান ও সামাবিক অেস্থাসহ ওিন এোং উচ্চর্াবেষয়ক র্র্য িানবর্ চাওয়া
হবে। আবম (র্র্য সাংগ্রহকারীর নাম)----------------------------- োাংলাবেশ্ উন্নয়ন গবেষণা প্রবর্ষ্ঠান (বেআইবিএস) নামক একবি সরকারী
গবেষণা প্রবর্ষ্ঠান হবর্ এবসবছ এোং উক্ত গবেষণার িনয র্র্য সাংগ্রহ করবছ। এই িনয আমরা আিনাবক আিনার িবরোবরর আয়-েযয়
সাংক্রান্ত বেষবয় বকছু প্রশ্ন বিজ্ঞাসা করে।

আিনাবক যকন এই গবেষণায় অন্তেুক্ত
থ করা হবলা ?
যর্বহর্ু আিবন দেেচয়ন নমুনা বনেথাচন প্রবক্রয়ায় বনেথাবচর্ হবয়বছন, যসবহর্ু আিনাবক এই গবেষণায় একিন উত্তরোর্া বহসাবে বনেথাবচর্
করা হবয়বছ।

িদ্ধবর্
আিবন র্বে আমাবের এই গবেষণায় অাংশ্ বনবর্ আগ্রহী হন র্বে ৩০-৪০ বমবনি েযািী একবি সাযাৎকার বনে। আিবন আিনার িছন্দনীয়
স্থাবন সাযাৎকার প্রোন করবর্ িাবরন। আিবন চাইবল এখবন সাযাৎকার প্রোন করবর্ িাবরন অর্ো আিনার সু বেধািনক সমবয় আমরা
িুনরায় আসবর্ িাবর।

র্বর্যর যগািনীয়র্া ও বনরািত্তা
আিনার যেয়া সকল র্বর্যর যগািনীয়র্া েত ঢ়োবে রযা করা হবে। আমরা আরও আশ্বস্ত করবর্ চাই যর্, সাযাৎকার প্রোনকারীর প্রবেয়
সে র্র্য, ধারণকতর্ র্র্যােলী, কাগিিত্র বনরািে ও যগািবন রাখা হবে র্া যকেল মাত্র এই গবেষণায় েযেহার করা হবে। আিনার নাম
এোং এমন যকান র্র্য র্া আিনাবক সনাক্ত করবর্ িাবর র্া েবেষযর্ গবেষণা প্রকাশ্না হবর্ োে যেয়া হবে।

েবেষযবর্ র্বর্যর েযেহার
আিনার যেয়া র্র্য শুধু এই গবেষণার কাবি েযেহৃর্ হবে এোং গবেষণার ফলাফল প্রকাবশ্র সময় আিনার নাম যকানোবেই প্রকাশ্ করা
হবে না।

ঝুবুঁ ক
এই গবেষণায় অাংশ্গ্রহণ করবল আিবন যকান শ্ারীবরক ো সামাবিক ঝুবুঁ কর সম্মুখীন হবেন না। এই গবেষণায় অাংশ্গ্রহণ করবর্ রাবি না
হবলও আিবন ো আিনার িবরোর যকান ধরবনর সমসযার সম্মুখীন হবে না।

লাে
এই গবেষণায় অাংশ্ গ্রহবণর মাধযবম আিবন সরাসবর যকান লােোন হবেন না বকন্তু েবেষযবর্ প্রকল্পবির উিবর্াগীর্া ও যসোর গুনগর্ মান
েত বদ্ধবর্ সাহার্য করবে।

গবেষণায় অাংশ্ না যনওয়া এোং েিথবনর অবধকার
এই গবেষণায় অাংশ্গ্রহণ সম্পূ ণথ আিনার ঐবচ্ছক। যর্ যকান প্রবশ্নর উত্তর না যেওয়া সম্পূ ণথ আিনার ইচ্ছাধীন। সাযাৎকাবরর যর্ যকান
ির্থাবয় আিবন বনবিবক প্রর্যাহার করবর্ িারবেন।

যবর্িূ রণ
এই গবেষণায় অাংশ্গ্রহণ করার িনয আিনাবক যকান আবর্থক যবর্িুরণ প্রোন করা হবে না।
এই গবেষণা সম্ববে আিনার যকান প্রশ্ন র্াকবল আিবন গবেষণাকমথীর কাছ যর্বক িানবর্ িারবেন। আিবন চাইবল বনবে যেওয়া বিকানায়
যর্াগাবর্াগ করবর্ িারবেন।

ি. আব্দু র রাজ্জাক সরকার
বেআইবিএস, োাংলাবেশ্
যফানঃ ০১৮১৯-২৬২২৬২
Email: razzaque@bids.org.bd
Are you willing to participate in this survey?

Yes



No 

Signature/finger print of the interviewee

________________________

Signature/finger print of the witness

________________________

Signature of the interviewer _________________________

Date

______________

Household Information:
1 Seial Number of the Household/ Questionnaire- |_____________________|

2 Household number of the baseline survey: |_________________|
3 Survey Round |____|
1= Beneficiary (round 3 SWAPNO) 2021; 2 = Contrtol (round 3 SWAPNO)
4 When did you join the SWAPNO project? |____|____|_________|
5 Type of Household: (1= Main Household; 2= Divided Household |____|
6 If A05=2 (Divided Household), When did it happen?
|____| Day |___| |__| Months |___| |__| Year
A. General Information of the respondent:
A.1. Name _________________________________
A.2. Name of the Neighborhood(para)

_____________

A.3. Location of the Household ____________________________
A.4.Name of the village ____________________________________
A.5. Name of the Union _________________________________
A.6. Ward No. ___________________________________
A.7. Name of the Upazila _________________________
A.8. Name of the Zila____________________________________
A.9. Mobile Number _____________________________
A.10. Type of the ownership of Mobile |___|
Code: Own= 1, Of Other Household Member= 4, Of the neighboring Household
Member= 3, Other (Please mention) = 99

2

A. Household Information
If the Head is

Mem
ber
no.

Relationship
Name (Start with the

with the

Household member)

head
(code)

Sex
Male=
1
Femal
e=2

Status

where is you
husband? Works
abroad/in other
zila=1,
Widowed=2

Months
Years

Abandoned by

If less
(than 5
years)

the husband=3,
2

3

4

5

Divorced =1
Abandoned;
=2
Widowed= 3
Married=4

If
abando
ned by
the
husband
(Code)

Secondary

Occupation

Occupation

Average

Age at
first

Income
Educat

marria

ion

ge

(Code)

Literacy
(Code)

(Descriptio Occupation
n)

(Year)

Secondary

Primary
(Description)

6

7

8

Is

Monthly

(January

Occupation

2019-

(Code)

December
2020)
( Pre-

Unmarried=5

Others=4
1

Primary

Marital

*Age

‘Female”, then

he/she
Monthly
Average
Income
(July
2020-June
2021)

9

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

main
earner
?
(1=
Yes,
2=

covid)
11

is the

18

No)
19

Is
Is she is
a
benefirac

he/she
**Receiv
er of
SSNP?

y of
SWAPNO? (1= Yes,
(1= Yes, 2 = No)
2=No

20

21

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Note: *Write in years for 5 Years and more and write in months for members less than 5 months
**SSNP (Social Safety Net): Work for food(Kabikha), Gratuity Relief (GR) এোং Test Relief (TR), VGD, VGF, Widow allowance., Allowance for the freedom fighters, Old age benefits, Allowance for the persons with disabilities,
Primary education stifend program (PESM) etc.
Relationship with the household: Household head =1, Spouse=2, Son/Daugher=3, Father/Mother=4, Grandson/ Grand daugher=5, Son-in-law/Daugher-in-law=6, Uncle/Aunty=7, Brother/=8, Father-in-law / Mother-in-law =9,
Other (Please Specify) =99
Abandonement Code: Abandoned and the husband died=1, Husband is alive and re-married=2, Husband is willing to be reunited, but the she does not want to go=3, Others=99
Education: Can not read or write=77, Never passed any class=0, Class 1=1, Class 2=2, Class 3=3, Class 4=4, Class 5=5, Class 6=6, Class 7 =7, Class 8=8, Class 9=9, SSC/ Equivalent =10, HSC/ Equivalent=12, BA/BCom/BSc =13,

3

mental
lt
disable
d

3

Literacy code: Can read or write letters=1, Can only read and write letters=2, Can give a signature=3, Cannot give a signature=4, Not applicable=88

lly/

(Code)

1
2

Honors/Equivalent=14, Masters=15, Madrasah (Kowmi/Hafezi) =16, Education from outside=17, Not applicable=88

physica

22

Code for Occupation: Preparing rice from paddy=1, Puffed rice/ Pressed rice=2, Works as a household help in other households=3, Sewing Katha=4, Handicrafts=5, Poultry business=6, Goat/Cow raising=7, Small Business=8,
Beggars=9, Contributing household member=10, day laborer(Agriculture) =11, Day laborer (Non- agriculture)=12, Job =13, Student=14, Unemployed=15, Not applicable=16, Self-employed ( agriculture)=17, Cook=18, Works at the
RMG =19, Homemaker=20, Others(Please specify) =99
Code for people with disability: Not applicable=1, Physically =2, Mentally=3, Both Mentally and Physically=4

B.2
For the school going household members( 5-16 years old) -

Answer

Does the Household have school going members?

|___|

Code: yes=1, no=2

If yes, go to section B.3 or skip to section C

B.3 Education related information of the household
Did this member

Member no.
(Following
Section A)

1

Age (in
years)

2

Has

Does

he/she

he/she

admitted

goes to

to a

school

school

regularly

(1=Yes
2=No)

(1=Yes
2=No

3

4

If admitted,

Is this member

If not

does he/she

attending classes

regular.

receive any

online/ through

why?

scholarship

TV etc.?

(Code)

(1= Yes
2=No)

(1= Yes
2=No)

6

7

5

Did he/she face
any trouble
while using such
platfiorms(onlin
e/TV)?

Do you
deem this
way of
learning
effective?
(Code)

(Code)
8

9

get any
financial/nonfinancial help to
avail
himself/herself
to this mediums?

(1= Yes
2=No)
10

Did this
member stop
his/her
learning
during the
COVID-19 ?

(1= Yes
2=No)
11

If 11 is yes,
was he/she
involved in any

If yes, what was that acitivity?

earning
activities?

(1= Yes
2=No)

Description

Code

12

13

14

Code: 7. Busy doing household chores=1, Involved in household IGA=2, lack of interest in education=3, lack of security=4, Not attentive=5, high cost of education=6, Others=99

4

Code: 10. I did not have any devise=1, not having enough devises=2, I donot have access to internet=3, I could affford to have an internet connection=4, Slow internet connection5, Not used to any sort
of technology=6, Others=99
Code: 11. Not affective at all=1, Not that effective=2, Neutral=3, Effective=4, Very effective=5
Code for Occupation: Preparing rice from paddy=1, Puffed rice/ Pressed rice=2, Works as a household help in other households=3, Sewing Katha=4, Handicrafts=5, Poultry business=6, Goat/Cow raising=7, Small Business=8,
Beggars=9, Contributing household member=10, day laborer(Agriculture) =11, Day laborer (Non- agriculture)=12, Job =13, Student=14, Unemployed=15, Not applicable=16, Self-employed ( agriculture)=17, Cook=18, Works at the
RMG =19, Homemaker=20, Others(Please specify) =99

5

C1 Social Capital ( January 2020- April 2021, Duration of SWAPNO)

Response

Were/are you involved in any project/groups/ organization other than

|___|

SWAPNO?

If yes please fill up section C2, skip to

yes=1 , No=2

section C2.1

C2 What was the type of involvement in any project/groups/ organization
Organization/

Goals of joining

Stages of

Institution

(Code)

joining

1

2

1.

Bank

2.

NGO

3.

Village Court

4.

Arbitrator

3

(Code)
5

4

(Moderator)
5.

Social -Work

6.

Political Groups

7.

Union Parishad

8.

Others (Specify)

Goals of joining:

To gain respect=1, To build connection with the
people =2, Financial/ Non-financial Benefits=3,
Services from govt and NGOs =4,
To dominate others= 5,
To talk on behalf of the marginalized women =6,
To establish rights for the poor =7,
to save money=8, Others (Please specify) =99
Stages of joining:
General member=1, Member of the excutive committee
=2,
Beneficiary/customer=3, Moderator =4,
Invited member=5, Observer= 5, Not applicable=88

C2.1 Was/is any of your household member other than you involved in any project/groups/ organization
other than SWAPNO?
?
Code |___|

; Yes=1, No=2

C2.2 Were you involved in public works (repairing roads and highways) for the government? \Code |___|
; Yes=1, No=2 , if no go to C3

C2.3 If yes, for how many days? |____| Days
C3 Various opportunites to get services from government/ non-governemnt institutions
C3.1 Are you aware of the services provided by the upazila or union parishad?
Govt.
Sevices

Services

(Yes=1,
No=2 )

Non-govt
services

(Yes=1,
No=2 )

Have you

If you ever participated, please rate your

participated

degree of satisfaction

in this ?
Yes=1, No=2
(transparency)

1.

Agriculture

2.

Animal Husbandary

3.

Fish culture

4.

Health services

(capacity)

(responsiveness)

(Child and mother
related)
5.

IT related services
(Computer, epayment, Bkash,
Rocket etc.)
Code (Level of satisfaction): Not satistifed at all =1, Slightly satisfied =2, Moderately Satistifed =3, Satisfied=4, Deeply

satistifed=5

6

C3.2 Opportunities to get financial services
Did you receive any
service
(Yes=1, No=2 )

how

(If no, go to next row)
1

Within
many

Opportunity

Opportunity

Opportunity

to save

to get loan

to get

(Code)

(Code)

insurance
(Code)

days?

2

3

4

5

1.Agriculture
2.Animal Husbandary
3.Fish culture
4.Health services (Child
and mother related)
5.Others (please specify)
Code for source: Taphsili Bank =1, Small loan providing institutions=2, Government health service providing

centers,3, Non-government health service providing centers =4, NGO=5, Others=99

C3.3 Information on usage of government owned properties/ institutions

(Last 1 year)
Have you availed services

Distances from

Degree of satisfaction

from any of the following

home (In

(Code)

properties?
Yes=1, No=

kilometer)

(If no go to the next row )

1

2

3

4

1. Main road of the Union
Parishad
2. Bazaar
3. Primary School
4. Secondary School
5. Community Hospital
6. Upazila Health Complex
7. Thana
8. Others (Specify)
Code (Level of satisfaction): Not satistifed at all =1, Slightly satisfied =2, Moderately Satistifed =3, Satisfied=4, Deeply

satistifed=5

C4 Wealth of the household
Wealth

Present
Amount

In December 2019

Current value

Amoun

Market value

4

5

(Market value)
1
1.

TV

2.

Radio

BDT
3

2

7

Wealth

Present
Amount

In December 2019

Current value

Amoun

Market value

4

5

(Market value)
1
3.

Mobile Phone

4.

Bi-cycle

5.

Motorcycle

6.

Sewing Machine

7.

Bed/Cot

8.

Rickshaw/Van

9.

Table/chair

BDT
3

2

10. Almirah
11. Gold
12. Silver
13. Copper
14. Utensils
15. Agriculture Machineries
(Tructor, Pump etc. )
16. Sellable big trees
17. Bamboo garden
18. Cow/Ox
19. Goat/Sheep
20. Chicken/duck/Pegions/Other
Birds
21. Boat
22. Capital of Business
23. Fish Net
24. Computer
25. Savings note
26. Others (Please specify)

C5 Household’a Land (In Percentile)
Owned by the

Leased

Leased

Partially

Partiall

respondents

taken

Provided

Leased(

y

owned

Barga)

Leased(

by

taken

Barga)

others/

taken

Sheltered

household
Type of land
Amount

Current

Domain

Amount

Amount

Amount

Amount

Amount

3

4

5

6

7

Land

Amount

market
price
1

2

1. Resident House

8

8

(Percentile)
2. Arrrable land
(perncentile)
3. Pond (perncentile)
4. Noncultivable(Potito)
land (perncentile)
5. Garden/ Bamboo
6. Others (Please
specify)

C6 Primary resident house related information
Ownership

Number of

Type of

1

rooms
2

the rooms
3

Construction ingrediets
4

5

Roof:

Wall:

Primary cooking
6

fuel
7

Floor:

Ownership: Self-owned=1, Rented=2, Relative’s=3, Owned by others=4, Others (Please specify) =5
Type of the house: Pacca=1, Half-Pacca=2, Tin-shed house=3, Mud/ Bamboo/ Straw=4
Ingredients: Cement=1, Tin=2, Tally=3, Mud=4, Bamboo/ Straw=5, Others (Specify) =6
Cooking fuels: Straw/Leaves=1, dung=2, wood particles=3, wood/bamboo=4, kerosine oil=5, cylinder gas=6,
electricity=7, Others (Please specify) =99

C7: Does your household have electricity connection? |___|

Code: Yes=1, No=2

C8 If Yes, what kind of connection? |___|
যকাি: Palli Biddut/National Grid/PDB=1, Solar electricity=2, Bio-gas=3, Others (Please specify) =4

C9: Does the household have any dining room? |___|

Code: Yes=1, No=2

C10: Does the household have any kitchen?

Code: Yes=1, No=2

|___|

C11: Does the household have internet connection?

|___|

Code: Yes=1, No=2

D1: Description of Loan ( During the last 12 months)
D1. A Currently do you have a loan?

|___|

Code: Yes=1, No=2

D1. B if yes, please fill up the following table:
Source of

Duration of loan

loan (Code)

Month

1

2

Amount of loan
received

Year
3

4

9

Source of loan Reasons for taking
(Code)

loan

5

6

Source of loan Bank=1, NGO=2, Committee=3, Mahajan=4, Relatives/Neighbors=5, Other SWAPNO members=6,
Friends= 7, Others (Please specify) = 99
Reasons for taking loan: Expenditure on education=1, Healh expenditure=2, Expenditure on agriculture 3,
Investment in business=4, Housing expenditure=5, Food Expenditure=6, Expenditure on marriage =7, COVID-19
crisis, Others=99

D2 Household Income, Expenditure and Loan related information:
D2.1 Does any of your household member cultivate grains/vegetables/fruits? |___|
Code Yes=1, No=2; If no, go to section D2.2A

D2.1A Information on cultivating grains/vegetables/fruits (During last 12 months)
Name

Amou

The unit

Amo

Amo

Amo

Amoutn used in the following sectors

Total

of

nt of

and unit

unt

unt

unt

lande

price of

cons

sold?

store

(Please mention the total amount)
14=8+9+10+11+12+13

amount

the
cultiv

d

the

umed

ated

cultiv

grain/vetg

last 12

grain

ated?

etable/

months
=5+6+7+
14

s/veg

fruits

etabl

cultivated

es/
fruits
?

Percent (Unit
iles

( Dur

Unit

In

1= KG, Price unit

2=number)

produced

d

In
unit

In
unit

in the

Amou Amo Amo Amo Amo Other Total
nt

unt

unt

unt

unt

s

provid prov used used Wast
ed to

ing

the

last
12
mont
hs)
(Code

ed as

as

as

(িাকায়)

ed

wage seed Anim

land

al

owner

food

In

In

In

In

In

In

In

unit

unit

unit

unit

unit

unit

uni
t

)
1

যমাি মূ লয

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Codes for crop: Aush=1, Amon=2, Boro=3, Wheat=4, Corn=5, Jute=6, Surgarcane=7, Pulse=8, Oil
seed=9, Other grains=10, Potato=11, Onion=12, Garlic=13, Ginger=14, Turmaric=15, Tomato=16,
Bringal=17, Unripe Bananas/Unripe Papaya=18, Couliflower/Cabbage=19, Pumpkin= 20, Radish=21,
Chili=22, Bean=23, Pointed gourd=24, Ocra=25, Spinach=26, Others(Please specify) =99
Codes for fruit: Mango=28, Jack fruit=29, Ripe banana=30, Ripe papaya=31, pineapple =32, Lechee=33,
Muskmelon=34, Guava=35, Others (Please specify) = 99

10

15

D2.1B Have you or any of your household member ever cultivated using sack-cultivation method? |___|
Code Yes=1, No=2>> if no, the go to D2.1F

D2.1C What kind of crops did you cultivate using sack-cultivation method? Code: |___|

(Multiple answers

acceptable)

D2.1D How much crops did you cultivate using sack-cultivation method? |_________| KG
D2.1E Amount of income from this |___________| BDT
D2.1F What kind of Problems did you face while cultivating during COVID-19? |___| ; Code: Yes=1, No=2 if
No, then go to , D2.2
Problems faced while cultivating during COVID-19: Lack of day laborers=1, Wage increase of the day laborers=2 ,
lack of seeds, pesticides, etc.=3, High price of seed/ pesticide=4, decrease in production due to lack of efficient
laborers=5, problems to transport produced crops=6, Others( Please specify) =99

D2.2 Did you or any of your household members involve in cattle farming/ poultry farming? |___|
Yes=1, No=2>> If no go to, D2.3

D2.2A Cattle/ Poultry farming related information (During the last 12 months)
Name of the

Number and price of

Number and price of

Number and price of

Number and price of

animal/ bird

animals/birds

animals/birds bought or

animals/birds died

animals/birds consumed

born during last 12

during last 12 months

during last 12 months

(Code)

months

1

Number

Taka

Number

Taka

Number

Taka

Number

Taka

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Code: Cow/ Ox=1, Goat=2, Sheep=3, Buffalo=4, Hen=5, Duck=6, Pegion=7, Other domestic birds=8, Milk=9, Eggs=10, Cow
dung=11, Others (Please specify) =99

D2.3 Did you or any of your household members involve in fish farming?
|___|

Yes=1, No=2 if ‘No’ go to D2.3B

D2.3A Fish farming related information (During the last 12 months)
Type of

Amount of fish produced and

farming and

fished

Amount sold

Amount consumed

fishing ( Code)

1

KG
2

Taka
3

KG
4

11

Taka
5

KG
6

Taka
7

চাষ ও আহরবণর ধরবণর যকাি: Fish farm=1, Fish Hatchery=2, Fishing in rivers/ large canals=3, Basin =4, Fishing from
ponds/canals=5, Juvenile fishes=6, Dry fish=7, Others (Please specify) =99

D2.3B Did you face any trouble while cattle/poultry/fish farming during covid-19? |___| ; Yes=1, No=2>> If no, go
to D2.4

D2.1C What kind of problem did you face during COVID-19 while cattle/poultry/fish farming? |__________|;
(Multiple answers acceptable)
Problems faced while cultivating during COVID-19: Lack of day laborers=1, Wage increase of the day laborers=2 , lack of
feeds, etc.=3, High price of feeds=4, decrease in production due to lack of efficient laborers=5, problems to transport
fishes=6, Others( Please specify) =99

D2.4 Cost of Agricultural Machineries and Ingredients
Did you spend

Cost during last 12 months

any money in

Sector

this sector?
Yes=1, No=2, If
‘no’ go to next
row
Code

1

2

1. Young plants grown from seeds
2. Young forest plants
3. Young fruit plants
4. Chemical manure
5. Compost manure
6. Tructor/Power triller
7. Cost of irrigation
8. Cost of pesticides
9. Tax of the land( agricultural)
10. Rent of the land ( agricultural)
11. Transporting materials/produced items
12. Cost of wage of laborers
13. Insurance cost( agriculture related)
14. Interest paid ( due to agricultural loan)
15. Electricity and fuel cost
16. Cost of bee hives

12

Quantity

Taka

3.1

3.2

3.3

Number

KG

Liter

4

17. Cost of fish farming
18. Cost of cattle farming
19. Cost of poultry farming
20. Others ( Specify)
21. Total Cost

D2.4A Did you produce any organic manure? |___| Yes=1, No=2
D2.4B Have you ever used organic manure while cultivating? |___| Yes=1, No=2, if “no’ go to section D2.5
D2.4B If yes, what kind of organic manure do/ did you use? |___|
Code: Self produced organic manure=1, Store bought organic manure=2

D.2.5 Use of modern machinery in agriculture
Description

Are you currently using Did you use modern machinery for agriculture
modern machinery for
two years ago?
agricultural purposes?
(Yes = 1, no = 2)
(Yes = 1, No = 2)
2

1

3

1. Irrigation device
2. Power tiller
3. Tractor
4. Pesticide sprayer
5. Threshing machine
6. Rice / flour breaking machine
7. Sugarcane threshing machine
8. Oil refilling machine
9. Rice cutting machine
10. Fertilizer application machine
11. Other Agricultural Machinery (Specify)

D.2.6 Other household income
D.2.6A Other household income in the last 12 months
Household income (last 12 months)
Source of income

Annual amount (in Taka)
1

2

1. Institutional Grants (Annual)
2. Personal donation or gift
3. Relief (annual)
4. ** VGF / VGD (Annual)
5. Income Generating Activities / Jobs under SWAPNO Project
(Annual)
6. Income raising activities outside the SWAPNO project (annual)
7. Agricultural labor (monthly)
8. Non-agricultural labor (monthly)
9. Small Business (Monthly)

13

Monthly amount (in Taka)
3

10. Rickshaw / Van (monthly)
11. Handicrafts (monthly)
12. Begging (monthly)
13. Employment in Institutional Sector (Monthly)
14. Remittance (from within the country)
15. Remittance
16. Other (specify)
** VGF = Vulnerable Group Feeding, VGD = Vulnerable Group Development

D.2.7: Employment of household members in financial activities (farming / animal husbandry / fishing /
farm / business / industry / transport / services etc.) (last 12 months)
[Note: If a member is engaged in more than one labor sector, separate rows should be used for each labor sector. That is, in that case
the information of the same member will come in multiple rows]

1

2

3

Member
number

Labor
sector

How
many
months a
year were
you
engaged
in?

(MID)

(Code)

[Should be
taken from
Section A]

4
How
many days
a month
were you
engaged
in? (Day)

(Months)

5

6

How
many
hours a
day were
you
engaged
in?

Where did you
work?

(Hours)

7

8

Wage periods

Wage rate with
food

Unit (code)
Daily = 1, Weekly = 2,
Monthly = 3, Single /
Contract = 4, Family
Business / Activity = 5

In own
village = 1
In another
village = 2

[Write down
how much you
could get for a
family business
or activity]

In town = 3

(Money)

Labor Code: Husking paddy = 1, Frying puffed rice (Muri / Chira Bhaja) = 2, Working in someone else's house = 3, Agricultural
worker = 4, Kantha sewing = 5, Handicraft = 6, Poultry rearing = 7, Goat / Cow rearing = 8, Small business = 9, begging = 10,
housework = 11, non-agricultural labor = 12, tuition = 13, cook / nanny = 14, self-employed farming = 15, others (specify) = 99

D.3. Cost of food
D.3.1 Cost of food (currently)
D.3.1.1 Food Expenses [meals at home] [last seven days]
Serial
No.

1
1.

List of food
items

2

In the last 24 hours
Did any Whether
member the child
of the under two
family years ate?
eat?
Yes = 1
Yes = 1 No = 2
No = 2
Not
applicable
= 88

3

4

In the last 7 days

Whether Did a 14the mother 49-yearof a child
old
under two woman
years of
eat?
age ate?
Yes = 1
Yes = 1
No = 2
No = 2
Not
Not
applicable
applicable
= 88
= 88

5

6

Thick rice

14

How The amount
Unit
The value of
many
of total
Grams = 1
total
days consumption Kg = 2 consumption
have
Litre = 3
(Money)
you
Number =
eaten
4
in the
last
seven
(7)
days?

7

8

9

10

The main
source of
consumption
1 = bought
2 = own
production
3 = business
4 = debt
5 = gift
6 = food aid
99 = if other,
specify
* Multiple
answers
acceptable *
11

Serial
No.

List of food
items

1

2

2.

Medium rice

3.

Fine rice

4.

Atap rice

5.

Flour

6.

Other food
grains

7.

Beef

8.

Mutton

9.

Chicken

10.

Duck meat

11.

Other meats

12.

Egg

13.

Small fish

14.

Large and
medium fish

15.

Milk

16.
17.

Powdered
milk
Baby food

18.

Pulse

19.

Oil

20.

Butter, ghee,
vegetable
ghee (dalda)

21.

Onion

22.

24.

Ginger /
Garlic
Red Chili /
Green Chilli
Yellow

25.

Other spices

23.

In the last 24 hours
Did any Whether
member the child
of the under two
family years ate?
eat?
Yes = 1
Yes = 1 No = 2
No = 2
Not
applicable
= 88

3

4

In the last 7 days

Whether Did a 14the mother 49-yearof a child
old
under two woman
years of
eat?
age ate?
Yes = 1
Yes = 1
No = 2
No = 2
Not
Not
applicable
applicable
= 88
= 88

5

6

15

How The amount
Unit
The value of
many
of total
Grams = 1
total
days consumption Kg = 2 consumption
have
Litre = 3
(Money)
you
Number =
eaten
4
in the
last
seven
(7)
days?

7

8

9

10

The main
source of
consumption
1 = bought
2 = own
production
3 = business
4 = debt
5 = gift
6 = food aid
99 = if other,
specify
* Multiple
answers
acceptable *
11

Serial
No.

List of food
items

1

2

26.

Round
potatoes

27.

Sweet
pumpkin,
carrot, sweet
potato
Spinach

28.
29.

Other
vegetables

30.

31.

Juice made
from ripe
mango, ripe
papaya and
these fruits
Salt

32.

Sugar

33.

35.

Tea / Coffee /
Biscuits
Betel leavesbetel nutstobacco
Cigarettes

36.

Bidi

37.

Cold drinks

38.

Other
(specify)

34.

In the last 24 hours
Did any Whether
member the child
of the under two
family years ate?
eat?
Yes = 1
Yes = 1 No = 2
No = 2
Not
applicable
= 88

3

In the last 7 days

Whether Did a 14the mother 49-yearof a child
old
under two woman
years of
eat?
age ate?
Yes = 1
Yes = 1
No = 2
No = 2
Not
Not
applicable
applicable
= 88
= 88

4

5

6

How The amount
Unit
The value of
many
of total
Grams = 1
total
days consumption Kg = 2 consumption
have
Litre = 3
(Money)
you
Number =
eaten
4
in the
last
seven
(7)
days?

7

8

9

The main
source of
consumption
1 = bought
2 = own
production
3 = business
4 = debt
5 = gift
6 = food aid
99 = if other,
specify
* Multiple
answers
acceptable *

10

11

D3.1.2: Excluding the mentioned food items, how much money have you spent to buy food from outside (restaurant,
road side, fair, cinema, etc.) in last 7 days? | __________ | Money

D3.2 Non-food expenditure (currently)
Details
1

Monthly
2

1. House rent
2. Electricity
3. Fuel
4. Cleaning related costs (soap, shampoo, toothpaste, powder, etc.)
5. Mobile Recharge (Flexiload / Top-up etc.)
6. Cosmetics
7. Travel
8. Sanitary napkins

16

Annual
3

9. Covid's safety costs (Mask, hand gloves, hand sanitizer etc.)
10. Education
11. Treatment
12. Clothes (with sewing)
13. Shoes
14. Construction and repair of houses
15. Gifts / donations
16. Sanitation / water
17. Debt repayment
18. Expenditure on interest
19. Social festivals
20. Religious festivals
21. Entertainment
22. Cooking utensils (pots, pans, spoons, glasses, etc.)
23. Furniture (bed, stool, trunk, sofa, cupboard, table-chair etc.)
24. Personal supplies (ornaments, bags, umbrellas, watches, etc.)
25. Electronic (Radio, TV, Fan, VCD, etc.)

D.3.3 Food Expenses (December 2019)
D.3.3.1 Food Expenses [Meals at Home] [first seven days of December 2019]
1
Serial
No.

1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

2

3

4

List of food items
How many The amount of
days did
total
you eat in consumption
seven (7)
days?

2

3

4

Rice
Atap rice
Flour
Other food grains
Beef
Mutton
Chicken
Duck meat
Other meats
Eggs
Small fish
Large and medium fish
Milk
Powdered milk
Baby food
Pulses
Oil
Butter, ghee, vegetable ghee (dalda)
Onion / Ginger / Garlic / Red Chili
/ Green Chili
Other spices
Round potatoes, sweet pumpkins,
carrots, sweet potatoes
Other vegetables
Juice made from ripe mango, ripe
papaya and these fruits
Salt
Sugar

17

5
6
In 7 days
Unit
The value of
Grams = 1
total
Kg = 2
consumption
Litre = 3
(Money)
Number = 4

5

6

7
The main source of
consumption
1 = bought
2 = own production
3 = business
4 = debt
5 = gift
6 = food aid
99 = Other (specify)

7

1
Serial
No.

1
26
27
28
29

2

3

4

List of food items
How many The amount of
days did
total
you eat in consumption
seven (7)
days?

2

3

5
6
In 7 days
Unit
The value of
Grams = 1
total
Kg = 2
consumption
Litre = 3
(Money)
Number = 4

4

5

7
The main source of
consumption
1 = bought
2 = own production
3 = business
4 = debt
5 = gift
6 = food aid
99 = Other (specify)

6

7

Tea / Coffee / Biscuits
Betel leaves-betel nuts-tobacco
Cigarette / Bidi
Other (specify) ______

D3.3.2 Excluding the mentioned food items, how much money have you spent to buy food from outside (restaurant, road
side, fair, cinema, etc.) in the first 7 days of December 2019? | __________ | Money

D.3.3.3 What was your average spending on food per week in December 2019? | ____________ | (In money)
D3.4 Non-food expenditure (in 2019-2020)
(Monthly - December 2019, Annual - January 2019 - January 2020)
Details

Monthly

Annual

1

2

3

1. House rent
2. Electricity
3. Fuel
4. Cleaning related costs (soap, shampoo, toothpaste,
powder, etc.)
5. Mobile Recharge (Flexiload / Top-up etc.)
6. Cosmetics
7. Travel
8. Sanitary napkins
9. Education
10. Treatment
11. Clothes (including sewing)
12. Shoes
13. Construction and repair of houses
14. Gifts / Donations
15. Sanitation / water
16. Debt repayment
17. Expenditure on interest
18. Social festivals
19. Religious festivals
20. Entertainment
21. Cooking utensils (pots, pans, spoons, glasses, etc.)
22. Furniture (bed, stool, trunk, sofa, cupboard, tablechair etc.)
23. Personal supplies (ornaments, bags, umbrellas,
watches, etc.)
24. Electronic (Radio, TV, Fan, VCD, etc.)
25. Other (specify)

D.4 Savings (only applicable to SWAPNO project beneficiaries)
D.4.1 How do you spend income from SWAPNO project / employment?
Sectors

Applicable to beneficiaries
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Income from employment
(Percentage in last 1 year)

How have you spent the
savings of SWAPNO
project? (In percent)

100%

100%

1. Food products
2. Treatment
3. Education
4. Savings: Tana Samiti / ROSCA
5. Savings: Other source in own house, (DPS / Savings Certificate
/ Other)
6. Debt repayment
7. Land mortgage
8. Leasing of mortgaged land
9. Purchase of land
10. Animal husbandry
11. Business capital
12. Purchase of rickshaw / van
13. Purchase of Nosimon / Korimon / Bhotvoti
14. Purchase of TV / Fridge
15. Child marriage
16. House repair / development
17. Other (specify)
18. Total

D.4.2 Have you ever participated in Tana Samiti / ROSCA? | ____ | ; Code: Yes = 1, No = 2
D.4.3 Details of money received twice in the last
1st installment

2nd installment

SWAPNO ( Phase 1)

SWAPNO ( Phase 2))

100%

100%

The amount of money
How did you spend the money received?
Description
1. Purchase of food items
2. Treatment
3. Education
4. Savings: Other source at home, (DPS / Savings Certificate / Other)
5. Debt repayment
6. Land mortgage
7. Leasing of mortgaged land
8. Purchase of land
9. Animal husbandry
10. Business capital
11. Purchase of rickshaw / van
12. Purchase of Nosimon / Koriman / Bhotvoti
13. Purchase of TV / Fridge
14. Marriage of children
15. Home repair / development
16. Other (specify)
17. Total

D.4.4 Voluntary personal savings (last 12 months only for the respondent's own)
Types of savings

Amount of Savings
(Money)

1

2

1. Bank
2. Association
3. Cash savings
4. Savings in the informal sector
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Source of
Savings
(Code)
3

5. Insurance
Source code of savings: SWAPNO = 1, asset sale = 2, regular income = 3, others (specify) = 99

D4.5. Respondents’ training and personal labor skills on income generating activities (last 2 years)
1.

Do you have any income generating activities (such as raising livestock / poultry, fish farming,
vegetable farming, sewing, business, money management, etc.)? Code: Yes = 1, No = 2

2.

Have you taken any training on income generating work? Code: Yes = 1, No = 2

3.

7.

If you have taken training, what is your name? (Multiple answers acceptable)
Code: Animal Husbandry = 1, Poultry = 2, Handicraft = 3, Business = 4, Fisheries = 5, Sewing
= 6, Money Management = 7, Vegetable Cultivation = 8, Other (specify) = 99
Who organized the training? (Multiple answers acceptable)
Code: SWAPNO project = 1, government organization = 2, NGO = 3, others (specify) = 99
Have you received any training on skills development (related to child health, education, child
marriage, disaster, etc.)? ; Code: Yes = 1, No = 2
If yes, which organization provided the training? (Multiple answers acceptable)
Code: SWAPNO project = 1, government organization = 2, NGO = 3, others (specify) = 99
What was the duration of the training in the SWAPNO classroom? (Day)

8.

Year of training

9.

How satisfied are you with the skills gained from the training? (Code)

10.

Have the training activities been disrupted due to COVID-19? Code: Yes = 1, No = 2

4.
5.
6.

Code (level of satisfaction): Not at all satisfactory = 1, somewhat satisfactory = 2, fairly satisfactory = 3, satisfactory = 4, very
satisfactory = 5

E. Crisis tackling
E.1 What kind of crisis have you faced in the last 12 months and how have you dealt with it?
Crisis Type / Class

1
The combined crisis
1. Flood
2. Drought
3. Heavy rain
4. Hurricane
5. River erosion / Loss of land
6. Loss of resources
7. Low production
8. Crisis of employment
9. Drinking water crisis
10. Food shortage
11. Insect infestation in crops
12. Other (Specify) ____
Personal crisis
13. Illness
14. Income / employment crisis due to
COVID-19
15. Death of a member of the
household
16. Arrest of a member of the
household
17. Divorced / living separately with
husband / abandonment
18. Theft
19. Evictions / Influential people have
taken away wealth
20. Loss of business

Yes 1 / Mostly in
Level
The
No 2 which month? (Code) amount of
(Code)
loss
(Money)
2
3
4
5
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Dealing Strategies
(Code))

6

7

8

9

Crisis Type / Class

1
21. Conflicts within / outside society
22. Loss of land / eviction of land
23. Loss of livestock
24. Dowry / Marriage
25. Burial
26. Accident of family member
27. Other (Specify) ____

Yes 1 / Mostly in
Level
The
No 2 which month? (Code) amount of
(Code)
loss
(Money)
2
3
4
5

Dealing Strategies
(Code))

6

7

8

9

Month Code: January = 1, February = 2, March = 3, April = 4, May = 5, June = 6, July = 7, August = 8, September = 9, October
= 10, November = 11, December = 12
Dimension code: Very little = 1, little = 2, no more or less = 3, fairly high = 4, maximum = 5
Dealing Strategy Code: Neighbor / Relative Loan = 1, Payment = 2, NGO Loan = 3, Relative Grain Loan = 4, Cash Loan = 5,
Bank Loan = 6, sale of household assets = 7, sale of business capital = 8, sale of trees = 9, sale of ornaments = 10, child labor =
11, Adjustment through food = 12, Mortgage of agricultural land = 13, Receipt of relief = 14, Begging = 15, Temporary relocation
= 16, Physical labor / sale of advance labor = 17, Sale of household goods / parts = 18, Use of savings = 19 , Picking up grain left
over from paddy field = 20, could not be dealt with in any way = 21, accepting legal aid = 22, personal / relative donation = 23,
borrowing from friend = 24, borrowing or borrowing from any other member of the dream = 25, money from ROSCA = 26, money
from SWAPNO project = 27, others = 99

F.1 Types of food intake based on gender and age
ID

Question

1

2
How many meals (on a full stomach) did the adult members of this house (18+) had
the last day?
How many meals (on a full stomach) did the 6-17 year old children of this house
had the last day?
How many meals (on a full stomach) did the children of 2-5 years of age had the last
day?

F1.1A
F1.1B
F1.1C

Answer (0-3 times)
Girl
boy
3
4

F1.2: Households’ Food shortages
F1.2A What has been the status of food intake in the last 12 months? (If the

answer is 1 then go to F1.3) (Code) | _____ |
How many days have your family faced food shortage in the last 12
months (days)? | ______ |
F1.2C Which month is the most? (Code) | _____ |
F1.2B

Receipt Status Code: Adequate = 1,
Occasional Deficit = 2, Always Deficit =
3
Month Code: January = 1, February =
2, March = 3, April = 4, May = 5, June
= 6, July = 7, August = 8, September =
9, October = 10, November = 11,
December = 12

F1.3: Food Security (HFIAS)
Question

Yes 1/
No. 2

1
1. There will not be enough food in the house - have you been
worried about this for the last four weeks?
2. In the last four weeks, have you or your family members been
unable to eat the desired type of food due to inability to afford it?
3. Have you or your family members eaten a limited amount of
food in the last four weeks due to inability to afford it?
4. Have you or your family members been forced to eat disliked
food in the last four weeks due to lack of other types of food?
5. Have you or your family members had to eat less food than you
need in the last four weeks due to lack of adequate food?
6. Have you or your family members eaten less than 2/1 times a
day in the last four weeks due to lack of adequate food?
7. Have you or your family members never had any food at home
in the last four weeks due to lack of capacity?
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2

If so, how did it
happen?
(Enter code)
3

Code

Code: (how it
happened): Very rarely
(once or twice in the last
four weeks) = 1,
occasionally (three to
ten times in the last four
weeks) = 2, often (more
than ten times in the last
four weeks = 3)

8. Have you or any of your family members gone to bed without
having food in the last four weeks?
9. Have you or your family members not eaten all day and night in
the last four weeks due to lack of adequate food?

F1.4 Food security during the Covid-19 period
Question

Yes = If so, how did it
1
happen?
No = 2
(Code *)

1
1. Did you have to worry about having not enough food in the house
during lockdown?
2. Did you or your family members not eat your favorite food at the
lockdown?
3. Did you or your family members have to eat less food than you or
the family members needed because of the inability to lockdown?
4. Did you or your family members have to eat less food than you need
in the lockdown because there is not enough food?
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2

3

Code

Code: (how it
happened): Very rarely
(once or twice in the last
four weeks) = 1,
occasionally (three to ten
times in the last four
weeks) = 2, often (more
than ten times in the last
four weeks = 3)

G. Health
Information about household members illness in last 12 months
(MID)
(Follow
section
A)

What kind of

How many days did

Did he/she take

illnesses have your he/she suffer from any health care for
family members

that disease?

suffered from in

that disease?

If yes, from whom If not, Why didn’t
did you seek

you seek

treatment? (Code)

treatment?

1= Yes, 2= No

the last 12 months?

Treatment Cost
(For an expense that does not apply, enter 0)

(Code)

Consultation

Medicine

Fee

Cost

7

8

Bed Fee

Diagnostic Fee

Transport

Tips

Cost

Helper

Other

Total

Cost

Cost

Cost

13

14

15

(Disease Type Code)

1

2.1
2.2
2.3
Dis. 1 Dis. 2 Dis. 3

3.1
3.2
Dis. 1 Dis. 2

3.3
4.1
4.2
4.3
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.1
6.2
6.3
Dis. 3 Dis. 1 Dis. 2 Dis. 3 Dis. 1 Dis. 2 Dis. 3 Dis. 1 Dis. 2 Dis. 3

9

10

11

12

Disease Type Code: 1= Fever, 2= Cold cough/ Headache, 3= Diarrhea/Dysentery, 4= Cough/Breathing Difficulty/Pneumonia, 5= Gastric/Ulcer, 6= Jaundice/Hepatitis, 7=Sexual Disease, 8=Eye/Nose/Teeth illness, 9= Measles, 10 =
Small pox, 11= Diabetes, 12= Anaemia, 13= Urinatory problem, 14= Tuberculosis, 15= Malaria, 16= Typhoid, 17= High Blood Pressure, 18= Heart Disease, 19= Asthma, 20= Dermatitis, 21 = Pregnancy/Delivery related problem,
22= Female disease, 23= Injury due to accident, 24= COVID-19, 99= Others (Please specify)
Treatment Type Code: 1= No treatment sough, 2= Bought medicine without consultation/Own treatment/Treated by family members, 3= Drug seller consultation/Dispensary/Pharmacy, 4= Quack, 5= Medical College Hospital, 6=
Govt. Hospital/ Facility, 7= MBBS doctor (Private), 8= Private Clinic, 9= Community Clinic; 10= NGO Clinic;

11=Homeopath, 12= Kabiraji/ Hekim, 13= Traditional Healer; 14= Health Assistant/Family Planning Assistant; 15=

Trained birth attendant; 99=Others (Please Specify)
How treatment sought Code: 1= The patient was taken to a health worker; 2= Health worker came to the patient; 3= Bought medicine as per the symptoms
reasons behind not seeking treatment Code: 1= Problem was not serious; 2= Taking medicine as previous prescription; 3= Treatment cost is too high; 4= COVID-19 Pandemic; 5= Had not enough money; 6= Healthcare center is
too far; 7= Had nobody to take to the facility; 8= Didn’t know where to go; 9= Medical treatment will reduce the cost of other household consumer goods; 10= Thought it will recover without treatment; 99= Others (Please
specify)
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G1. Information about household members illness in last 12 months (Continue)
MID
(Follow

How did he/she

How long can you

If salary

Did he/she

If yes, what

Reason

managed the treatment

not do normal work

deduction/ loss in

has to

kind of

behind the

cost? (Code)

due to illness?

business/ other

change the

profession

profession

loss of money

profession

did you

change

happened due to

due to

change?

(Code)

the absence from

illnes?

(Profession

work for illness,

1= Yes, 2=

Code)

section
A)

how much money
has been lost in

No

total? (BDT)
Source-

Source-

Source-

1

2

3

18

19

20

Dis- 1

Dis- 2

BDT

Dis- 3

21

22

23

24

25

Treatment cost manage Code: 1= Regular income, 2= Family savings, 3= Selling different items, 4= Selling
domestic animals, 5= Selling tree/ agricultural product, 6= Selling permanent asset, 7= Mortgage of land or
property, 8= Borrow money from moneylenders, 9= Borrow money from NGO, 10= Help from friends or
relatives, 11= Borrow from relatives / friends / office colleagues, 12= Borrowing from any organization /
association, 13= Borrowing from a bank, 99= Others (Please Specify)
Profession Code: Paddy husking/ processing=1, Frying parched rice=2, Works in someone else's home =3, Sewing
rag=4, Handicrafts =5, Poultry rearing =6, Goat / cow rearing =7, Small Business=8, Beggar=9, Members who
contribute to the family income =10, Agricultural day labor=11, Non- agricultural day labor =12, Service =13,
Student=14, Unemployed=15, Not applicable=16, Self-employed agricultural work =17, Cheff=18, Garments
worker=19, Housewife =20, Others (Please Specify) =99
Reason behind the profession change Code (Column 25):
1= More money is available in this work; 2= No other good work is available; 3= To do other work, he/ she
have to go away from home which he/she can't do; 4= Don't know any other work; 5= Due to excessive
physical labor; 99= Others (Please Specify)
G2. COVID related questions
1.

Response

Has anyone in your Household had symptoms of Covid-19 in the last 1.5 years? Code:

Yes=1, No=2
2.

Did he/ she been checked for COVID-19?

Code: Yes=1, No=2
3.

Did he/ she sought treatment for COVID-19 symptoms?

4.

Reason behind not seeking treatment (Code)

5.

Where did you sought treatment for COVID-19/ COVID-19 symptoms?

Code: Yes=1, No=2

Healthcare provider/ Personal Code
6.

How much money did you spent for COVID-19 in last 1.5 years? (BDT)

7.

Did any of your household member died because of COVID-19?

Code: Yes=1, No=2
8.

Have you taken vaccine for COVID-19? Code: Yes=1, No=2

9.

(If 8 is “No”) Are you intend to take COVID-19 vaccine? Code: Yes=1, No=2

10. If 9 is “No,” give us your feedback

Month Code: January=1, February=2, March=3, April=4, May=5, June=6, July=7, August=8, September=9,
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October=10, November=11, December=12
Healthcare provider/ Personal Code: Didn’t receive any treatment=1, Have treated myself =2, Kabiraj=3,
Maulvi / Saint / Shaman=4, Quack=5, Pharmacy=6, Others (Please Specify) = 99
Reason behind not seeking treatment Code: Not comfortable=1, Very expensive treatment=2, Far wawy from
home=3, Doctor was not present in the duty station=4, Social barrier/ Afraid of the treatment=5, Others
(Please Specify) =99

G.7 How was your health in last 6 months? |____| Code: 1= Too bad, 2= Bad, 3= Average, 4= Good
H. Drinking water and toilet facility
Which one is the main source of your drinking water?
Code: Tube-well=1, Well=2, Pond=3, River=4, PSF=5, Supply water with filtration=6,

1.

Water treatment plant=7, Rain water=8, Others (Please Specify)=9
Is your drinking water arsenic free?

2.

Code: Yes=1, No=2, Don’t know=3
Is there a toilet in your household?

3.

Code: Yes=1, No=2 ; If No, skip to question 5
If yes, what is the type of the toilet?
Code: Sanitary latrine=1, Ring slub (with cover)=2, Ring slub (Broken cover)=3,

4.

Raw toilet=4, Hanging toilet=5, Open space=6, In jungle=7, Others (Please Specify)=
88
Where do you defecate?
Code: Sanitary latrine=1, Ring slub (with cover)=2, Ring slub (Broken cover)=3,

5.

Raw toilet=4, Hanging toilet=5, Open space=6, In jungle=7, Others (Please Specify)=
88

I. Anthropometry: All members aged 5 or above have to be measured [Excluding pregnant
women]
MID
(From section A)

Height

Weight

(cm)

(kg)

If height/ weight is not measured,
why?
Code: Absent=1

MUAC * (For
women aged 1549)

Due to illness=2
Did not agree to the
measurement=3
Pregnant/ lactating =4
Others (Please Specify)=5

1

2

3

4

*Mid-upper arm circumference
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5

J Children aged 0-59 months (under 5 child): Childrens vaccination and nutritional status
Note: Tell to show the EPI card
MID
(From
section A)

Age

Mothers

Mothers

Height

How was the height

If height/ weight is not

Can you

Have all the

(in

MID

MID

(cm)

measured: Code:

Weight

measured, why?

show the EPI

dose been

month)

(From

(From

Laying=1

(kg)

Code: Absent=1

card?

given?

section A)

section A)

Standing=2

Due to illness=2

Code: Yes=1

Code: Yes=1

Did not agree to the

No=2

No=2

9

10

Vaccination (1= Yes, 2=No, Not applicable=3)
Dose- 1

Dose-2

Dose-3

Dose-4

Dose-5

Dose-6

11

12

13

14

15

15

measurement=3
Others (Please Specify)=4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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K. Violence, Harassment, Empowerment and Participation in decision making

Violence,

উত্তর

K.1 Have you or any member of your household experienced any violence in last 12 months? Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
K.2 If k.1 is yes, which member experienced violence?
Code: Beneficiary=1, Male member=2, Female member=3

(Multiple response acceptable)

K.3 Type of violence
Code: Physical abuse=1, Sexual abuse=2, Sexual harrasment=3, Mental abuse (rebuke/insult)=4, Others (Please Specify)
K.4 Do you know where to go for justice if you are a victim of violence? Code: 1= Yes, 2= No

(Multiple response acceptable)

K.5 If k.4 is yes, where to go?
Code: Union parishad=1, Police/ law enforcing person=2, Village court=3, Court=4, Victim support center=5, Law/ arbitration center=6, Others (Please Specify)=99 (Multiple
response acceptable)
K.6 Where did you complain about the violence?
Code: Arbitration (Mediation)=1, Village court=2, Police/ court=3, Law/ arbitration center =4, NGO=5, Nowhere=99 (Multiple response acceptable)
K.7 Did you experience any violence during the lockdown?
Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
K.8 Which kind of violence did you face during the lockdown?
Code: Physical violence=1, Mental violence=2, Both=3
K.9 Have you or any member of your household experienced any harassment in last 12 months? Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
K.10 If k.9 is yes, what kind of harassment?
Code: Case=1, False deception=2, Misbehave=3, Others (Please Specify)=99;

(Multiple response acceptable)

K.11 If k.9 is yes, which member experienced harassment?
Code: Beneficiary=1, Male member=2, Female member=3, Others (Please Specify)=99; (Multiple response acceptable)
K.12 If k.9 is yes, where did the member experienced harassment?
Code: In the courtyard=1, In crowded place=2, Govt. institution=3, Social organization=4, In road=5, Others (Please Specify)=99;
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(Multiple response acceptable)

Violence,

উত্তর

K.13 Which types of people were involved in the harassment?
Code: Poltical leader=1, Terror=2, Local govt. representative=3, Govt. employee=4, Police/ law enforcing people=5, Family member=6, Legal family members=7, Others (Please Specify)=99
(Multiple response acceptable)
K.14 Where did you complain about any harassment?
Code: Arbitration (Mediation)=1, Village court=2, Police/ court=3, Nowhere=88

L. Ability to move (Only for respondent)
Question

ID

Answer

Moving out of the area (Area/ village)
L.1

Code: Alone=1, With male member=2, With others=3, No=4
Moving in the union

L.2

Code: Alone=1, With male member=2, With others=3, No=4
Moving in the upazila

L.3

Code: Alone=1, With male member=2, With others=3, No=4
Moving in the district/ division

L.4

Code: Alone=1, With male member=2, With others=3, No=4

L.5

How much distance dou you mean by social distancing? (Feet)

L.6

If covid infection rises, do the people of your community maintain social distancing? Code: 1= Yes, 2= No

M. Decision making (Only for respondent)
Indicator
1
Personal

Stage

Answer

2

3

1.

New earn raising activity

2.

Receipt of service (Treatment facility, entertainment)

3.

Education/ training
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4.

Participation in meetings and committees

Participationin decision

5.

Wealth buy/ sell

making

6.

Ornament buy/ sell

7.

Domestic animal buy/ sell

8.

Vegetables, fruit, tree buy/ sell

9.

Construction and repair of houses

Household

10. Childrens education
11. Chidrens marriage
12. Childrens treatment
13. Others (Please specify)
14. School management commiitte

Social

15. Village court/ arbitration
16. Voting in the last election
17. Others (Please specify)

Answer code: Alone=1, With a male=2, Decision making by others / Informed previously=3, No participation=4, Not applicable=88

Political consciousness & participation
Did any member of your household voted in the last election?

Male member (Yes=1 , No=2 ) Female member (Yes=1 , No=2 )
18. 2018 National election
19. 2014 National election
20. 2008 National election
21. Last UP election
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N. Knowledge and information (Only for respondent)
Stage

Answer
Yes=1, No=2, Not applicable=3

1
Rights

2

1. Inherited rights
2. Basic civil rights

Service and law

3. Conscious about lawful rights
4. Conscious about health service
5. Government services related to livelihood in the upazila level
6. Conscious about early marriage law
7. Others (Please specify)
8. Future plan

Life skills management

9. Marriage of the under age children
10. Will the husband be accepted back?
11. Will you get married in the future?
12. Will the girl get married with dowry?

O. Knowledge & information about the local governments (Union Parishad & Upazila level) initiatives / Programs
Knowledge/
Program

1

information

Right

(Code)

Yes=1

Yes=1

No=2

No =2
2

If participates, write the satisfaction level

Have you participated in

(Code)

this activity?
Yes=1

3

1. Food for work (kabikha)
2. Gratuities relief (GR) and Test relief (TR)
3. VGD
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(responsiveness)

No=2

(transparency)

(capacity)

4

5

6

7

4. VGF
5. Widow's allowance
6. Freedom fighter allowance
7. Old age allowance
8. Disability Allowance
9. Primary education stipend project (PESP)
10. oPEN budget metting
11. Ward metting
12. Getting tube-well
13. Getting sanitary latrine
14. COVID-19 relief (e.g., getting money
through mobile)
15. Others (Please specify)----------Code (Satisfaction level): Very satisfied =1, Satisfied =2, Moderately satisfied =3, Slightly satisifed =4, Not at all satisfactory =5

P. Financial empowerment
P 1. Do you know about insurance?
Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
P 2. Do you have personal insurance facility?
Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
P 3. Do you have any personal bank account?
Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
P 4. If yes, which type of organization?
Organization Code: 1=Govt. bank, 2=Private bank, 3=NGO
P 5. dO you know about digital banking?
Code: 1= Yes, 2= No; if no, skip to p.7
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P 6. If yes, which of the following do yu know about?
Code: 1= Formal banking, 2=Agent banking, 3=Mobile banking
P 7. Have you made financial transactions through digital/ mobile banking?
Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
P 8. Which of the following do you use for mobile banking?
Code: 1= Bkash, 2= Rocket, 3= Nogod, 4= Ucash, 5= Mobicash, 6= Different banks digital

services; 99= Others (Please specify)
P 9. On an average, how much money do you transact through digital/ mobile banking?
(Write in number)

Q. Knowledge about information and technology
Q 1. Can you read sms in mobile phone?
Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
Q 2. Do you seek treatment through telemdicine (special healthcare facility/ consultation
through mobile)? Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
Q 3. Do you/ any of your household member have smartphone?
Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
Q 4. Do you communicate with your relatives and friends through social media?
Code: 1= Yes, 2= No
Q 5. If yes, which of the following social media do you use?

Code: 1= Yes, 2= No

Q 5.1 Facebook
Q 5.2 Whatsapp
Q 5.3 Imo
Q 5.4 Viber
Q 5.5 Others (Please specify)
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R. Optimism
R 1. How optimistic are you about your future?

Code: Not optimist at all=1, Moderately optimist=2, Optimist=3, Slightly optimist=4 Strongly
optimist=5
R 2. How optimistic are you about your kids future?

Code: Not optimist at all=1, Moderately optimist=2, Optimist=3, Slightly optimist=4 Strongly
optimist=5, Not applicable=88

S. Information about households’ economic condition
Serial

Economic condition

Present condition

What was your condition 5 years
ago?

1
1.

2

3

Which of the following categories do you consider your household to be based on year-round food intake?
Code: 1= Deficit all the time, 2= Deficit sometimes, 3= No shortage or no surplus, 4=Surplus

2.

How do you rate your household as a whole?
Code: 1= Rich, 2=High middleclass, 3= Middleclass, 4= Low middleclass, 5= Poor, 6=Extreme poor

3.

Do members of your household currently eat three meals a day all year round?

4.

In terms of your households’ economic solvency, is your present condition good, bad or not changed compared to 2 years
earlier?
Code: 1=Very bad; 2=Bad; 3= No change; 4= Good; 5=Very good
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Code: 1= Yes, 2= No

4

Serial

Economic condition

Present condition

What was your condition 5 years
ago?

1
5.

2

3

In terms of your households’ economic solvency, is your present condition good, bad or not changed compared to 2 years
earlier?
Code: 1=Very bad; 2=Bad; 3= No change; 4= Good; 5=Very good

6.

In terms of your households’ health condition, is your present condition good, bad or not changed compared to 2 years
earlier?
Code: 1=Very bad; 2=Bad; 3= No change; 4= Good; 5=Very good

7.

How do you think your children's lives will be compared to yours?
Code: 1=Very bad; 2=Bad; 3= No change; 4= Good; 5=Very good; 88=Not applicable

8.

What do you think your own situation might be like in the next 2 years compared to the present?
Code: 1=Very bad; 2=Bad; 3= No change; 4= Good; 5=Very good, 6=Don’t know; 88=Not applicable

9.

Are you in better position than your parents?
Code: 1=Very bad; 2=Bad; 3= No change; 4= Good; 5=Very good

10.

Overall, how satisfied, pleased, and happy are you with your life?
1= Very dissatisfied; 2= Dissatisfied; 3= Neither dissatisfied nor satisfied; 4= Satisfied; 5= Very satisfied

Interview end time: _______
Interviewer name: ____________________________
Signature: ____________________________
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Annex V: Result framework

Table: Progress of Result Framework Indicators
Sl. No.
1.1
1.2
1.3

1.4
Outcome 1: Core
beneficiary
households are
able to protect
their food
security and
livelihoods postproject.

1.5

1.6
1.7
2.1
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5
Outcome 2: Core
beneficiaries and
their dependents
have improved
their human
capital in terms
of nutrition,
health, education
and voice.

2.6
2.6.1
2.6.2
2.6.3
2.6.4
2.6.5
2.7
2.7.1

Indicator
Percentage increase in Monthly
Income PC (from baseline)
Percentage increase in Monthly
Expenditure PC (from baseline)
Percentage of HHs increase in
Asset PC (from baseline)
% of beneficiaries involved with
IGAs or self-employed through
using wages

Beneficiary

Control

Difference

96.42

82.84

13.58

89.71

83.98

5.73

86.58

67.05

19.53

98.21

36.16

62.05

Percentage of income increased
against baseline
Average number of days in a year
that households report being food
insecure (1.9)

443%

177%

266%

26.69

42.99

-16.30

3,564

N/A

N/A

72.76
77.97
48.47
54.06

79.41
76.52
37.34
58.97

-6.66
1.45
11.13
-4.90

N/A

N/A

23.57

19.83

21.2

38.53

61.63

49.39

12.24

91.05
82.55

75.69
37.01

15.36
45.54

59.73
72.26
71.92

21.20
54.59
43.58

38.53
17.67
28.34

20.22

6.03

14.19

Number of beneficiaries trained in
income generating activities
School Enrolment ratio
Primary enrolment ratio-boys
Primary enrolment ratio- girls
Secondary enrolment ratio- boys
Secondary enrolment ratio- girls
% of beneficiary children 0-5 years
old with complete immunizations
for their age group
Median and above dietary
diversity
Yes (percent)
% have freedom to participate in
community level social/cultural
events
% of women with improved
health status (self-reported) as
against baseline status
% of women having a say in
household decision making
New earn rising activity
Participation in education/training
Participation in meetings and
committees discussion
Vegetables, fruit, tree buy/sell
Domestic animal buy/sell
% of women having Aspirations
about the Future
Strongly optimist

74.24

43.4
59.73

Sl. No.
2.7.2

2.8
2.9
3.1

3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
Outcome 3: Core
beneficiary
households have
access to public
services essential
for their
livelihood
activities and
family wellbeing.

3.2.4
3.3

3.3
3.4

Outcome 4:
Public assets
promoting local
4.1
economic
regeneration,
improving social
conditions and
enhancing
4.2
environmental
conditions are
maintained and
developed for the
benefit of the
poor of the
participating rural
communities.
4.3
5.1
Outcome 5:
Local
communities
have better
capacity to
withstand natural
disasters and

5.2

Indicator
Optimist
Number of training courses on
different relevant issues
conducted for beneficiary
Number of beneficiary trained
% of core beneficiary women with
NGO affiliation
% of contracts established with
service
providing
agencies/organizations
Agriculture
Animal Husbandry
Health services (Child and mother
related)
IT related services (Computer, epayment, Bkash, Rocket etc.)
% of women have access to
digital financial services
Average income from sack/or
kitchen garden vegetable
cultivation (additional) in Beneficiary
HHs

Number of public assets serving
other critical community needs
% of rural community households
having better uses of targeted
public assets (Main/link Road of
the union)
Number of community/UP people
with access to improved economic
infrastructure (roads, markets,
etc.) as a result of public works
completed through project

Number of workers in project
public works schemes
Number of UPs serving the
purpose of reducing natural
disaster / climate change risks
through public assets
maintenance/rehabilitation

Beneficiary
61.8
7 No of
training
courses
3,564

Control
63.8

Difference
-2

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

9.17

N/A

N/A

42.28
40.27

1.37
4.12

40.91
36.15

61.97

43.94

18.03

95.30

54.92

40.38

99.64

62.97

BDT: 636.07
5,986 public
assets

NA

N/A

N/A

N/A

100

99.77

0.23

99 (UPs)

99 (UPs)

0

3,564 workers
99 UPs

N/A

N/A

99 UPs

N/A

N/A

N/A

%
of
local
government 89%
representatives
sensitive
to

36.67

Sl. No.
recover after
disasters.
Outcome
6:
Local
6.1
government has
capacity
to
implement social
transfer projects
with
accountability,
transparency,
6.2
gender sensitivity
and
pro-poor
approach
6.3
7. COVID-19 &
others
7.1
7.2
7.3

Indicator
Beneficiary
inclusiveness (including gender
aspects)
% of UP project committees with
improved management skills in 78%
planning, supervision, monitoring, committee
record keeping

Number
of
disadvantaged 3,564
beneficiary women provided with
follow-up and counseling for
sustainable livelihoods
Number of local government 5,472
local
representatives/officials trained
government
representatives
% of HHs Faced
income/employment crisis during
COVID-19
19.02
% of women having a bank
account
12.33
% of women having an account in
mobile financial services (bKash,
Rocket, etc. .)
99.64

Control

Difference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

32.95

-13.93

5.1

7.23

62.97

36.67

Annex VI: Pledge of ethical conduct
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